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And purple all tlie ground with vernal flowers.
Urine the rathe primrose that forsaken dies ;
The tufted crow-toe and the pale jessamine ;
The white pink and the pansy, streaked with
Jet:
The glowing violet.
The musk-rose, and the well-attired woodbine,
With cowslips wan that hang the pensive head,
And every flower that sad embroidery wears."
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NOTICES.

REPUBLICAN CAUCUSES.
Falmouth.

W.D. LITTLE & CO.,
STREET,

Efttabliahvd in I M.S.

Reliable Insurance against Tire or Lightning In first
olass American and Foreign Co s at Lowest Rates.
Also Life and Accident insurance.

Hannibal Hamlin Delivers the Ora-

97

Exchange

Stiieet,

Published every Thursday Morning, at $2.5C
year ; if paid In advance, $2.00 a ye.ar.
Advertisements inserted in the ""Maine Statu
Puess" (which has a large circulation in everj
part of the State) for $1.00 per square for first Insertion, and 50 cents per square for each subse
»

DR. E. 6. REED,

quent insertion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND

Physician

PUBLISHING

CO.

*
Fire in Harrington.
Chkhkyfield, May 31.—A building at
Harrington, owned by Gilman P. Smith and
3eorgo II. Coffin, occupied by them as a
store,by Annie B. Leighton for millinery and
jy the Western Union Telegraph office, was
itruck by lightning last night and burned
ivith a portion of Its contents. Smith &
Coffin's loss on the building is $2500 ; they
Smith's loss on merire insured for $1000.
:handise is $1800; injured for $1500. Coffin's
oss on merchandise it $2000; insured for
Î1500. Annie B. Leighton's loss in $500; in-

592 CONGRESS ST., PORTLAND, ME.
Dr. Reed treats all clironic diseases that flesh is
heir to ; all cases that are »dven up as incurable
by the allopathic and homoeopathic physicians. I
will take their case to treat and cure them. I iind
about four-filths of the cases given up to die can
be cured. Examination at a distance by letter,
with their full name and place of residence and
Examination at the
one 2-cent stamp and $2.00.
office $1, and consultation free.
Ofllrc Hour»—9 n. in. ιο 9. »>. in. aplOsntf

sured for $300.
A Boy Killed in Greenville.
Bangor, May 31.—Sunday afternoon lightling Istruck a barn at Greenville ia which
,hree boys had taken refuge from the storm.
3ne of them, the son of Oliver Mansill, a
>oy aged 10 years, was instantly killed.
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THE PANAMA CANAL.

Sloomy View Taken by
Engineer.

G

ordinary Corsets. We have lately introduced
the G and R—H grades with Extra Long Waist,
and we can furnish them when preferred.
Highest awards from all the World's great
FaiTS. The last medal received is for First Degree
of Merit, from the late Exposition held at New
as

Orleans.

While scores of patents have been found worthless, the principles of the Glove-Fitting have
proved invaluable.
Retailers are authorized to refund money, if,
on examination, these Corsets do not prove as
represented. For Male everywhere.
Catalogue free ou application.

THOMSON, LANGDON & CO.,New York.
eod3mnrm
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FOR SALE OR TO RENT
—

AT
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American

—

CIIIHON SPItING HOUSE and

;
rooms, all nicely
unfailing mountain spring, in galvanized iron
and stable, large, fine
stable with cellar; nice bowling alley and spring
house. Chiron spring water lias fine local rcputation as medicinal water. (Circular sent to any apno low
plicant.) Location extremely healthy;
land, but dry. sandy loam : a safe and ciesirable
place for children; situated between two mountains, with fine views. This place is well adapted
for summer home for two or three fami'ies, or for
permanent resident to take summer boarders;
about one mile from pleasant village of Lebanon,
4 hours by rail from Boston, 4 miles from Dartmouth College. Also 70 acres land, mostly in

pipes, in kitchen, laundry

grass, balance in wood land. Also farm house and
stable, with water from same spring. Sold
because owner is about to move to the South. A<fdress J. 1». ELLICOTT & CO., 12 Central Wharf,
Boston, Mass., or A. LiTTLEFIELD, Lebanon,
Ν. II.
myl7dood9t

only

81 Ilawley St., Bostca, Eass.

UPHOLSTERY GOODS,
Turcoman and Sllh

Xe\y Yokk, May 30.—A special to the Trifrom Boston, says that A. P. Smith of
ialeni, who for the last fifteen years has
1 ived in South America, and more recently
J ias been employed as an engineer by the
] 'anatna Canal Company, has just returned
He tells an interesting
J rom
Λ spin wall.
tory in regard to the method of prosecuting
he work on De Lesseps' canal. lie says :
'During my stay in Aspinwall, I thoroughly
nspected the canal, walking its entire
With a sufficient
ength of fifty-four miles.
ixpenditure of life, money and time, the ea: lal will doubtless be finished ; but if we fig! ire on the basis of the work done during the
ive years since the ground was broken, the
irospects of finishing the eanal in this cetiury are not brilliant, and getting it
one
in 18S9 is (mite out of the question.
A great deal
It present the outlook is had.
f money is wasted. That portion of thecaial completed is at the eastern end and is
bout eleven miles long. Here the country
low and flat, the banks rising scarcely six
cet on an average above high water mark,
.'he land is mostly of a clay formation,
'hrough a country of this kind a cut eighty
f cet in widtli has already been made for a
( istance, as I have already
stated, of eleven
1 liles.
While forests have been cleared away
'' nd other cuts
have been at various points
£ long the line of the proposed canal, little
lore than the eleven miles already referred to
J as been accomplished.
"On every hand may be seen evidences of
lismanagemcnt and gross extravagances,
is literally thrown away and signs of
loney
j
obs' are more plentiful Hum mosquitoes in
Much
of the work is let out by conuly.
tact and all sorts and kinds of people secure
lie contracts. Take the matter of digging
The American Dredging
nd dredging.
lompany has the contract of excavating the
and for that purpose
of
canal
iwer part
the
mploys about seven dredging machines and
bout Ι,ΒΟΟ men, and contracts to do the
ork of excavation for so much per cubic
letre, providing no rocks, stumps or other
if these are
astructions are encountered,
mnd, the dredging company is to receive jfl
8r minute. Iiacli dredging machine is proided with a tower on the grain elevator
riuciple, and to the top of this tower, usuily from 00 to 80 feet in height, the mud is
fted and thence dumped into a clnite Û00
"I'L· III

Curtaimi,

AND

UPHOLSTERY HARDWARE.
WE WAKE TILE ONLY

GENUINE

ItOLLEK,
and our Stop Boiler 1» Standard.
B3T"Ask your Dealer for them, talte no other.

eod ly

ap21

Coiiiiii'y Ke»idcnce for Sale.
Iii the pleasant healthy village of Gorham,

; Maine, lirsfc-class modern residence, twelve
connected,
teivoms, finished, large stable
builulngs aiv on high land; corner lot on two
streets; small orchard, choice fruit and surrounded by tine shade trees; only few minutes walk to
churches, Stale Normal and higli schools and
Portland & Kocliester Station; ten miles from
Portland; a very desirable residence in nice orFor any further
der for immediate occupancy.
particulars please address "JHOUSK," Is. Ο. ·όχ
may 1 Oeodlni*
52, Gorbam, Maine.

NOTICE.
at 184Va Middle street, (up stairs.) on MONDAY,
.Tune 7th, at 3 o'clock p. m., for the choice of officers and the transaction of any other business
that may legally come before th<»m.

GKOKGE A. THOMAS, Clerk.
mySldeodtd
Portland, May 31,1880.
VV-ATîîCf:.

Washington, June 1.
The indications for Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont arc fair weather, slightly
warmer.

New

The indications for

England

are

warmer

vari-

able winds.
LOCAL WEATHKK JiEPOKT.

Portland, Me., May 31, 1880.
y. Ill AMI 3 1' M I 7 Γ M j 11 Γ -M
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(May 31, 1886, 10.00 P. M.)

Observations taken at the same moment of time
At all stations.

Thermo'ter)
!
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Observation.
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New London
Boston, Maes
Eastport, Me
Mt. Wasli't'n
Portland. Me
Albany, Ν. Y
New York...

30.01
29.98
29.94
30.03
29.97
30.02

29.98

Norfolk, Va. 29.87
Philadelphia. 29.96

Washington.. 29.96
Atlanta, Ga.. 29.90
Charleston.. .29.85
Jacksonville. 129.87
Savannah,Ga [29.85
New Orleans 29.89
Cincinnati, 0 29.96

(29.88
Memphis
Pittsburg— i 29.98
Buffalo, N.Y. 130.04
Cleveland.... 30.01
Detroit

Î30.01

Oswego

30.04
29.99

Alpena,Mich
Chicago, Ills. 80,00

Duitttli.Miun 29.92
Marquette... 29.92
Milwaukee. 29.99
St. Louis, Mo 29.90
St.Paul,Mlnn 29.85
Omaha, Neb. 20 8g
Bismarck,Da 29.88

—

·-

St. Vincent.. 29.95
29.88
Denver
29.90
Cheyenne
29.80
El Paso
29.85
Yankton
Dead wood..
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0 S
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I
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81
W
Ν
—10
61
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—1 NE
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x8 SE
531
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68
—5 SE
571
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x8 Ε
60
x2 Ε
76'
x3 SE i
71
73
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63, —9 NE
561 -9 NE
64
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i
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—9 Ε
79
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Clear
Fair
Clear
Clear
Clear
Clear
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-9
x8
—5
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—6
—3
—8
—7
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îe earth on its downward slide and to preent clogging. S
Une of the many stupid expedients which
îe caual company adopted for holding the
lud was to put up an ordinary wooden ienee,
istened with bamboo withes and stakes. Of
iur.se in a little while the pressure of the
alf-liqnid mud became too great for the
eak barrier to withstand, and down came
iuce, mud and all into the caual again, to be
nee more dredged out at an enormous ex-

Cloudy
Clear

Clear
Clear

Thrt'g

Lt
Lt
Lt
8
Lt
Lt

"A yet more curious state of things exists
t places further in shore where other cuts
ave been made by several differentcontractThere have been no specifications in
rs.
lese contracts as to what shall be done with
îe earth after it lias been excavated. What
the ^result of ehis 01111881011'? The conactors simply load it 011 hand carte and run
back a little way in the eut which they
The conseave made and leave it there.
quence is that all this earth, all these
tumps and stones, have to be excavated all
ver again, to the immense profit of the conractors.
< >n every

hand are

seen

evidences of this

another instance. The railroad runs close
the course of the river and also to the promised canal and in the road the canal coin1
any holds the principal interests. As
talked along 1 saw severe1, new locomotives
to
and
allowed
fliich had been side-tracked
ο to ruin.
They were built at an expense
f thosands of dollars each, and were simj
ly left here without so much as a shed or
overing of any kind for more than a year,
hey are now masses of rust and are worthess. There was probably no reason for
heir construction in the first place and it
30ks like a 'job' for somebody.
All along the line of the projected cut are
iles of iron, tons upon tons, for which there
< and can lie 110 use.
Every steamer brings
1 was leaving the Isthmus
: in and just as
noticed! that the last steamer
or home I
rom France which had just arrived was
laded down with iron. It is so cheap that
early all the barracks and houses of the
iborers along the line are roofed with corugatcd iron. The French contractor, under
,hose supervision the work was carried on,
as been removed for extravagance."
5

r>

"he Courts Interfere in the Election
in Petersburg, Va.
PjCTEiiSBUKO. Va., May .'10.—The opponnts of the Republican party in the municial election which took place here on Thursthe
ay were surprised this morning by
erving of an injunction on the Board of
Commissioners of Election. The injunction
of the
as issued by Judpe B. A. Hancock,
rem

ι»

υυυπ

ui

υι^^Μ.η,

representatives of the Republican
It restrains and enjoins the Counnisioners from canvassing the votes of the sevrai precincts, or doing any other act except
ο meet, organize, open such returns as have
and adeen received at the clerk's office,
Diirn from time to time until further orders
also
was
granted
An
f the court.
injunction
Λ- Judge Hancock restraining and enjoining
colored
judge of elecVilliam H. Baugh, the
ion at the Sixth Ward Precinct, from parithan
ng with or permitting any other person
limself to handle the ballot box in his posession. The ballot box has been at the serall
vant's office since Thursday night, andside
his time liaugh has been sitting by the
if it keeping faithful watch over his charge.
■Saturday at 12 o'clock the commission met
it the clerk's office to canvass the returns,
-'aptain John S. Wise, of Richmond, Judge
R. Jones and William H. Jones, of
'etersburg, appeared for the Republicans,
md Alexander Hamilton and R. B. Davis
ippeared for the representatives of the Citizens' ticket. After arguments by counsel the
îommissioners decided to obey the order of
;he court, and here the case rests.
f the

arty.

2

Place of

VTttWiA

hittlessness, incapacity and gross extravaance, if not of downright dishonesty. Here

Η Ε Proprietors of Maine Wharf are hereby
Γρ
.5. notified that the annual meeting will be held

generally fair weather, slightly

DlICcllll *Ji

ense.

[WHOLESALE.!

THE

U

limped through the chute to help propel

Window Shades, Curtain Fixtures,

Clear
Fair
Fair
Clear
Clear
Clear
Clear
Clear
Clear
Clear
Clear

Clear
Lt Rain
Cloudy
Lt Clear
Lt

7 Clear
10 Thrt'g

Cloudy
Lt Thrt'g

Lt Cloudy
8 Clear
Lt Fair
6 LtKain

LtRain

B. A.

Kinney,
Private, Signal Corps, U. S. A.
A Bank Suspends Payment.
of the
Peoria, 111.. May 31.—The directors
anMerchants' National Bank of this city
to
the
that,
owing
evening
nounced this
caused by
serious impairment oi its capital,
F.
J.
funds
Jloke,
the
by
embezzlement of
the bookkeeper, the bank would be obliged
examination
to suspend payment, pending an
by the bank examiner.

to

Connecticut

Thousands of Men Join the Creat
Parade In New York.
Participates In

President Cleveland

the Exercises.

Senator

Oration

Logan's

by

the

Tomb of Cen. Crant.

Bangob, May 31.—Memorial Day was very
Business
observed here today.
was suspended, and everywhere were emblems appropriate to the occasion. In the
afternoon a long procession was formed,
composed of Company G, Second Maine
Β. Π. Beale Post, G. A. It. ; Sons
of Veterans, field and staff officers of the
Second Maine Kegiment, etc., numbering
There was a short parade,
about 300 men.
and the procession then went to Mount Hope
At the cemeCemetery by a special train.
tery the usual Grand Army services were
carried out.
They were witnessed by a
A memorial adgreat concourse of people.
dress was delivered by Cemrade and ex-Vice
President Hannibal Hamlin, who marched
with the Post during the day. The following are some of the sentiments expressed by
the orator :
My Comrades :
I am here at your roll-call, to utter a few
words on this day, made national by the
government, made hallowed by the Grand
1 see before me men standing like
Army.
myself in advanced years ; here also are middle-aged men, the bulwarks of our republic :
and here are young men, Sons of Veterans,
upon whom our duties must devolve in the
future. It is well to inculcate the proper
spirit of liberty in our young; teach them to
cherish the memory of our heroic dead;
their works of valor ; and transmit by histo-

Regiment ;

The Pilgrim Society.

Plymouth, Mass., May 30.—The annual

was held this
Hon. Thomas Russell, the presiient, in the chair. The following officers
chosen for the ensuing year: President,
jvere
Hon. i homas Russell of Boston ; vice presiJ. Henry Stickney of Baltimore, Wm.
dents,
M. Evarts of J\ew York, Frederick L. Ames
>f Easton, Henry M. Dexter of Boston ; secretary, Wm. S. Danforth of Plymouth;
A board of
treasurer, Isaac M. Stoddard.
trustees were also chosen.

peeling of the Pilgrim Society
orenoon,

Unlucky Mackerel Fishermen.
Gloucester, Mass., May 30.—The large
left of mackerel fishermen which arrived
îere today, report having seen no mackerel
"or two weeks. Most of the lieet have done
îothing. A large number of the vessels will
jroceed to the coast of Nova Scotia and the
jay of St. Lawrence.
A Man Burned With His House.
Hartford, Ct., May 81.—The Kinghley
House in Hebron was burned this morning.
Its owner was burned with the house.
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come to

Lebanon, N.H., i
grounds,
neat and attractive ; contains
THEall in flue order,furnished
23
soft water from

Hawtey Speaks

Veterans.

....

lune

For fifteen years, tliey have steadily gained in
favor, and with sales constantly increasing have
become the most popular corset throughout the
United States.
The G quality is warranted to rvear twice as long

Cen.

generally

MAINE.

MEDICAL ItOOTIM

AUK MTILL TRlCmPHANT.

tion in Bangor.

Portland, Me.

TUE MAINE STATE PRESS,

Iel7snly

Clairvoyant and Botanic

POKTLAND PUBLISHING COMPAN»,
Texims—Eight Dollars a Year. To mall sub
scrlbers, Seven Dollars a Year, if paid In advance
Kates ok Advertising—One inch oi space
the length of column, or twelve lines nonpareil
constitutes a "square."
$1.50 per square, daily, first week; 75 cents pel
week after; three insertions or less, $1.00, con
tinning every other day after first week·, 50 cents,
Half square, three insertions or less, 75 cents
one week, $1.00; 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one-third additional.
Under head of "Amusements" and "Auctiok
Sales," $2.00 per square per week ; three insertions or less. $1.50.

INSURANCE.

Telephone 701.

THE SOLDIERS' MEMORY.

At

The Republicans of Falmouth are requested to
meet at the Town House on TUESDAY. Juue 1st,
at four o'clock p. m., to choose delegates to the
State and First District Conventions.
Per order of Town Committee.

31 EXCHANCE

"SfiS,
THE PORTLAND ])ΑΠί>
-lie
Published every day (Sundays eicepu/

pledge

anew our

iif fin..»

loyalty to

our

XXTa

coun-

try and its institutions: we come to decorate
tlie graves of our heroic dead, as a token of
love and remembrance.
They went down
like reapers before the harvest of death.
They gave their lives that a fair gouernment
should not perish from the earth.
In different ages there have been what
were called republican
governments, but
ours is the only one ever instituted for and
There are three tests of a
by the people.
republican government: First, the power
to establish such a government ; second, the
power to maintain foreign wars ; third, the
Our fathers
power to suppress civil wars.
created a government which afforded liberty
and protection to every person within its
borders. The second test was passed when
the flag floated triumphantly above the halls
The third came when
of the Montezunias.
a rebellion such as the world never saw, was
crushed; when you, comrades, went forNo
ward and saved the life of the country.
despotic government on earth could have
suppressed that rebellion ; no such armies
were ever mustered on the globe, and the lesson taught is that the squadrons sent to the
lield may be drawn from civil life ; military
genius can spring from citizen soldiership ;
standing armies need not be imposed upon
us. Learn the young to love our flag and
country. It gives us at birth a home where
I
freedom dwells in paradise on earth.
think 1 see good comrades gone before us
from
the
eternal
down
camping
looking
ground, and hear their voices commanding
their memory and heroic
us all to cherish
deeds as long as we may live.
llooiiEBTEB, Ν. H., May 31.—Memorial exercises took place here today. The procession formed at 1 o'clock,on Central Square,in
E. L. Kimball, chief
the following order:
marshal; the American band; Sturtevant
Guards; Capt. Sampson Post, G. A. R.; disabled veterans in carriages; President of the
Day, J. L. Clapp; clergy and citizens, liev.
A. if. Quint of Dover delivered the memorial address. Remarks were also made by different clergymen and by leading citizens.
Lebanon, X. H., May 31.—The cornerstone of a soldiers' memorial building was
laid this afternoon with imposing ceremonies. A procession, composed of the military and civic organizations, the public
schools, war veterans and public guests in
carriages, marched through the principal
streets.
Chief Marshal Γΐυη. L. C. Patteu
and staff headed the procession.
.Lowell, Mass., May 31.—The observance
of Memorial Day in this city has been carried out after the usual plan. The comrades
of l'osts Nos. 42,120, ami 1S5 decorated the
comrades in the
704 department
graves ofi"I"
«
1IDIin!
·-'

—

memorial meetings with "addresses, etc.
Habtfoiît, Ct., .May 31.—Memorial Day

generally observed as to-day.
The
Business generally was suspended.
Grand Army posts preceded by the Governor's
Foot {Guards escorted Senator Hawley, the
orator of the day, and Rev. J. II. Twitchell
the cha plain, to Spring Grove cemetery, where
the public exercises were held.
was

never

so

The Day In New York.
New Yobk. May 31.-—Memorial Day began with clear skies, which, however, soon
became overcast with indications of rain.
The early trains into the city were crowded
with persons on their way to witness the
big parade, to gaze upon the features of the
Presidential bridegroom, and, most of all, to
take part in the imposing ceremonies at the
tomb of General Grant at Riverside Park.
President Cleveland remained, until the
time appointed for him to leave the city for
Brooklyn, at Secretary Whitney's house at
"i7(+i street and Fifth Avenue. Early in the
day the President went to Brooklyn and reviewed the parade there. He then returned
to this city, mounted the reviewing stand at
the
Madison Square, and acknowledged
salutes of the passing militia and Grand
Park
to
lîiverside
went
men.
He
then
Army
to take part in the homage of the country at
the grave of Gen. Grant.
As early as !) o'clock the grand stand on
the west side of the square from which President Cleveland was to review the parade,
was nearly tilled. Conspicuous on the grand
stand were many militia and army officers
and distinguished citizens.
Shortly before
11 o'clock Mayor Grace and Commissioner
the
Voorhees mounted
steps leading to the
platform. Almost simultaneously with this
event, Gilmore's Twenty-Second Regiment
wedding
Band struck up Mendelssohn's
march, and the great procession moved down
driven
was
the avenue. President Cleveland
by a fast team from the 23d street ferry, and
met the line at 27th street.
The procession, headed by squads of
mounted police, advanced steadily. The Old
Guard acted as a body guard to the President. Immediately following the guard of
honor were five carriages containing the
guests of the day. The first contained President Cleveland and General McMahon, the
fécond Postmaster General Vilas, Secretary
of War Endicot and Secretary of the Navy
Whitney: the third contained General Philip
Sheridan, Col. Blunt and W. A. Copp, chairman of the memorial committee ; the fourth
Held General gchofiekl, Admiral Jouett, and
General Day, of the memorial committee ; the
fifth carriage contained General Whipple,
Major Sanger, Lieutenant Pitcher and Mr.
Aekerson, of the memorial committee.
Precisely at 4 o'clock the President mounted the steps and advanced through the line of
,Λ:.4-1,..4-

«1W1 fil Λ

Ïirnïnnfimi rtf th«» stand

ill which was his private box, at the extreme southwest corner of the platform, from
which lie was to review the procession.
Every hat was raised and cheers filled the
air. Those who were near enough extended
The President was
their congratulations.
dressed entirely in black; wearing a frock
coat and high silk hat. ><ext to the President stood Mayor Grace, and near by were
General .Sheridan, President Mooney, of the
Hoard of Aldermen, General McDowell and
Admiral Jouett.
The procession, which assembled on Fifth
Avenue, north of Fifty-sixth street, started
shortly after the hour appointed, 9.30 a. ni.
It took some time for the long column to be
formed, but when this was once accomplished. regiment followed regiment, and
division followed division in good order.
Mounted policemen cleared the streets, and
behind them rode Brigadier General William
G. Ward, commanding the first division of
the National Guard of the State of New
York, and his staff. The procession passed
from Fifty-sixth street down Fifth Avenue.
At Forty-second street it crossed over to
Madison Avenue, and proceeded as far as
Thirty-sixth street, when it returned to Fifth
Avenue.
Almost with the dawn of day people began
to assemble around General Grant's tonip 011
the hill side, and by JO o'clock hundreds of
visitors were on the bluff overlooking the
Hudson. The front of the tomb was draped
with sprigs of ivy so thickly as almost to
hide the brickwork. On each side of the gate
were beautiful wreaths of lilies, red and yellow roses and ferns. The iron bars of the
with sprays of smilax
gate were entwined The
interior of the tomb
mixed with roses.
was a mass of palm branches, foliage, plants
other varieties.
and
hair
maiden
and ferns,
Colonel Fred Grant arrived about 11 o'with
satisfaction
clock, and expressod great and broad
platthe arrangement*. A long
hillside
in
the
from
form had been built out
this end
front of the tomb. On each side of
behind it, above the vault, stages with seats
suitable to accommodate ΙϋΟΟ or 1500 spectaOutside these railtors had been erected.
the vast square,
ings enclosed three sides of and inside
this
centre,
with the vault in the
the general body
massed,
be
to
were
troops
of spectators taking their places outside.
At the tomb a battalion of marines and the
Slate Fencibles formed a line to the left,

For three hundred years this verdict of the
bard of Avon has been silently accepted by
the readers of his enchanting works, until
the stricture it represents has come to be considered in the light of a truism.
The sentiment it expresses has found frequent and varied repetition by pessimistic
writers, weeping declaimers, superficial observers and turgid orators bewailing the imperfections of human nature.
Standing at the commencing end of three
hundred years, Shakespeare has passed a
sentiment down the line of the centuries,
which has been amplified by a sorrowing
mentor of our own time, into the broad dec-

carlist times, in a tender regard of the living
for the dead. Before the full development
of language communication consisted largely
of symbohe expression, and by this mode of
speaking some of the most beautiful truths
of nature have always been illustrated. It
was no less natural than poetic to call in the
vegetable and floral worlds to represent the
verdict of the ages, against the hopeless doctrine of final extinction.
The growth of (lowers in spiing indicates
the revival of the fruitful earth, after a
a perilous
period of quiescence, which bears
The idea conveying
semblance of death.
intimation or life, after apparent death, was
the offspring of the earliest thought; and its
susceptibility of enlargement has been made
to express, more or less arbitrarily, the
ideas of power, dominion, love, sorrow, joy
friendship, hate, and almost every human
emotion through the symbolism of the vegFlowers in Isculnture form
etable world.
part of the head-dresses of the Egyptian
the worship of the sacred
while
sphinxes,
bnll was largely an ovation of these beautidevotion.
of
ful emblems
In the ancient republics of Greece and
Rome the crown of honor was formed of
laurel or of olive leaves. The former was
the Daphne of the early Greeks, and among
Victors in the
them was sacred to Apollo.
Pythian games were crowned with a wreath
of laurel leaves, which thus became the symbol of triumph. Under the mythologie tradition, lightning could not strike it, and
hence the Emperor Tiberius, in later times,
wore a chaplet of laurel during thunder
Julius Csesar constantly wore a
storms.
laurel wreath, indicative of dominion ; and
and
his successors followed the
Augustus
us that laurel was used
example. Pliny tells
as a sign of truce, like the 'live branch, and
that letters were garnished with it. The
modern poet laureate is an officer of the
household of the British sovereign, and the
office originated from a custom of the English
universities, to present a wreath of laurel
to the new graduate, who thus became
poeta laureatus.
The ancient Druids held their worship in
groves of oak, shut out from the common
gaze. Their symbol was an oak tree with
the mistletoe growing upon it; the former
representing God and the latter indicative of
man leaning upon Him for support.
Among the Romans oak leaves formed the
patriot's crown ; bay leaves the poet's ; myrtle was tho crown of beauty ; olive the token
of peace ; ivy the representative of Bacchus,
and cypress the emblem of mourning.
The Greeks were among the first to introduce the free use of flowers as part of the
symbolic language of mankind. The Phrygian festivals were largely celebrated with
them. The deity of earth was supposed to
sleep during the winter, and in the autumn
was put to rest with imposing ceremonies.
Upon the opening of spring he was awaken-
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while the Grand Army posts advanced to the
place reserved for them in the from of the
grand stand.
Two o'clock was the time fixed for the exIt was
ercises at General Grant's tomb.
nearly two hours later when Roscoc Conkthe
speaker's platling rose from his seat on
form where lie had been chatting with Mrs.
Logan, to greet her husband. The west end
of the grand stand hail been reserved for
members of the Grant family and their
friends; Col. Fred Grant, his wife, and two
children, Julia and U. S. Grant, Jr.; Jesse
Grant and wife, with their little daughter
Nellie ; U. S. Grant and wife and child, and
Mrs. Judge Dent. All of the Grant family
Seated with
were dressed in deep black.
tliem were Mrs. H. H. Honore, W. C. Andrews and wife, Mrs. General Logan, General Navajo, Gen. Koine Ingalls, Doctor and
Miss Logan of Illinois, Mrs. Governor Alger
of Michigan, U. S. Grant, son of Orvïïle
Grant, Gen. James Β Frisbie of California
and Dr. Shrady.
It was 3 o'clock when the masts of the
Tennessee, Yantic, Brooklyn and Swatara,
with billy-cocked yards, came into view.
Half au hour later minute guns announced
the approach of the marching column. The
veterans were soon seated around the front
of the platform, with the Amphion Singing
Society in the front seats. Battle flags were
grouped about the tomb.
Four stalwart men in gray uniforms were
Captain Arthur A. Spetzer. Geo. C, Montcastle, Captain T. J. Bowles, and Colonel
John Murphy, of Robert E. Lee Camp, of
Richmond, Va.
It was :s o'clock when Major Corwin, chairman of the committee, opened the exercises.
General Logan was then introduced by Major
Corwin a» "Our Comrade." Mr. Logan said :
générai,

looan's

oration.

Comradex, Ladies and Gentlemen:
A great poet and marvelous delineator of
human character and impulses, a dramatist
to whom posterity has etneeded the first
rank, has placed in the mouth of one of his

characters the words :
"Blow, blow, thou winter wind,
Thou art not so uukiwi
As man's ingratitude."
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And thus, upon tlie one hand, we are confronted by the allegation of the inspired
poet, and upon the other, we are met by its
corollary ; the full proposition being reduced
to the statement, men and republics are
alike ungrateful.
Friends, upon this closing day of the budding spring, when "hoary frosts have fallen
in tne fresh lap of the crimson rose," our
smiling land presents a scene that should
forever blot from the record the slander of
the poet and the silly carping of the politician.
Millions of people have gathered to-day to
sing paians of gratitude to their sleeping
benefactors, and with one loud voice to chant
anthems of sweet appreciation, that may
rise from earth to heaven like—
"Sacbean odors from the
Of Araby the blest,"

spicy

shore

We have come to claim our share in this
beautiful and grateful service, and to perform our parts in an act that possesses no
quality of a task. To be an American citizen officiating in a service of gratitude to the
fallen defenders of his country is but second
to being numbered among those to whom
this homage is rendered. No more lofty acts
records of authentic
are to be found in the
historv than the noble sacrifices of the American soldier upon the field of battle and the
votive offerings of his countrymen upon the
holy altar of his memory.
\ ou have devolved upon me the duty of
voicing your sentiments of fellowship, of
gratitude, and of affection upon a day that
has been consecrated to the American soldier—one that will continue to be observed by
our countrymen as long as the Kepublic shall
last or patriotism shed its beams across our
happy homes.
Kind indulgence alone has prompted you
to thus honor one that had the good fortune
to closely follow a leader who, since your
last tribute to our departed comrade, has
taken his place beside the pale sleepers—he
that now here rests by the murmuring waters of the historic Hudson, and about whose
tomb requiems are sung by gentle voices
swelling trom the tree tops and mountain
sides of the mystic Catskills.
A realization of my inability to measure up
to the full requirements of such an occasion
stares me in the face, but one owing everything to the indulgence of his countrymen
must ever feci reliant under thçir support.
A quarter of a
Assembled countrymen 1
century has fallen into the abyss of eternity
air
an
vernal
of
since the
April morning rang
out the announcement that "war, horrid
war," was full upon our people. Men and
women are now before me in the full growth
the stage of life and action since that appalling event occurred.
But they know, as well as the actors in it,
the sad story of that blighting conflict, when
men of the same nationality met in opposing
ranks upon the field of battle. Tneir liearts
swell with the same pride of country and palpitate with the same beat of gratitude as do
those of the men and women who lived
through the crucial test, whereby the strength
of the Republic was tried in the fire of steel.
Two million three hundred and thirty-five
thousand nine hundred and fifty-nine patriots
voluntarily left their homes, their families,
and their peaceful pursuits, to defend upon
battle-plain and over the swelling wave the
principle then submitted to decision under
the dread arbitrament of war. Of this vast
number, as we learn from a report of the
Adjutant General, three hundred and sixtythousand graves in the National cemeteries
mark the number of those killed in battle,
and dying in hospitals, upon roadsides, in
prisons, as the result of wounds, of disease,
of hardships, of exposure, or of maltreatment.
We are not here to talk of causes that demanded the sacrifices represented by these
figures, nor yet to narrate thrilling incidents
of battle with fascinating stories of gallant
patriotism. Hut, my friends, nearly one half
million young, brave, useful lives have suffered untimely extinguishment through the
cruel circumstances of waf, and within the
close circle of that excruciating fact is to be
found the moving causes of the remarkable
scene this day eiiacted in our country.
It is no new custom to offer oblations in
memory of th« dead. In every age of intelligent man, the struggles of life have been sustained by a belief in and a "longing after
immortality." There is no existing record
of the human race that does not attest this
interesting fact. Monuments, mounds and
sepulchres that have survived the names of
individuals and outlasted their more perishable bodies, alike bear witness of it. Homer
declares that "all folk yearn after the gods
and this observation is no less true of those
who worshipped the monstrous creations of
the Nile, the Orontes, the Ganges, the Pagan
deities of Greece ami Rome, ami the varied
inventions of all rude theologies down to the
annunciation of the Christian Saviour.
The pyramids of Egypt, some seventy in
number, were built as tombs for fearful
monarchs yearning after the gods, and longing for immortality. These piles represent
The
an amazing effort of construction.
base
standing
upon a level
mighty Cheops,
Τ
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peak five hundred and forty-three feet, thus
towering within a few feet of the pinnacle of

the beautiful shaft erected upon the banks of
of a mighty
the Potomac to the "Father
nation.
One hundred thousand men toiled beneath
the sun of Egypt for half a century to erect
that tomb in order that the pigmy who was
to occupy it might, under the Egyptian theology, be saved to the longed-for immortality. For four thousand years it has waged
Within that
battle with the elements.
empires
period men have come and gone,bora
and
risen and fallen, nations have been
have decayed, the world has emerged from
darkness to light, and the uncertain scratching upon the massive pile, recording the
name of Khufa (Ktifu), the probable builder,
voices the only sound familiar to the ears of
the faithful Sphinx, whose gaze for the master's coining lias been fixed across the shifting sands for forty wishful centuries.
Far back in the uncertain light of an almost vanished age, when human bodies were
carefully preserved to await their expected
reunion with the spirit, evidence of the common belief meets us in unequivocal forms.
The mummies of Egypt were provided with
means of subsistence during the waiting
period, and grains of wheat taken from a
tomb, sealed from the gaze of man for three
thousand years, after planting in our day,
have grown like the ordinary cereal. The
come to us with
jirehistoric races of Americathis
same point.
interesting testimony upon
Who were the mound builders? We do not
know, certainly ; but the evidence accessible
to us shows their belief in a future, and a
provision for it. The excavated tombs of
Mexico, Central and South America demonstrate the existence of a people whose era
antedates the period of the American Indian,
races found in the newas w ell as of the
world by the
Spanish conquerors. The
mummies of those ancient people are in some
localities as perfect as any now found in
Egypt, while the surroundings point to
analogous religious belief. The tombs contain cooking utensils, articles of provision,
implements for the chase and for defense.
The monument period of America represents a still later era and a more advanced
people. The monuments and sculptures of
I'aleinjue in Mexico, in Yucatan, in Copan,
and other places, reveal the same belief in a
future state, that had constantly budded
from the liower of hope—from the first day
that man's voice vibrated upon the cheery
air of morning.
The universal credence in an unrevealed
future sought fitting expression, in the very
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Ilowers. The iarfamed mysteries of Elusis
taught the lesson of man's progress through
life to the perfection beyond the grave, and
illustrated the temporary nature of death
through the symbolic expression of the
floral world.
Uy one poet flowers have been called "the
blooming alphabet of creation, and by another "the prophets of immortality." Tliey
liave been largely used as a device of heraldry, and as such the fleur de lis became an
/mament of the crowns of royalty and of
:he dress and armor of the nobility in such
countries as Germany, Spain and England ;
md in the latter the red and the white roses
signalized the warring houses of Lancaster
ind of York. The fleur de lis became the
national emblem ot France, the thistle of
Scotland, and the shamrock of Ireland.
The rude warriors of the Middle Ages, becoming imbued with the symbolism of
lowers, earned these emblems from fair
lands througli all the years of chivalry. The
iborigines of Mexico annually laid killed
mimais, vegetables, and flowers upon the
jraves of dead friends, and in some parts^if
;hat country the custom is still continued.
But the beautiful ceremonies of love and
emembrance now so universally performed
ivith flowers came to their fullest expansion
hrough the growth of the Christian religion,
branches of palm were thrown in the path
>f the Saviour as He entered Jerusalem. The
crucified Christ received a crown of thorns
τοιη His executioners, but flowers strewn
>y unseen hands exhaled their fragrance
iround the cave wherein His body was laid.
The important feasts of all the churches
ire now largely celebrated with flowers.
Svery religion that promises a renewal of
ife after the sleep upon earth symbolizes its
aith through the blooming beauties of the
loral tribes. From the baptismal font to the
ast couch of man there lies but a single step ;
md the rose jvbicli unfolded its crimson
letals to the morning air of the child may, in
he ^evening,
give place to the gentle
imaranth, that unfading emblem of imnortality.as it speaks of hope from the grave
>f the man.
Men and women of America! we have couie
vitli beautiful flowers and evergreens, culled
>y the eager hands of our brothers, and
voven into speaking forms by the fair fingers
if our sisters, to render the homage due to
latriots, who have died for their country,and
Let that not be considered
or all mankind.
The now silent
; in extravagant expression.
oldiers, whose life work is finished, chamlioned a principle toward which the warriors
: md armies of the world have been constantly
iriftiuir from the earliest recorded struggles
ιροη tue plain οι Sftmar.
This principle—the rights of man and the
iberty of the individual—which was planted
vith the first blood ever shed in belialf of
] [overnment, has, like the flower, bloomed
It has
ιροη the morning air of all the ages.
>een the task of royalty tu cut it down as a
veed encumbering the grain. Wafted by the
viud of destiny, its seed found lodgment
ιροη the fertile soil of America, where it lias
;rown and filled the world with its sweetiess. Our brothers, whose memory we hon>r today, gave their lives to perpetrate its
;rowtli and progress to the end of time,
i'hey comprehended that a dissolution of
lie American Union meant a killing frost to
he flower of liberty and a withering of the
Did these revherished hope of the race.
■red warriors hesitate in duty through conNo!
of
self?
They sprang to
iiderations
lie defense, and from out the nettle danger
bey plucked the flower safely for their counxv and prosperity.
The world will not soon forget the couplet
>t Simonides in commemoration of the men
;hat fell at Therinoplie :
"Stranger, the tidings to the Spartans tell.
That here, obeying their commands, we fell."
It were most unjust to the American solliers, fellow-citizens, whose memory we
îonor, to compare them with the band of
ude men who, twenty-four hundred years
a great
igo, accepted death, not in behalf of
to the
jrinciple destined to follow mankind
;nd, but in simple obedience to the Spartan
victorito
be
soldiers
the
aw. commanding
es or to die upon the field.
Leonidas, with his three hundred men,
saw ttiat death for them was an unalterable
;onelusion. They must die in the contest, or
:n flying from their position accept the death
the violated law.
penalty from the hands of
by the Persian spear;
rliey selected death
back
the reproach that
sent
in
but
dying they
they had been sacrificed by command of their

:ountry.

Was any American soldier immolated upblind law of his country? Not ono!
Every soldier in the Union ranks, whether
!)f the regular army or not, was, in the fullest sense, a member of the great, the imperishable, the immortal army of American volunteers. Those gallant spirits now lie in untimely sepulcher. No more will they resspond to the fierce blast of tlie bugle or the
call to arms. But, let us believe that they
Look at the palire not dead, but sleeping!
tient caterpillar as he crawls oil the ground,
liable to be erushed by every careless foot
that passes. Ile heeds no menace, and turns
from no danger. Regardless of circumstances, he treads his daily round, avoided by the
little child sporting upon the sward. He lias
work, earnest work to perform, from which
he will not be turned, even at the forfeit of
his life. Reaching his appointed place, he
ceases even to eat, and begins to spin those
delicate fibers which, woven into fabrics of
haantv and utility, contribute to the comliis
fort and adornment of a superior race,
work done, lie lies down to the sleep from
But
which he never wakes in the old form.
that silent, motionless body is not dead ; an
astonishishing metamorphosis is taking
place. The gross digestive apparatus dwindles away ; the three pairs of legs, which
served the creature to crawl upon the ground
are exchanged for six pairs suited to a different purpose ; the skin is cast ; the form is
changed; a paii^of wings, painted like the
morning flowers, spring out, and presently
the ugly worm that trailed its slow length
into the
through the dust is transformed
beautiful butterfly, basking in the bright
of
the
child
and
the adthe
sunshine,
envy
Is there no appeal in
miration of the man!
this wonderful and enchanting fact to man's
highest reason? Does it contain 110 suggestion that man, representing the highest pinnacle of created life upon the globe, must
undergo final metamorphosis, as supremely
more marvelous and more spiritual, as man
is greater in physical conformation, and far
removed in mental construction from the
humble worm, that, at the call of nature,
straightway leaves the ground and soars upon the gleeful air?
Is the fact not a thousand fold more convincing than the assurance of the poet :
)ii a

"

It must be so; Plato, thou reasonest well;
Else whence this pleasing hope, this fond desire,
This longing after Immortality?
Or whence this dread secret and inward horror
Of falling Into naught? Why shrinks the soul
Back on herself, and startles at destruction?
'lis the divinity that stirs within us ;
'Tis heaven itself that points out an hereafter,
And intimates eternity to man.
Eternity! thou pleasing, dreadful thought."

Let us bring flowers in the spring time, my
friends, and by their gentle office—whethei

the bodies of our defenders and comrades lie
buried beneath the soil of our common country, or await the final transition in the grottoes of the fretful ocean—we may symbolize
our faith, and load the atmosphere with the
fragrant gratitude of an appreciative generation.
"
Bring flowers, then, to their memory;
Thiow hither all your quaint, enameled eyes.
That on the green turf sucked the honevec
showers,

Friends anil countrymen, since last our
comrades met to perform the service that we
distinnow render to our fallen heroes, other
from the
guished soldiers have been called
ranks of the living. Nature herself is in
mourning. Every breeze that plays through
the open leaves of summer ; every stream that
murmers on its course to the mighty sea, and
every sound that marks the life of matter
a
upon its ceaseless round, is burdened with
sigh. The song of every bird that tunes its
is
of
the
year
lay to the awakened deity
marred in sweetness by an involuntary note
of sorrow. The hum of business has been
muffled. The work of man has been parahis voice has been broken with emolyzed;and
the nations of the world have hung
tion,
their temples in black. Nature, through her
breezes and murmuring streams and her
songs of busy matter; the birds, through
their carols, and men and nations through
their common humanity, have united in one
sad wail for the loss of a noble man, and a
greater leader than ever beforejmarshalled
troops in fierce array of battle.
The silent chief, whose work is destined to
influence posterity to the late*t syllable of
recorded time, has gone to his couch, and
neithar the call of his country nor the siren
beckoning of earthly glory will e'er break the
soundness of his sleep upon this hither side
of eternity. The mortal remains of Ulysses
S. Grant repose in peace beneath the weeping
vault of yonder tomb. The ravages of time
will reduce them to ashes, and the lapse of
ages will transform those ashes to other
farms of matter; all that was earthly of that
noble figure will change its form of materialpersonality of tirant
ity, and at last the mere
will be extinguished and forever lost to human gaze.
"Can it be?
Matter immortal, and shall spirit die?
Above the noble shall less noble lie?
Shall man alone, for whom all else revives,
No resurrection know? Shall man alone,
Imperial muu, be sown in barren ground,
Less privileged than grain ou which he feeds?"

But, my friends, the supreme work that
sleeping hero performed will endure until the wrecking of the human race
this planet a mere counterpoise
leave
shall
of the other mighty worlds that pursue their
ceaseless roll around the blazing orb of light
and day, waiting their appointed time to cast
our now

themselves into their sire s arms.
Friends, this noble man's work needs no
monument, no written scroll, in order that it
m αν h» nfirnAtiin.tp.il.
ft. is hiizher than the
(loiiie of St. Paul's, loftier than St. Peter's ;
it rears itself above the pyramids ; it soars
beyond the highest mountain tops, and it is
written in letters of the sunbeam across the
blue arch that forever looks down upon the
busy tribes of men.
It were a task of supererogation to repeat
at such a time the fascinating story of this
great man's life, or with careful hand to
trace his career from the period when, taking
command of the 21st Regiment of Illinois
volunteers as its colonel, that career began,
until, as Lieutenant General of the armies
of the United States, he received the sword
that misguided men had placed against the
breast of new-born liberty.
It has been justly observed that no substantial success attended the Union arms until the historic proclamation of emancipation
had been promulgated, and it may well be
added that no comprehensive plan for the
final crushing of the enemy was conceived
until the mighty chieftain to whose tomb we
are this day sorrowing pilgrims, was placed
in position by the immortal Lincoln to lead
the Union hosts to a certain and linal tri-

umph.

In the dark hours of 1861 a star arose in
the heavens that, beginning its flight from
lielmont, took within its orbit Fort Heury
and Fort Donelson, Pittsburg Landing, Corinth, Port Gibson, Raymond, Jackson,Champion Hills, Black River and Vicksburg,
where for a short time it paused. Renewing
its rapid course, it winged its way to Lookout Mountain and to Mission liidge, when it
the head of the
came to rest directly over
man whose
name had been written in the
Rook of Fate as the instrument to snatch
from destruction the offspring of all the preceding ages.
From the moment that Grant was invested
with the supreme command, the triumph of
the Union arms became a simple question of
time. An unlooked-for chance might postpone it; but as well might it be attempted to
tnrn the avalanche in its overwhelming
crash as to avert the force of those irresistible hosts that, under the direction of an appointed genius, were fatally euvelnping the
armies of resistance. From Chattanooga to
Atlanta, and from the Wilderness to Richmond, some of the most brilliant military
movements, aud many of the most gallant
battles ever fought, adorned the Union generalship and arms.
That lamentable weakness of human nature, jealousy, prompted detraction and misrepresentation: but the enemy in the toils,
and the brave Uniuii soldier executing those
rapid and remarkable movements, feit alike
U
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and that a whirlwind of power was upon
The silent commander was a
the field.
sphinx, but he was likewise an oracle ; he
a
was
plain, unpretending man, but also a
soldier, with a skill of profession, a rare
courage, a cool head, a quickness of judgment, a celerity of decision, and a rapidity
of movement that made him wholly invincible.
When Osar, after conquering the Syrian
kins, Pharnaces, penned the shortest military dispatch in the annals of war, "1 came, I
not
saw, I conquered," his words were
fraught with a tithe of the importance attached to the laconicism of the American
general, announcing a determination "to
fight it out on this line if it takes all summer." And when the cowled priest of the
middle ages chanted his church ritual and invoked the blessing, pax tobiscum, upon his
half military, half religious congregations,
no such fire was kindled, no such electrical
denouement was witnessed, as when the
leader of enormous armies and the subjngator of a splendid military force, exclaimed to
his countrymen: "Letus have peace!"
When Shakespeare wrote of Julius Ca;sar:
"He was the foremest man of all this world,"
Grant had not then lived. Envy has sought
to take away from this grand hero many of
the qualities upon which his brilliant success
depended. As a mere military leader and
wonderful tactician, there is no figure in history that surpasses him, not even the imperious Ciessr ; while viewed from a standpoint,
tl at considers the importance to mankind,
of the work he performed, his name must be
written with the immortal Washington upon
a scroll that will remain bright after the railtary marvels of the past ages are forgotten
of the race.
Cyrus, the Persian, during his brief career,
extended the Persian empire from the Indus
to the Hellespont, and from the Jaxartes to
the Syrian coast. Beyond the circumstances
of an incidental agency in delivering the
Jews from Babylonish captivity, what contributions did Gyms make to the progress of
the world by his feats of arnisaudconquests?
Ile established a military power that under
his successor, Darius, sought to crush the
Greek civilization beneath the fetish superstitions of the East ; and when the monster
empire fell to pieces the world was the gainer
by its destruction.
Alexander was no abler soldier than
Grant. His successes were achieved through
the superior training of the Greek soldier, inured to hardship and taught to conquer or to
die. The overwhelming phalanx was not
tiie invention of Alexander, whose successful achievements were largely dependent upon the fact that his troops represented the
strongest and most advanced military power
..f
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Grant, what was Al-
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that we would apply to
exander's worth to the world? He established a valuable library, afterward bnrned
through the campaigns of Ciesar; while incidentally he carried the advanced knowledge
of the Greeks to the nations that he conquered, But his whole career was selfish
and his ends personal. He had no high purpose to establish better governments, nor to
create happier peoples. His life's dream was
conquest for the mere love of conquest. At
the age of twenty-five he was the supreme
ruler of Western Asia; and at thirty-three
he died with a sigh upon his lips that there
were no other worlds that he might have

conquered.
When Home
lius Ciesar

was mistress of the
was master of Rome.

world, JuHe was

a

general, a statesman, an orator, an
historian, a mathematician, and an architect.
And yet, in all that go to make up a man
whose services are worthy of the commemosoldier,

——
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ration of the human race, what benefits resulted from his success?
During Caesar's military life over one million men fell in his various campaigns. Stripped of their mere military glory, what boon
befell the world as the result of his achievements? During the zenith of Roman power,
one hundred million people were embraced
within its empire, and not less than half of
these were held in slavery. Men and women
were sold upon a market block like cattle, at
a price as low as twenty dollars per head.
Tne small number living in ftaly, styled the
cin's Bomanus, alone enjoyed any political
independence, or had any share in tlie government; while a standing army of three
hundred and fifty thousand soldiers was
maintained to keep the provinces in subjection. In the gladiatorial ring men were
immolated for the amusement of aristocratic
idlers, and the issue of life or death depended from the capricious thumbs of Roman
females.
What a glorious work of regeneration lay
within the grasp of Ciesar. Did he attempt
reform? Did he give liberty to the slave?
Did he stop the sport with human blood?
Did he restore the republic that fell with the
murder of the Graccnii? Ile grasped power
by overriding the laws. He constituted himself Imperator, in the practical sense of emperor; and prepared the way for the actual
empire under Augustus.
A greater man than Ca?sar, because more
Godlike, has lived in our day, and now lies in
state, within the sacred walls of yonder
omb.

And what of other military geniuses? The
field of Marathon was won by η Greek general who was afterward tried by his countrymen for a capital offence, and condemned to
suffer the death penalty. Pompey, the Kolnan, represents the aristocracy of Koine, and
fell in their defence. Hannibal's brilliant
genius was given, not to the establishment oi
a broad
principle, important to humanity, but to the maintenance of the
of his country.
commercial
supremacy
Scipio Afrieanus but followed the legend of
Koine—Dtlenda est, Carthago—and knew
no loftier purpose than the destruction of a
commercial rival.
The empire of Charlemagne, representing no new epoch in history, and no establishment of a great principle fell to pieces after liisdeath. Wellington
was not so great a soldier as Napoleon;
while his sword was carried at the simple
command of a sovereign not often just and
never magnanimous. In something less than
a quarter of a century Napoleon Bonaparte
came upon the field of human activity; ran
through his dazzling career, and, like an
eagle shorn of both talons and pinions, was
cooped up in a narrow prison walk, where
terminate his days
he was destined to
During his brief
in inglorious complaint.
career the European world was shaken to
its centre, nations were overthrown, dynasties leveled with the dust, new states were
brought into being, and unknown men were
The fields of Europe
called to rule them.
became encampments of moving armies, and
tiie world rang with the glory of a soldier,
who was mysteriously spoken of as "the
man of destiny." At the termination of the
had
period mentioned this human meteor
risen and Hashed along the sky ; had culminated in the zenith of military glory, and
had disappeared beneath the Horizon, 'cavpasing scarce a line to mark its brilliant
substantial results have resage. Some
career
the
mained to the French people from
of Napoleon; but, for the most part, hu
achievements were personal in character,
and their only glory ues beneath the earth
He found France
that covers his remains.
wading through blood to reach republicanism, and, through personal ambition, he riveted the chain of empire upon it. The
Roman general, Sulla, was one of the most
brilliant military geniuses of hie period. His
career covers an important page of Koman
was
history. After his death a monument
honor him, upon which was
erected to
inscribed an epitaph that ne himself had
written, as follows : "I am Sulla, the fortusurnate, who in the course of my life have
passed both friends and enemies; the former
evil
I'have
the
latter
by
by the good and the
done them."
In our genMen and women of America !
eration a man has lived great enough as a
—.:iu—inn,in, 4-n
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tion that could have annihilated any army of
the world from the time of Cyrus dowu to
that of Napoleon. A mam has lived, who,
weighed with tile enormous results flowing
from his work into the ramifications of the
unknown future, was immeasurably greater
than Cyrus, above Alexander, grander than
Ca-sar,"supreme ovcrPompey, Ilannibai, and
Scipio, towering among Charlemagne, the
Prince of Orange, Frederick the Great, Wellington and Napoleon, and whese name in
not to be mentioned in > onnection with those
of Miltiades and Sulla. In all authentic
military history, the work of but one indiTwo
vidual approaches that of Grant.
names should be chiseled upon the majestic
column that, leaping from the banks of the
Potomac, rears its graceful head far into the
clouds, the living embassador from a grateful people to the borders of the undiscovered
country, to which both soldiers have goneof
Washington and Grant! The warriors
liberty ! One its father and the other its

latest'defender.

A chill autumn wind
Fellow citizens!
over a sterile plain bore within its
with ruthless force
torn
seed
arms a little
from its matrix on a lofty tree and dropped
the seed upon the sand to perish. A brightwinged beetle, weary with flight and languid
with the chilly air, rested for a moment upon
the arid plain. The little seed dropped by
Mollis served to satisfy the hunger of the
beetle, which presently winged its flight to
the margin of a swift-running brook that
had sprung from the mountain side and
cleaving a bed through rocks of granite
went gaily laughing upon its cheery way
down to the ever-rolling sea. Sipping a drop
of the crystal flood, the beetle crawled within a protecting ledge and, folding its wings,
Ice King
lay down to pleasant dreams. 1 he
in its
passed along aud touched the insect
but the
was
fulfilled;
mission
sleep. Its
conflict of the seasons continued until the
White Destroyer melted iu the breath of
balmy spring. And then a sunbeam sped to
the chink wherein the body of the insect
lay, and searching for the little seed entombed but not destroyed, invited it to "join
the jubilee of returning life and hope."
Under the soft A'ooing of the peopled ray the
little seed began to swell with joy, tiny rootlets were developed within the body of the
protecting beetle, a minute stem shot out of
its gaping mouth, and, Ιο I a mighty tree had
been carried from the desert, saved from the
frosts of winter, nurtured and started upon
its mission of life and usefulness by an humide inseet that had perished with the flowers.
The agent had passed away; but building
better than he knew, the wide-spreadiDg tree
remained by the margin of the life-giving
brook, a shelter and a rest to the weary
traveler upon life's great highway, through
many fretlul centuries, λ cuiiu, uuuuuoueu
by its mother to perish in an Egyptian
marsh, may become the instrument to deliver
nation from bondage, and an unostentaa
tious man, unknown to fortune and to fame,
may become the agent of a mighty work, destined to benefit the human race as long as it
may last upon the earth.
Oh ! mighty agent of a grateful people, we
are here to do you honor. Oh ! inspired
genius, we are come to render testimony of
the benefieence of your work. Noble citizen,
kind husband, loving father, good friend,
great captain, chosen agent! the work thou
hast done w ill shine from the firmament as a.
new star to light the coming generations. Its
ray shall pale the rich troopers of the night,
and forever Hash with undiminished fire in
presence of the god of day. Until another
year shall reawaken the flowers and fill the
vernal air with incense, we leave thee with
the faithful spirits that guard thy rest and
smile about thy tomb.
General Logan was frequently applauded
All
and occupied #ne hour in his oration.
the minute guns were fired from the war
the
at
the
and
under
bluff,
anchored
ships
conclusion of the services the battalion of
and
the
over
a
tomb,
marines fired
volley
Bishop
then the warships fired a salute.
Harris then pronounced the benediction and
It
the entire assemblage sang "America."
then dispersed.
Lamar
Secretaries
President Cleveland and
and Whitney left Jersey City on the Washington express shortly after midnight.
New York, May 31—The Memorial Day
ceremonies which began yesterday in Broeklyn were continued to-day upon a scale which
The
exceeded that of any ever held befere.
twenty third regiment of the National Guard
of the State of New York had the honor of
escorting the President and party from the
ferry to the residence of Joseph Knapp. The
streets along the line of march were thronged
with spectators, anxious to get a look at the
President, and the crush was so great that it
required the services of a large force of police to clear a sufficient space for the procesThe line formed and
sion on the streets.
was
psssed in review. The President said he
with
the
much pleased
appearance of the
After the procession
men and the parade.
was dismissed, various Grand Army posts
then wended their way to the varions cemeteries, where appropriate ceremonies were
held and the graves of the soldiers decorated.
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Three American Schooners on Captain Scott's List.

Many Fishing Vessels Hovering about
tho Nova Scotia Coast.
A Gloucester Vessel Seized for Buying Potatoes.

Complications Arising

Persons Who Are to be Present at
the Ceremony.

Reporters and Press Correspondents
Warned to Stay Away.

In the Defence

of the Adams and Doughty.
Halifax, N. S., May 31.—The schooner
Amos B., from Canso, reports that the
Dominion police boat L. Hewlett is cruising
in that neighborhood. The Ameriean schooners James A. Garfield, Frederick Gerring and
Greenleaf have been officially reported as
having purchased bait within the Canadian
limits, as well as other vessels, the names of
which have not been learned. It is understood that the cruisers will attempt to seize
these vessels should they be met. The Oarfield is said to have secured bait and ice in
Bras d'Or lake, and the other two obtained
Many
theirs at Canso and Fox Island.
American fishing schooners are believed to
be hovering about the Nova Scotian coast,
but their fears increase with the departure
of each new fishery cruiser from port.
The enforcement of the treaty of 1818 is
A Gloucester
brought down to a fine point.
fishing vessel, the Matthew Keany, Capt.
Dickson, put into Souris, Prince Kdward's
Inland, a few days ago, and purchased ten
The sub-collector of
bushels of potatoes.
customs at that little hamlet immediately
but
this pretext was too
seized the vessel,
flimsy for the authorities at Ottawa ; so, after being under arrest twenty-four hours,
Capt. Dickson was ordered to return the potatoes to the person from whom he purchased them, and was then released, warned
against such "flagrant" violations of the
treaty in the future, and ordered to leave
port. The cruiser Howlett visited most of
the baiting stations near Canso, but only
saw one American fisherman, and having no
good reason to seize her, only warned her to
The flagget outside the three-mile limit.
ship Lansdowne has returned to St. John
around
Grand
without capturing any prizes
Bait is scarce in
Manan and Campobello.
are
The mackerel
reported
these districts.
to have left the American coast, and are
....
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where man; American mackerel seiners are
looked for within the next three weeks.
No steps have*yet been taken to file a defence in the case of the captured schooners
The first thing to be
Adams and Doughty.
done is for the owners or counsel of the
to
give security for the cost
captured vessels
of their own condemnation. This is without
doubt one of the harshest and most unreasonable .requirements in connection with the
law. The report that Wallace Graham, who
is carrying on the confiscation proceedings,
has been appointed a judge and will try these
cases, is absurdly untrue. But some funny
things will happen in the trial before the
Admiralty Court. The case of the Adams
was precisely similar to that of the schooner
J. W. Nickerson, which Sir Wm. Young confiscated sixteen years ago for buying bait in
The defence was then
a Canadian port.
conducted by James McDonald, aided
ablyWallace
Graham, while Nicholas Meagher
by
assisted in preparing the prosecution. At
the trial of the Adams, McDonald will presidejas Chief Justice, while Meagher will
conduct the defence and Graham the prosecution. Their positions and arguments will
be exactly reversed.
Une of the features of the trial will be the
exclusion of the two American counsel ap-

pointed by Secretary Bayard. Foreign counsel is expressly prohibited !»y the rules of
the Admiralty Court from practicing in it.
Indeed, even counsel from the adjoining
practice
province of New Brunswick cannot
The American
m the Nova Scotian courts.
the
trial.
lawyers will be mere spectators at
If the precedent set by Sir Charles Russell,
England's present Attorney General, in excluding General Roger A. Pryer from all
active participation in the defense of O'Donnell, who was hanged for killing Carey, is
followed at these trials, the Nova Scotian
counsel engaged by the American Fishery
Union will refuse to associate in any way
with the gentlemen selected by Secretary

Bayard.

If the American fleet follows the mackerel
to'thr Xova Scotian coast as predicted, tne
next important question to arise will be that
of headlands and the three-milo limit.
Where is the tliree-mile limit and how is it
to be defined ? Who is going to draw the
exact line? Captain Lorway of the cruiser
Howlett obtained from the|manager of the
fish trap at Fox Island evidence that bait
was purchased by two American fishermen,
and he will seizo them if he can catch them.
FOREICN.
The American Flag Kaisea το
tect the Samoan King.

pro-

Defeat of the Home Rule 3111 Considered Certain.

Gladstone's Opponents.

Minister

Phelps Unable to Observe
Queen's Birthday.

the

Melbourne, Australia, May 31.—Advices
from Samoa, dated May 22(1, state that a
German man-of-war proceeded to the territory of King Tomaz, whom Germany upholds against King Malietoa. The British
and American consuls drew up a formal protest against Germany's subversion of King
Malietoa's authority; and in response to
that ruler's appeal for protection, the American consul hoisted the Samoan Hag under the
American flag and immediately telegraphed
to President Cleveland, notifying him of his
action in establishing a protectorate over the

disputed territory.
Fatal to the Home Rule Bill.

London, May 31.
After Mr. Chamberlain speaks tomorrow,
an effort will be made to induce Mr. Gladstone to reply and close the debate. The
ministerialists insist that the government, if
defeated, will appeal to the country, while
members of the opposition assert that if the
majority against the bill be large Mr. Gladstone must resign, in which event they ex.
pect that Lord Hartington will be summoned
to form a new ministry.
At a meeting of the Chamberlain party today, 55 members of the Commons were present. Of these, 52 resolved to vote against
the second reading of the Home Rule bill,
the other three supporting Mr. Gladstone's
Irish measure, Mr. Chamberlain read a letter from John Bright, in which the writer
condemned the bill, pledged himself to vote
against it, and urged others to do so.
The news of the result of the Chamberlain
meeting caused intense excitement in the
mu..

y-,
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The Conservaadmitted defeat inevitable.
tive whips estimate the Conservative vote at
262 : the vote of the Hartington and Chamberlain section at 96. The Liberal abstentees
are estimated at 25, and the vote of Gladstone's and Parnell'g followers at 297, makating a majority against the bill of 61. Tho
tention of members to-night centered more
debate.
the
in
in the talk of the;lobby than
News

of

Persons

and

Events In

London.

Washington, May 31.—It is said at the
White House, this evening, that Miss Folsom is expected to arrive in Washington
with her mother and cousin Wednesday, and
that the party will go to the White House on
the arrival. The arrangements heretofore
outlined for securing privacy at the wedding
in'addition to the
will be adhered to.
President and bride, and members of the
Cabinet, the only persons who will be present at the ceremony are Mrs. Hoyt and Miss
Cleveland, Mrs. Folsom, Benjamin Folsom
and possibly two or three other relatives ot
the bride; Wilson S. Bissell, the President's
former law partner; Miss Nelson of Albany,
an old friend of Mr. Cleveland's family:
Dr. and Mrs. Byron Sunderland, and Col.
and Mr#. Lamont,—about 25 persons in all.
It has been definitely determined that no
newspaper correspondents or reporters can
be admitted, but it is nevertheless authoritatively promised that an accurate description of the wedding will be furnished tn«
press from the White House.
Killed His Wife Because He
Her Drunk.

Found

Salem, Mass., May 30.—Patrick Crowlej

of Peabody is under arrest for the murder oi
his wife at their home on Union street. He
says that he went home and found her drunl
anê no dinner ready. Λ quarrel ensued, in
which he choked her, but lie does not know
how she was killed. Λ stone pitcher founi]
near the body is supposed to be the instrument with which she was struck on the heat
and killed,
although it might have beet
done in throwing her down.
Crowley hat
been drinking at the time. He has been eon
sidered a quiet, hard-working man, while
she had a high temper and drank considéra
bly. After doing the deed he visited hei
folks and went to Salem and back hom<
Th<
before he was arrested and locked up.
neighborhood Is greatly excited.

Teenier-Ko»»

New York, May 31—The
won l>y the forOak Point today was and 2S
second*.
a length in 20minute»
single scull
31.—The
Albany, Ν. Y., May and Hosmer resulted
race between Courtney
time was 24 minin a dead heat today. The
ute» 20 seconds.
sixteenth anN'tw Yobjc, May 31.—The
Associanual regatta of the llarlem Kowing
Hiver
today over
tion took place on llarlem
were
Both sides of the river event
a mile course.
lined with spectators. The principal
race.
shell
8-oared
the
of the day's sport was
of
The competing crews were the Universityand
Freshmen
Pennsylvania, the Columbia
After an extlie New York Athletic Club.
crew won by a
citing race the University
and 23 secquarter of a length, in a minuteswere second.
onds. The Columbia Freshmen
31.—The threeWorcester, .Mass., May
bemile race on Lake Quinsigamond today
this city, and
of
Eyck,
tween James A. Ten
a
3500 side,
Joseph Laing, of Montreal, for
S000
ended most unsatisfactorily for fully
the end of
at
out
spectators. Laing gave
rowed
Ten Eyck
three-quarters of a mile, and
home alone. 'Ihere was not much betting
a
before the race, as Laing was considered
He took the
jure winner, barring accidents.
was six
point
lead, and at the half-mile
lengths ahead. The pace had been very hot,
and he began to vomit. Ten Eyck spurted,
and at the three-quarters point took the lead,
the
keeping it to the finish. Laing turned
stake boat and then gave up the race, riding
back on a steamer.
race at
mer by

Cricket at Dover.

Dover, N. H.( May SI.—The Sanfori
(Me.) Cricket Club defeated the Dover club
here today by a total score of 123 to 22.
Bicycle Races at Lynn.
Bostox, May 31.—The bicyele races at
Lvnn today, under the auspices of the League
of Essex County Wheelmen, were witnessed
by nearly 7000 people. The one-mile amateur
race between W. A. Rowe, of Lynn, Charie»
E. Kluge, of New York, E. P. Burnham, of
Newton, and George Webber, of Smithfieid,
Ν. J., was won by Howe in 3 minutes 18 3-5
seconds. Kluge was second. The three-mile

race in the y.45 class, between C. E. Whittier
and G. W. Porter, of Lynn, was won in w
The
minutes ■)■') 4-5 seconds by Whittier.
r
two-mile tricycle race was contested 1
of
Springfield.
Burnham and G. M. Hendee,
in
won
Burnham
and
a
Urn dee took header,
7 minutes 42 1-5 seconds. In the one-miltr-^
3.20 class, a race with eight starters, Whittier
seconds.
was a winner in 2 minutes 514-5
ir»n/ioa onH k'lnfra contested the five-mile
the
loruier
taken
by
bicycle race, which was
Kluge's time
in 18 minutes 37 2-5 seconds.
race
next
was 18 minutes 39 3-5 seconds. The
R. A.
was the five-mile professional between
Neilson and J. S. Prince, of Boston, for $500
of
a side and the professional championship
America, with an extra purse of #500 added
lazily,
by the Association. Both started off
and at times wheeled very slowly. No speed
was shown until the last lap of the last mile,
and Prince crossed the line first, his time being 18 minutes 28 4-5 seconds. The closing
out
•vent, the three-mile handicap, brought
Kluge, Burn nam, Rowe. Knapp and Whitcame
together in
tier. The first four riders
the second mile, and all took headers. Knapp
was seriously injured, and Rowe received
cuts on the hands and face. Whittier won
the race in Ojninutes 40 2-5 seconds. Burnham was second.
The small number of starters in the races
was due to the action of the racing board in
expelling many amateurs, thus barring out
many good riders who were to have particl-

pated.

STATE POLITICS.
UKIXSTBDCTED DKLEOATVS.
From Cumberland—Win. L. Prince, Chas.
A. Merrill, Sylvanus Porter and Albert Ridoout have been chosen delegates to the State
To the District convention—
convention.
Uollis True, John E. Dunn. David L. Blanchard and Marcellus Sweetser are the dele-

gates.

At a .caucus of the Republicans of South
Waterboro, on Saturday, Charles W. Smith,
Curtis S. Carll, Isaac N. Deering and George
V. Mills were chosen delegates to attend the
To attend the District
State convention.
convention—Joseph C. Roberts, Judson
Roberta, A. H. Rlcker and A. Lincoln Deering were chosen. These delegates were not
instructed.
At Raymond, Saturday, the Republican
caucus chose Wm. H. Smith and Levi Jordan
as delegates to the District convention, and
George W. Foss and Edmund C. Hall to the
State convention.
The delegates from Sumner to thevi»(Ble—-·
convention are J. J. Abbott, W. R. Sewall
and J. II. Robinson. They are uninstructed.
At the Republican caucus held in Houlton
Saturday the following delegate were chosen
to the State convention : F. A. Powers, A.
A. Burleigh, A. L. Lumbert, C. F. Weed
T,T

London, May 31.—The Colony of Victoria
has joined the copyright conventien.
United States Minister Phelps was unable,

6n account of illness, to attend the state
of
banquet in celebration of the anniversary
the Queen's birthday on Saturday evening,
lie is somewhat better today, and attended
the Prince of Wales' reception.
(ïeneral Sir Donald M. Stewart, G. C. B..
ami Major General Sir John C. McNeill
sailed for New York Saturday on board the
steamship Aurania.
James Whelan, a Nova Scotian seaman,
was hanged this morning at Winchester, in
Ilantshire, for murder upon the high seas
His crime was the killing of a mate of the
vessel on which he had shipped as an able
seaman.

Minister Cox Dines with the Sultan.
Constantinople, May 30.—The United
States Minister and Mrs. Cox, Mr. Corgiil,
and the German Ambassador and Mrs. von
Kadowitz were entertained at dinner to-day
by the Sultan. The Sultan showed Mr. Cox
some .American views direct by President
Cleveland. The celebrated Wilhemj played
a few selections on the violin, and one of the
princes, six years of age, gave a creditable
performance on the piano.
The Spanish Navy.
Madrid, May 30.--The Minister of Marine
is about to present to the Cortes a scheme for
credit of 845.000.000 with which to enlarge
the navy.
a

Nominations by theCovernor.
Gov. Kobie has made the following nomi.
nations
Justice of the Peace anil Quorum—Geo. R,
Fuller, Treinont ; C. C. Cornish, Windsor, Richard
NaOrr, Urr's Island: N. VV. Bralnerd, Fairfield;
thaniel N. Pike, Daniarlscotta ; Joelah β. LamStockton.
bert,
Trial Justice— Judson E. Friend, Etna.
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tion—E. Woodbury, L. Monaon, L. B. Joh Iléon, Ransoin Norton anil ί. U. Hackett.
DELEGATES FOB BODWELL.

Bepublicans

of Freeport, at a caucus,
Saturday evening, chose Edmund B. Mallett,
Jr., ffm. A. Mitchell, ffm, ΛΙ. Curtis, Jas.
Bodick, .John Curtis and Herbert S. Talbot
as delegates to the State convention.
They
Tlie

Latest Estimates of the Strength of

»

at Oak Point·
Teemer Defeats Ross

MJIU

«»

Careful Plans for the Coming Wedding at the White House.

THE S Ε AS U πι

CRUISERS.

are

instructed to vote for Bodwell.

The del-

agates to the District Convention,—James
H. Banks, ;George P. Field, Joseph D. Curtis, Horace Bogers, Willis II. Soule and
Henry E. Davis are instructed to vote for
Beed.
The Bepublicans of North Yarmouth have
elected as delegates to the State Convention,
James Lawrence, Isaac S. Stanwood and
William Π. Mitchell.
They are all for Bodwell. To the District Convention. Enoch F.
Rider,# William T. Dunn, 2d, aud Moses
True were elected. They are all for Beed.
The Bepublican caucus of Bridgton hat selected Hon. W. W. Cross, Major H.
A·
Shorey, George S. Farnsworth, Hon. D. P.
Chaplin, Dr. W. B. Perkins, Col. I. P. Perley and S. S. Fuller, as delegates to the State
Convention. They are instructed for Bodwell. The delegates to the District Convenwill support Beed.
At a caucus of the Bepublicans of Windham, held May 29, John M. White, B. F.
Dunn, John J. Bodge, Elbridge Lord and
Charles Jones were chosen delegates to the
State Convention. For the District ConvenS.
Thomas
J.
W.
tion:
Nason,
Doughty, W. H. Bickford, J. II. Boberts
and T. L. Allen were chosen. These delegations were not instructed, but they favor
Bodwell and Beed.
At the caucus of the Bepublicans of Alfred,
held Saturday, May 29th, Lucius M. Perkins,
Luke II. Roberts and George M. Phenix
were chosen delegates to the State Convention and requested to cast their votes for
Hon. J. R. Bodwell. Alonzo Leavitt, Dr.
Γ. W. Smith and Washington C. Taylor
were chosen to the District Convention and
will vote for Hon. T. B. Reed.
Vinalhaven has chosen five delegates,Hope
two, and North Haven two, to attend the
Republican State Convention. All were Instructed to vote for Bodwell.
THK REPUBLICAN TICKET IN OXFORD

Republican county ticket of Oxford
is now the subject of considerable talk. The
Norway Advertiser mentions Waldo Petten.
gill of Romford, and Charles Gilbert of Canton as candidates for senator from the eastern
There will be two canpart of the county.
didates from the west, one of whom is J. L.
For sheriff, J. W.
Funk of Brewnfield.
Chadbourne of Oxford, C. M. Woruiell of
Bethel, and J. W. Porter of Stoneham, are
For county attorney, S. S.
candidates.
Stearns of Norway, Ο. H. Ilersey of Buckfield, and E. C. Walker of Lowell are the
candidates. For county commissioner, W.
W. Whitemarsh is hardly opposed. J. F.
Stanley will be likely to be renominated for
register of deeds.
The

DEMOCRATIC DELEGATES

FROM AUGUSTA.
The Democratic caucus in Augusta was
held in Capt. Black's office Saturday night.
E. C. Allen, Elias Milliken, Β. V. Parrott,
Oscar Holway, R. W. Black, Charles O. Cony, H. SI. Plaisted, Bion Wilson, and A. B.
Hodgkins were elected delegates to the BanThe Kennebec Journal
gor convention.
says that none of the delegates are for Redman, if the statement of a leading Democrat it to be believed.

DEMOCRATIC CONGRESSIONAL COMMITTEE.
The Democratic State Committee, in session in Bangor, this evening
unanimously
elected S. D. Leavitt of Eastport a member
for Maine of the Congressional
Democratic
Committee.
DEMOCRATIC DELEGATES.
Democrats of Houlton held
their
caucus and elected delegates to the
State
and District Conventions as follows :
γ g
Wilson, Β. Ii. Staples, Β. II, Putnam W
Madigim and Samuel Boothby.
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WILL BE HELD IN

CITY HALL, LEWISTON,
a.
Wednesday, June 9, 1886, at Π o'clock

m..

a candidate for
For the purpose of nominating
at the September elecGovernor to be
business that may
other
tion, and transacting any
before it.
properly come
will be as follows :
The basis of
will be entitled to
Each city, town and
votes cast
one delegate, and for each seventy-live
Governor in 1884
for
for the Republican candidate
and for a fraction of forty

supported

representation
plantation

additional delegate,
votes in excess of seventy-five votes,
an

al

an

addition-

delegate.

in session in the
The State Committee will be
at nine o'clock on the
of remorning
ceiving the credentials of delegates.
in favor of mainAll electors of Maine who are
who will join in retaining a Protective Tariff;
made in a Demosisting the attempt now being
to
man ν
cratic House of
of Maine: who
interests
of the leading industrial
human laare in favor of elevating and dignifying
his just reward
bor
securing to the laborer
who demand freedom of suffrage throughout the
of the ballots
counting
an
honest
and
republic
who uphold all Judicious measures for the encourwho believe
of
American
agement
civil service and iu
In an honest and
of the Hall
ReceptionofRoom
the Convention, for the purpose

Representatives

injure

by

shipbuilding;
responsible of the

Government·
economical administration
Prohibition of the Liquor Traffic
of the cause of Temperance
promotion
to past politare cordially invited, without regard
ical differences, to unite with the Republicans in
the selection of delegates to this Convention.
Per order Republican State Committee.
JOSEPH H. MANLEY, Chairman.
WILLIS II. WING. Secretary.
Augusta, Me., April 16, 188G.
an

who approve the

and the

DISTRICT CONVENTION.
Congressional DisThe Republicans
trict are invited to send delegates to a Convention
in
to be held
of the First

Reception Hall, Portland,

on

Thursday, June 3,1886,

o'clock p. in., for the purpose of nominating a
candidate for Itepresentative in Congress to be
supported at the September election, and transacting any other business that may properly come
before it.
The basis of representation will be as follows :
Each city and town will be entitled to one delegate, and for each seventy-flve votes cast for the
ltepubllcan candidate for Governor in 1884, an
additional delegate, and for a fraction of forty
voles in excess of seventy-live votes, an additional
delegate. The district Committee will be in session at the Hall'at J. o'clock on the afternoon of
Hie convention for the purpose of receiving the
credentials of delegates.
Ter order Republican District Committee.
ANDKKW HAWKS, Chairman.
8. W. JUNKINS, Secretary.
Portland, Me., May 3,1886.
at 2

The Chicago butchers have dccided at last
that they cannot work from 7 a. in. to 3.30
p. m. Their trouble seems to be organized
laziness.
The English House of Commons has postponed the land bill again. It is not likely to
be called for until the English people have
said whether they want home rule or not.
The Bass faction of the Democracy received a bad set-back, in the Bangorcaucuses.
That may be a consolation to certain Democrats about here.
In marrying during his term of office Mr.
Cleveland is following one of the examples
set by John Tyler. Every one is glad to see
him do this, but it worries the Democrats lest
he may follow another less auspicious example set by John Tyler.
The Dominion authorities are construing
the treaty of 1818 with tiie greatest strictness. An American vessel which purchased
potatoes at Prince Edward's Island the other
day only escaped seizure by returning the
potatoes and pleading ignorance of the provisions of the treaty.
Mr. Ilolman is deeply grieved over the
prodigality of the Democratic House, nnd
predicts that unless it speedily mends its
ways the next House will be IJepublican. If
that were the worst result of its extravagance the.country would feel very much
like encouraging it to keep on to the end.

The Democrats are still searching for a
candidate to run against Congressman Reed.
not specially distinguished for brains, no member of the party has yet been found foolish enough to accept. A minute search is now being made in
York county.
It may be possible to find a
Democrat there who doesn't know enough to

Thnygb tile Democracy

are

The post mortem examination of the body
of a man who recently died in New York of
what was supposed to be rabies shows that
he really died of fright.
Physicians who
insist that there is no such disease as hydrophobia in man will take new courage from
this incident. Even if they are right, however, Pasteur's method will not be vain, for
if it inspires confidence it will avert the
fatal fright.
It is now said that American lawyers will
not be allowed to appear in the Nova Scotia
admiralty court, and that therefore Messrs.
Putnam and Biddle will not be able to take
an active: part in the
presentation of the
American case. They are not debarred, however, from participation in the preparation
»nii "skin and learning tell quite as
much there as in the more formal proNevertheless it would be a
ceedings.
satisfaction to have the Α
ican 'eagle
scream a little in a Nova Scot
court.

~

The Bangor Commercial says the Democra.
cy are harmonious, and that all π ports to the
contrary are manufactured by Republicans.
But the Boston Globe and Β »ιοη Post are
not Republican papers, and it is not at all
probable that Republicans manufacture the
political information which liey contain.
Nevertheless it is the Globe that announces
that an attempt will be made at the convention tomorrow to snub the present State
committee by taking the management of the
campaign out of their hands, and it is the
Post that says an effort will be made to
"transplant" some of the committee to the
outer air. This certainly does not look like

Rev. Dr.

Century, which

Boston's new yacht, the Mayflower, has a
suggestive of great things, and the
Sunday's trial with the Huron along Cape
Cod was a fine display of the new yacht's
sailing qualities. It showed, too, that times
have changed since the original Mayflower
coasted along tue lorbiamng cape, 'mat οία
craft hove in sight of Plymouth harbor on
Saturday, but the one hundred and two Puri*
tans on board the little 180-ton Teasel stubbornly refused to desecrate the Sabbath by
landing. There was not one of them that
would not have thought it an unpardonable
sin to let the old Mayflower drift with the
tide even. The new Mayflower is a faster
craft, and its sailors are faster people.
The cholera is becoming alarmingly prevalent in Venice. There is no doubt that many
cities of Europe will suffer from it during
Past experience sugthe coming summer.
gests that it will be likely to roach this couutry before it has finished its course in Europe. But the people of Maine may regard
the scourge with even less dis.juiet than they
By its management of the
did a year ago.
small pox during that periud, the State
Board of Health has shown itself competent
to deal successfully with an even worse

Inoculation as a remedy against
scsurge.
cholera is of doubtful utility ; but municipal
cleanliness is an almost unfailing preventive^
The agents of the Board will undoubtedly be
as determined in making the cities and towns
clean up, as they were in vaccinating ugly
Frenchmen.

concludes

as

"Methodist

follows

"The

:

devils was a miracle-working power of a
very low grade, it is wonderful that none of
these persons have been able to cast out the
devils from any of the great number who are
working in this way, and thus demonstrate
their superiority as the apostles vindicated
their claims against Simon the sorcerer and
others.

called, as now
held by many Protestants, is a pitiable superstition, dangerous in its final effects.
"It may be asked, what harm can result
from allowing persons to believe in 'faithhealing'? Very great indeed. Its tendency
is to produce an effeminate type of characso

exclusively tu
age."

no

party, creed,

nice,

clime,

Prohibitionists

asked for. The people have
a right to ask
that they shall be heard on
this question.
But because the Prohibitionists did not get all they wanted is not a good
reason for abandoning the fii'ld to the rum
men as
\
this prothey practically do

ceeding.

Baby

was

Child, she cried for Castoria,

she

When

she became Miss, she clung to Castoria,

was a

FOR

she had Children, she gave them Castoria.

AMBAl

KIEETIIVG».

meeting of the stockholders of the
THKPortland Trust
Company, will be held at the
rooms of said
Company, on TUESDAY, June 1st,
annual

1886, at 10 a. m., for the election of a Board of
Trustees, and the transaction of any other business that may legally come before the meeting.
H. BUTLER, Secretary.
Portland, Me., May 1,188G.

my5-ll-18-25&jul

Maine medical AMttociation.
annual meeting of the Maine
Thirty-fourth
THEMedical
Association will be held at

City

Building, Portland, on Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday, June 1st, 2d aud 3rd, 1886.
CHAS. D. SMITH, M. D., Secretary.
d3w
mylO

ANNUAL MEETING.
stockholders of the Portland, Saco &
liai 1 road Company are hereby
notified that their annual meeting for the choice
of directors for the ensuing year, and for the
transaction of such other business as may legally
be presented, will be held on the first Monday,
the seventh day of June, 1886, at eleven o'clock
in the forenoon, in the Company's hall, near the
station in Kittery.
By order of the Directors,
F. K. BARRETT, Clerk.

THEPortsmouth

myl2dtd

Portland, May 12,1886.
EDUCATIONAL.

PROF. R. de LARRARD,

European School of Languages, of Providence,
(formerly Berlitz) will form a

*EW i'liASSES IN FRENCH
Terme: Class
in Portland during the summer.
lessons, 25 lessons each student, §10.00; a discount of ten per cent is given if two terms are arranged in advance, or 15 percent if arrangements
are made for three terms or 75 lessons. Refers by
permission to Mrs. Caswell, 96 Park St., in whose
school rooms lie will give his lessons, beginning
next Thursday, June a, at 2 o'clk. my31dlw*

INSTRUCTION INENGLISH MI) CLASS·
ICAL STUDIES
private pupils by

W.

J.

the

subscriber,

!

These

I

are

iny6

TEACHERS

others interested

publish

8c Co.

are

reminded that Ditsoi
things in

And call

special

attention

to

their

AND

CANTATAS

One hundred and eight pieces line quality, genuine
Canton Silk Pongee, slightly damaged during transportation from China. These goods can be washed
and are desirable for dresses, wrappers, aprons, linings or fancy work. We shall limit this sale to each
customer to one piece of twenty yards. Price 19
per yard.

Quarrel Anioug Flowers, (32c.) by Sclioeller
Forest Jubilee Hand, (40 C.) by Ν. B. Sargent

Twin Sisters, (40 cts.) by Saroni.
Hour in Fairy Laud, (50 cts ) by Schoeiler.
Fentival of the Bohc. (25 c.) by J. C. Johnson
Tfte above nve cantatas are quiie --aL uume" u
flower time, may be learned in a very few clays
may be given in the best style with the aid of a fev
bushes and flowers for decoration, and add so decidedly to the pleasure of the last days of school a?
to be well worth the trouble otiearniug ana giving
Pupils of the higher schools may be disposed t(
try the beautiful
New Flower Queen, (60c.) by G. F. Root, oi

DITSÔÏT & CO.,

PORTLAND

ET,

to undertake any legitimate
We are
detective business, of either a criminal or civil nature entrusted to our care, by Railroad Corporations, Express Companies, Banks, Law Firms,
Business Houses and Individuals. "Will arrest,
convey and deliver fugitives for any State in the
Union. All business intrusted to our care will be
held strictly confidential. Office hours from 7 a.
m. until 9 p. m. daily.
REFERENCES.

Robie. Got. of Maine ; Hon. James G.
Blaine, Augusta, Me. : Hon. J. R. Bodwell, Hallowell. Me. ; Gen. C. W. Tilden, Secretary Senate
of Maine; Hon. Geo. E. Weeks, Ex-Mayor ol
Augusta; Hon. P. O. Yickey, Ex-Mayor of Augusta ; Hon. Orville D. Baker, Attorney General ol
Maine; Hon. Nathan Cleaves, Portland, Maine:
S. B. Glazier, Esq., Cashier of Augusta National
Bank ; Ο. M. Hanscom, Chief Inspector of Police,
Boston ; Robert A. Pinkerton, Chief Manager Pink·
erton, Detective Agency, New York; H. S. Osgood,
Supt. American Express Company, Portland ; Hon,
Austin D. Knight, Judge Municipal Court, Hal·
lowell; J. H. Mauly, Esq., ex-Postmaster, Augusta,
.Portland, May B,

myGdlm

1886.

IN MEMORIAM
I have in warerooins and for sale, the best selected stock of marble in the state for cemetery
purposes. Parties intending to erect memorials
to their loved ones cannot fail to please themselves both in regard to price and workmanship
at my establishment,

F.

H.

ί

CLOTHING ! CLOTHING!
My stock is all new, and selectI am now showing some very
handsome Suitings in this depart- ed from the best manufactures,
ment, both in Fancy Checks and and a perfect fit and well made
Plain Mixtures, Whipcords and garments are always to be found
Diagonals. Also a very fine line on my counter. Also all the late
COLLARS
j of SPRING OVERCOATS at low- styles in NECK WEAR,
be found in the city and CUFFS, HOSIERY, GLOVES,
to
est
prices
!
&c.
i for same kind of goods.

■IB

Ρ

AINTSI

composed of the best Zinc and
Lead pigment·, ground in Pure Lin»
seed Oil to the consistency to nseunder
the brush. Tkeir great fineness and
density of body forma a firm glossy surface, more
durable and permanent in color than can be produced by any proeess of hand mixing.
Every paekage is sold nnder our positive guarantee of purity, and to repaint any job upon which it
has keen used and failed to do good service.
are

PIGTOU GOAL
Screened.
Run of Hines.
Nut.
Culm.
Τ H

BY

E~JD A

NO. 7 MARKET SQUARE.
dtf
my5
To Contractors·
PROPOSALS for furnishing materi-

al and labor required for the erection of
SEALED
Town House at New Gloucester, Me., will be

a
re-

Plans and specificeived until June 5th, 1880.
cations can be seen after May 25th. at the office
of the architect, G. M. Coombs, Lewiston, Me., or
by calling on M. T. Holt, New Gloucester, Me.
The right is reserved to reject any or all bids.
,T. I. STUKGlS,
Chairman of Building Committee.
20,188ft.
my21eodtjul
May
Gloucester,

Dirigo Mineral Water.

Iced water ruins digestion ; Dirigo water im
refreshing and
proves it; is always palatable,
refreshing
îeaUhful. Delivered daily, cool andwill
cans
keep the
irom the spring. Our improved
of cans free
water coof from 36 to 48 nouri» ; use
10 cents.

RUNDLETT BROS., Proprietors,
413 Fore Street.

208 MIDDLE STREET, PORTLAND,

eodtf

myl

teb9

dtf_

A CHILD
TRAIN UPperfect-fitting
GOOD SENSE
CORDED
To

dtf

my!7

COLUMBIA BICYCLES !
The best in the world. The
"Expert," "Standard" and "Light
Roadster." New improvements,
and prices reduced. New machines this year, including a Ladies' Light Tricycle, and tne Columbia "Safety" Bicyclr.

S *■ il cl ior

(utiilogni', Free,

d&wtf

STORAGE.'
First-class storage for Flour, Fish,
Cotton and other merchandise in the
Portland Sugar House. Warehouse receipts giTen. Otis Brothers elevator.
Lowest rates of Insurance. Apply to
I. S. DOUGLASS, Agent,
'▼I4iltr

IVo.

208 Commercial Ntrce·.

IF YOU
have money deposited in any Muring" Hanli,
write to Box 3006, Boston, Mass., for valuable in-

formation.

my27dlm

DAVIS &

SIO Middle St., under Falmouth Hotel.
eodtf

mv25

specialty.

ST.
J- E. FICKETT, 179 COMMERCIAL
eod3in
apl7

{

Ρ. Λ ο. Η. It. Coupons.
on 1st mortgage bonds of Portland
St Ogdensburg Railroad Co., due January 1st,
188t>. will lie paid June 1st, 1886, by SAMUEL J.
ANDERSON, Receiver, on presentation at I'. <4
O. R. R.

office, in Portland.

my22d2w

Police Notice.
regular monthly meeting of the Police Examining Hoard will he held at the Common
Council room. In the Citv Building, on TUESDAi
EVENING, June 1. at t.30.
Ε. B. WINSLOW, Chairman.
my26dW

Ί11ΙΚ

KLjp^'
«s-

.Worio

Manufacturers,

β 1 White Street, NEW YORK.

dlawTu6m

770,1)33.14
8 J ,331,DO l.eS

S J0.050.00

Ο utfttn tilling Mr rip

Average Scrip Dividends for Twenty Tears, 29 per cent.
—

AFrUCATIONSjKECEITED

BY

—

WM. ALLEN, JR.
eoil3m

αρβ

& 33CD

ls on

Philadelphia

the Newspaper AdverBO HÂrtnftt
SI ri
I1BV9
I
»iglQK AfreIlcy of Messrs.
M#

W· AV

A Kftu. cîxt

saitho^sod ageate.

address Tor illustrated pamphlet,

d3m·

marC

PULLLIt, CIÎ0GKERI CO.,
Bankers and Brokers,
NO. 33 EXCHANCE STREET.
Pbiyate Wike to

New Yobk axd Boston.

INVESTMENT SECURITIES FOR SALE.
fOKKESPOJIDEJCrfl,

1VK%V YORK

LEE, HICCINSON & CO.
Quotations constantly displayed.
Stanley
decl

T. Pvli.en,

Fxasi C. Ckockeu.
eodtf

No. £1S Middle Street.

Come

to

Sterling and
bought and mold

$75

in Walnut, Cherry, Mahogany, and Oak.
Elegant Line. Bottom knocked out
of the price.

Exchnngr

favorable

City of Portland
BOPS,
0 PER CE\T

1 Ο Ο V

DUB
FOll

SALE BY

—

H.M.PAYSON&CO.
my27

Parlor Furniture,
87 styles to select from, ranging in
price from $35.00 to $250.00. We can
suit any taste, and please remember this

is our mark down mark.
bargain you must secure
first of Jnne.

?;stant
S OF
and

If yon want a
it before the

rale*.

$15,000

to 30
to 125
to 85

to 225
to 150

Continental
nt mont

Travelling and Commercial l.eiiera of
Credit Imned, available in all the Principal Ci tien of Europe.
Inveatment Mccnritiee Bought and Mold.
eodtf
Jan31

—

eodtf

POOR, WHITE & GREENOUGH,

Members of the Ν. Y. Stock Exchange and Proprietors of

POOR'S ISANDAL OF Itill.KOiUM.
Railway Bonds a specialty. Choice Investments
Orders executed for cash or on
always on hand.
margin.
Interest allowed on deposits. Correspondence
nvited.

ap6d6m

45 Wall

Street» New York.

our

office. Should you desire
to advertise tu any papers,
It will pay you to write us
for an estimate. State how
much, how long, and where
you want to advertise. For
ten cents we will send
complete directory of
American newspapers,
together with much
valuable information
f°r advertisers. ESTIMATES FREE.

STOVES

BONDS !
Rockland
es & 4s
No. Pacific Gohl..t>s
Ausou

—

AND

RANG ES.

G. S. 6osse,4bost?m!"

Largest show in the country. Write
for particulars or come and see us. Remember we sell for Cash, or One Fourth
Down and Balance by the Week or
IKonth.

Newspaper Ad ν 'ng Agency.

dtf

We keep our store open every evening
to accommodate those who cannot come
in the day time. Our store is lighted
by electricity and we can show you in
the evening as well as day time.
We
have added to our force so that buyers
can rely on
prompt shipment. Thanking the public for past support, we remain
Your Obedient Servants,

Also Bradley's Lawn Fertilizer and
Lawn Grass Seed,

B.

AT WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

KENDÂLL&WHITNEY
eoU3w

a.

No.

DIRIGO

Hs & 4»
Bath
Maine Central. .7s & 6e
P. & Ο. K. K....0S

SÎÏURTLEFF,

<HOI>l.i:

STItEKT, l-orllnnrf.
tanldtt

SWAN & BARRETT,

Bankers and Brokers
186 MIDDLE STREET.
Dealers in Bonds and Stocks.
investment securities
for Savings Banks and Trust
Fundsconstantly on hand.
eodtf

oetl

tERUX ASTiWV CCfiK
ln«lnntlj relieve·the
»no*t TlelfUt uttsu-k*.

Atkinson

& CO.

194

January 1,1884.

and Ιιι-urv» eowlort_—

■itb'p uli'cp.

Uaod by

elation, thus reaching th« diaef ho direct, rolax-k

» the epwrn, facilitates fr«e
ixpectorati >n, and Κ F F1XTH

my25

ROOF IN Ο COMPANY.
Builders should investigate as to the Roofing
Material manufactured by the Dlrigo Kooflng
Co. It is tidy in appearance; durable with proper
care for half a century.
The roofing for lOO feet
conta
Delivered without freight charge
at any point in Maine with railroad or steamboat
connections. It is the most valuable rooting ever
invented for the price. Just the thine for cottages.
Send for circular. AddressDirig· Roofing Co.,
apr20eod3m
Steep Falls, Me.

4s

—

ARETAS

PRICES REDUCED FOR 1886.

83.033,S3Î.83

7

JOHN M. FREEMAN, Agent,
NO. 11 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND, ME.

i. B. BROWN & SONS,

SIDE BOARDS

The Delaware L"wn
Mowers!
MUTUAL SAFETY MS. CO.
Total Awl·
Total Iilnbilitie.

PER CEiVT BONDS GUARANTEED
More
by the Mhowalter ITlortgage 1'·.
than fifty Savings Banks in New Hampshire,
Vermont
ntandKho
and Rhode Island, also Insurance
Companies, Societies and Individuals are
investing in this class of securities. Call or

BOSTON,

This is the largest display of Chamber
Sets we hare ever hau and is not excelled by any house in this country.

PHILADELPHIA

COUPONS

Have just received a fine assortment of the latiloiue and
est styles of awning goods,
Drop me a postal and I
Awning* a
Tent* on hand, !
at
house.
will show samples
iorMalc or to let.

BR j. \

TUESDAY, Jane 14 & 15.

FINANCIAL·.

> 2%

maylO

of Hanan

CARTLAND,

AWNINGS, TENTS, &c.

»

FITCH.

«MÉÂÉ·

nice Hue of

Furniture.

FIFE AND MARINE INSURANCE.

pair
will do well to call and try
& Son's celebrated Cordovan Waukcnpliast
We
Shoes, the best shoes to wear in the city.
be
will
and
these
of
line
goods
have a full
them.
show
to
pleased
a

g^X\v>0>
Λ\\\\

FERRIS BROS.

OF PHILADELPHIA.

C. H. LAMSON, 201 MIDDLE STEEET
aplS

euro to wear them.
FITS ALL A G Ε S— Infanta to Adult».
tw Every one recommends them.
FOR SALE BY LEADING RETAILERS
Be sure your corset is stamped
••GOOD SENSE." Take no other
Send for descriptive circular.

^'.^.r-swT

GENTLEMEN

a

Ash Chamber Sets,
$17
"
"
1«
Pine
"
"
marble
Cherry "
top, 45
"
28
Im. "
"
marble top, 35
Walnut "
65
Mahogany Chamber Sets,

PORTLAND, ME.
Headquarter for IVew £n|{lniid.
cTlw-teod2m

enjoying good health, she will then be

We will sell all our odd lots of Ladies1 Kid
and Goat Button Boots at cost. We liave a
few of tbose $2.85 Ladies' Curaeoa Kid Boots
Also sonic sizes of the $1.85 Boots.
left.

days

Chamber

mch30

A BEAUTIFULWOMAN

FOR THE NEXT TWO WEEKS.

few

Price 20 per cent, under Boston.
and examine the goods.

MARKET SQUARE,

\ajc? ark r
Wt 1' Λ Τ Κ

ν

W. L.

All purses divided into four moneys ; 50 per
cent to 1st, 25 per cent, to 2d, 15 per cent, to 3d,
lOpercent to 4th.
Hay and straw furnished free.
Five per cent, of entrance fee must accompany
the nomination.
Entries will close Thursday, June 10, 1886, at
11 o'clock P. M. All races to be mile heat9, best
three in five to harness, and under the rules of
the National Trotting Association. A horse distancing the Held or any part thereof, will receive
but one premium. In all classes five to enter and
three to start. Horses called at 1.30 and started

Undoubtedly the best in the world,
only reliable charcoal lilled Refrigerator and chest in the market.

CO.,

H IS Ρ Al» KB
\Tjc*vΤ
have it «η file at

I■ c?>.»/·f t'l 111
Kespectfully.

3. Purse $160,2.40 class. 4. Purse $200. Fret for
all. (Jack Spratt Barred.)

and the

application.

CORSET
WAIST
and when she becomes

mar23

dtf

i

Viiiiro
Yours

REFRIGERATORS. BANKERS,

Send for Full Descriptive Catalogue, Samples, etc.

the

wear

by the

1. Purse $160,2.60 class. 2. Purse $200,2.33 diss.

—AND—

GENUINE ASBESTOS STEAM-PIPE and
COVERINGS. PISTON and WICK
FIRE PROOF
PACKING. MILL BOARD,
PLASTIC
PAINTS,
STOVE-LINING, CEMENTS, COATINGS, ETC.

21

chorus

$700.00 IN PURSES.

CHESTS

ICE

PAINTS.

! W. W. WHIPPLE &

tue

DEERINO, ME.,

BOILER

CEN. AGENT,

|

No. 3 Free Street Block, Portland.

R C Ο

POBTLASID, ME.

AKcnts,

je23

SAMUEL THURSTON,

for

special effort to be present at
and place, and thus confer a favor

a

Meeting at Presumpscot Park,

June

Sew Perfection

—

in its

Evening, June 3d.

provided

CREEN & BATEMAN.

duced for general structural purposes. Sample,
sheets and pamphlet "STBUC'TI BAL DEC·
ORATION" free, by mail.

required

a

yard. Special prices
all grades of Tapestry, Body Brus·
sels, Velvets and Cotton and Wool Carpets. We show the largest line of best
selected Carpets east of Boston and .NeilYork at prices that insure quick sales.

These are in every respect strictly first-class
Paints, composed of pure linseed oil and the high
est grade of pigments ; combined by processes
exclusively our own. They are unequalled by any
in richness and permanency of color, and are the
most durable and economical paints ever pro-

not

Thursday

Please make
the above time

on

to.30

A perfect GYMNASIUM Cor FinStrictly Pure Colors in Oils, V nrninhesete
gers, Hands and Wrists. All Piano
A great
Students should use it.
CAR nu*l BRIDGE PAINT*,
in perfecting I in HOOF,
aid to ARTISTS
various colors. Are especially adapted for outtheir technique.
! buildings, barns, fences, and for iron and rough
Herman Kotzsch- woodwork.
References:
j
mar, VV. II. Sherwood, S. B. Mills,
ASBESTOS ROOFING.
Wni. Mason.
The standard and reliable Portable Roofing, for
steep or flat roots in any climate. Skilled labor

Hotel,

on

Music will be

Tapestry Brussels Carpets

17.30

□LIQUID

shall offer for

at 57 1-2 cents per

H.W.JOHKS
«scene*

"TECHNIGON"

ΒΤ

EVERUSED
.These Paints

we

'

STEPHENSON, Jr.. Governor,
myl 5-17-19-21-24-26-28jUUl-3-5-7-9-ll

CONCEDED
PRACTICAL PAINTERS WHER-

P. M.

*'12.28
*12.33
1.25
2.05
2.45
3.25
5.00
*5.37

Carpet Department

ton train.
Cars leaving Congress St. Station on arrival of
12.28,12.33 and 5.37 p. in. trains from the East
will run to Franklin Wharf.
At Congress St. Station through tickets and
baggage checks may be obtained for all important
points East or West.
E. A. NEWMAN, Gen'1 Manager
mv31dlw

LUTHER

FRED R. FARRIN6T0N,
The Clothier and Furnisher, under Falmouth

P. M.

12.00
12.10
*1.05
1.45
2.25
3.05
4.40
5.20
o.io

0.50

Approved :

NEW STORE.

REMEMBER THE PLACE.

nee

υν/. ο
ΤΗΕΙΒ SUPERIORITY

«24

7.00
7.40
*8.30
*8.42

♦Connects with Outward and Inward trains.
tRunsto City Hall.
Cars by this route pass all of the Hotels and
Wholesale and Dry Goods stores in the city and
will connect with all day trains on the Maine Central R. R.
JSostoil Steamer Connections.
Cars will leave Franklin Wharf at 0.35 a. m.,
connecting with train for Augusta, Waterville,
Bath, and Rockland, and at 7.45 a. m.. for Lewis-

supplies,

!

d2m

J. G. HAYES & GO. RYAN&KELSEY,

gallon

MEN'S! YOUTHS'

CHILDREN'S

THOMPSON.
Call and

A. M.

City Hall.

SEALED

Hon. Fred

Licensed by State ef Maine

Α. Μ.

*6.40
7.20
*7.50
8.00

12.57

Office Treasurer N. H. D. V. S., )
TOGUS Me., May 13, 1886.
J
PROPOSALS, subject to usual conditions, will be received at this office until 12
o'clock M., June 12, 1886, at which time and
place they will be opened In the presence of bidders, for furnishing and delivering at this Home,
the Subsistence, Quartermaster's and Hospital
stores, required for the fiscal year commencing
July 1.1886, and which consists in part of the
following, viz. :
Tea, Coffee, General Groceries, Flour, Fresh
and Corned Beef, Mutton, Veal, Pork, Smoked
Shoulders, Hams, Fresh and Salt Fish, Butter,
Cheese. Eggs, Lard, Onions, Potatoes,
Corn,
Oats, Shorts. Crockery and Table Ware, Household articles, Hospital
Tobacco^ Gasoline, Kerosene, Oil and Coal.
The bids will be considered, and accepted or
rejected item by item.
The Home reserves the right to waive defects
and reiect any or all proposals.
Blanks, ana full information as to bidding, and
terms of contract and articles to be supplied, will
be furnished on application to this office.
Envelopes containing proposals should be
marked "Proposals for Subsistence, Quartermaster's or Hospital Stores at National Home D. V.
S., Togus, Me.," and addressed to the undersigned.
H. A. COBAUGH, Treasurer.

Congress St. Station.

*0.35

I». M.

Building,

committee.

OTT"R

Τ1Ν3Γ
Leave

Α. Μ.

*7.45

all members of choirs not engaged on that evening. Also all past members of the "Portland
Chorus Choir" and "Maranocook Festival Chorus," and any other good readers of music who
would be pleased to join, to be present at the organization, which will be in Reception Hall, City

STATION,

AS FOLLOWS:

Proposals for Subsistence, Quartermaster's and Hospital Stores.

prepared

—

Leave
Leave
Franklin Wharf. Post Office.

Basket Bottom Chairs

Stock all in; Price $2.30 to $20. We
hare agreed to handle 1700 of these
stoves this season and consequently will
sell them awful low to place this number for cash or 1-4 down and balance $1
Write for catalogue and
per week.
price. Satisfaction guaranteed.

BETWEEN

ST.

CONGRESS

Whole Cakes, 15 cents per hundred lbs.
d4w
rnayll

rOBTLAND

RUN

AND

—

PRICES OF CUT ICE.
5 cents.
IO lbs.,
"
10
25
"
"
*
15
50
"
"
20
IOO

Maine Stale Dette Agency,

IRA M. TRUE & CO..

or

for the Million.

FRANKLIN WHARF, POST OFFICE

$1.50
10 lbs. daily per
month,
"
"
"
"
2.00
15
"
"
"
"
2.50
20

I

Boston.
eod&w2w

114 1-2 EXCHANCE STR

ST.

MARKET

No. 53

PRICES FOR FAMILIES AND OFFICES.

The Haymakers, ($1.00) by the same author,
Bend at any time for lists and information to

may31

CARS WILL

CHAIRS,

OIL STOVES!

COMMENCING TUESDAY, JUNE 1, >86,

—AND—

even

OLIVER

STREET,

No. 35 MILK

on

FIRST DAV. JUNE 1 Sill.

and Rockers.

CONGRESS ST. STATION ROUTE.

Successors to 1). W. Clark & Co.,

committee, it lias been
Centennial services in
Sunday Evening, July 4th, the
music shall be led by a large chorus, and the undersigned lias been appointed to organize ami
conduct the same. Being desirous of securing a
full and effective chorus. 1 most cordially invite
order of the

BY decided that proper
at the

City Hall,

SECOND DAY, JUNE 15th,

ilAILROAD CO

PORTLAND

SINGERS OF PORTLAND,
Please Respond to the Call.

RATTAN CHAIRS,

Splint

CLARK k CHAPLIN ICE CO.,

SPECIAL FOR TUESDAY.

Allen, is
as cliildrei

rt3t

tennial Chorus !

MONDAY AND

Fancy Cabinet Ware.

CREEK

OPERETTAS

character.
School Festival, (25 CtS.) by C. J.
pretty picture of school life, such
always like.

jel

Portland Trottina Association.

AND ALL KINDS OF

944 to 950 Washington St., Boston.
Egfr"All kinds of goods sold anywhere in New
myl3eodlm
England on easy terms.

Which are most appropriate for summer.
A Merry Company, or Cadets' Picnic, (3i
Easy and brill
cts.) [iHst out] by Collin Coe.
iant. Will please the boys by its pretty military

Thursday,

and

June 2d and 3d.

may28dlw

Book Shelves,

WILLOW

OAIflBfl·

LEAGFE

TWO GAMES.

on

Wall Cabinets,

We wish to say to all strangers that we carry
the largest and greatest variety of Household
Goods to be found in any one retail store in this
country. Our stock includes all kinds and qualities of Carpets, Ranges and Cooking Stoves, Parlor furniture, Lounges, Easy Chairs, Sofas and
Rockers, Chamber Sets, Dinner Sets, Toilet Sets
audiCrockery, Lamps, Glass and Plated Ware,
Tubs. Pails, Brooms, Mattresses and Bedding,
Baby Carriages Mats and Afghans, Refrigerators,
and water Coolers, and all makes and styles of
Oil Stoves, and in fact everything you need in your
house. Our prices are positively lower than you
Send for our new illustrated
can find elsewhere.
catalogue, the largest ever published. It is mailed
free to any address.
We will make the terms to suit every customer's
means, no matter where he lives. Write us.

&c.
jeld3t

Brocktons-Portlands

An

Corner Stands,

pretty, eas]

and very musical

PIAZZAS,

FOR

Music for Commencement and Exhibitions,

If not for sale in your town send to our wholesale agents.
H. II. HAIT dp NOR, Portland, IQe.
eod3m
mar20

Lisle Thread Hose 75 cents
former price $1.25.
Balbriggan Shirts and Drawers $1.00; former
price$l.37 1-2.
Cents' Neck Ties η Summer
styles 25c to $1.25.
Night Shirts, ail sizes, 50 cts;
former price $1.00.

AND LONG

SEBAOO LAKE

Frame

Rochester Chairs,

Chairs on hand.
always iu stock.

TELEPHONE No. 257.

many attractive
the way of

VIENNA CHAIRS and ROCKERS

Bar-

a

are

ber

nrmdly

marlO

out

$4.00 down. Balance $1.25 per week
until paid.
We have more than 20 different styles of Baras usual

V.
Square,eod&wlm

Madison

completely fit

$30.00.
Our terms

SAMUEL BUDD,

dtl

my8

IMPORTED

Barber

Taken for gentlemen's Outfitting Irom any part
of the world. The Largest and Finest Stock of
Men's Furnishings in tne States on hand at popuulars pr'ces.

245 Middle St.

Fashionable Hatter,

to

Genuine Mohair Plush Black Walnut
Chairs, like above cut, for only

The above goods are all "Hand Frame" made
and manufactured especially for this House
Warranted the best of the kind known,

FORSALE BYALLCROCERS

Ι*, ν.

BARGAINS !

ivater per

NOTICE.

everything

among which we shall offer

,

Siekled Boilers, Curtains,
and in fact
ber Shop.

Professor Chemistry and Geology, Bates College
State Assayer of Maine from '75 to '83.

of

NOTICE

New

ALLEN, SOLLY & CO.'s
II08IERV MD UNDERWEAR.
All weights
In Silk, Merino, Balbriggan, etc.
and qualities.

PERRY,

Ε. N.

Endorsed for its Purity and Healtlifulness by al
Chemists and Physicians who have examined it.
"I have given this powder a thorough chemica
examination and fina it to be of full weight, entire
ly free from Alum, Ammonia, Lime and the Phos
pliâtes, and to be an absolutely pure bread-raising
preparation every way to be recommended fo:
wliolesomeness and efficiency."
RICHAKD C. STANLEY, A. M. Ph. D.

aprlO

Health, )
April 17, 1886. /
is hereby given to all house-holders, ;
that all applications for cleaning privy- !
vaults, should be made as early as possible, that
the delay which usually occurs later in the season
may be avoided. All applications for emptying
privy vaults, left at the office of the Deputy Marshals, City Building, will have immediate attention.
By order of the Board of Health.
GEO. C. BURG ESS, Secretary.
aprl 7dtf
Board

Chairs, Wash Stands, Mirrors,
Mugs, Poles, Sitting Chairs, Tables,
Bottles, Racks, Shelves, Copper and

Barber

ORDERS

The Standard of Purity and Ex·
cellence.

Matting,

FURNITURE,

now

Children 10 cts.

ENGLAND

line of

COTTAGE

our

offering; the Hair Dressers of New
England some astounding bargains in
«are

we

Made in the best manner and with promptness.
Knickerbockers, Caps, &c., to match.

different from other dealers.

a

BARBERS' SUPPLY DEPARTMENT.

SUITS.

SPECIAL STYLES IN CHILDREN'S HATS!

CITY OF PORTLAND.
the

Haying enlarged

Fancy Imported Flannels for Tennis, Boating
Shooting, etc.

the latest styles and shades just received, and will be offered
Call and see the latest New York styles.
low.

Readings, ΚΙηκΙηκ,

Wednesday

Straw

BARBERS' CHAIRS.

SPECIALTIES.

NUTRIA,TAN, GRANITE DERBY HATS FOR YOUNG MEN.

CLIIB HALL,,
Thursday Evening, June 3.

REFORM

Baby Carriages,

In White. Printed and Embroidered Colored
The Latest Novelty for Bosoms, etc.
Pique.
French Fancy Percales, Madras and Cheviot
Cloths. The Latest London and Parie !>«■-

Drab and Nutria Kersey Hats!

on our enormous

Admlslon free.
dtd

ENTERTAINMENT

Admission 15 cts. ;

SQUARE,

NEW YORK.

DRESS SHIRTS.

IV. Β.—I hare ho agents.
tvhat yon are buying.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

MADISON

1886.

dtf

jat»24

KING EDWARD ST.,
LONDON.

prices

SPRING ANDSUMMER

43 TEMPLE ST., between Federal and Congress Sis.

COLCOBD,

Office of

BUDD,

Portluu«l,

REV. P. A. fflcKKNNA.
HO*. .1A MB M €2. ΗΙΛΙΛΕ,
HON. BBON BRAUHl'RV,
HON.*. J. ANDE'RNOIV,
HON. JOHN K. FITZGERALD.
HON. W. L·. P17TNAIE.

NEW

with
Commencing Monday Morning·
from former
cnt of 20 per cent,

BY —

LEQAULT'S BOYS'Β AS D of 24 PIECES.

PORTLAND.

ESTABLISHED 18G1.

<!T&S7t&w4tnrui20

myl8

143 PEARL STREET.

CITY

Columbus Cowk., May 8,187ft
"I have a family of eight children, who
I recommend its
have used Castoria.
use for children, in preference to any medi
cine X know."
Norman P. Little, M. D.

ADDRESSED

TO BE

HON. FREDERICK KORIE, <.or< rnor
of T| ii lit-,
■ION. CH AH. J. 4 II Λ I* V| AN, Major of

SOCIAL

Cor. Pearl and lit Sis.,

Dr. Little says:

8

And

AT

eodtf

—

MUSIC BY CHANDLER'S MILITARY BAND.

DONNELL BUILDING,

to The

PORTLAND TRUST COMPANY.

Glveu to

Colic, Constipation,

or

Gallery reserved for ladles.
my29

Without injurious medieation.

111 So. Oxford Street,
1057 Secoot Avb.vub,
Brooklyn, Feb. 23,1873.
New York, April 8, 1872.
"
Castoria is so well adapted to the de
"I use Castoria in my practice, and find
it specially adapted to affections of children rangements of children, that I can recom
mend it as superior to any other know]
and females."
H. A. Archer, ΛΙ. 0.
Alex. Robertson, M. D.
remedy."

or

Galveston News.)
Jones of Nevada is one of the characters of
the Senate. He is a thorough^ Bohemian and
good fellow. He is an able man. too, and an
inveterate speculator. He is worth millions
one week and dead broke the next, but he
always manages to keep happy. Jones tells
the following good story on himself :
"I'vs always believed in Providence since
one day, years ago, when I was sheriff in
Shasta County, Cal. It was a roaster of a
day, and I was returning on horseback from
a hunt for some sluice robbers. I was slowly
following a faint mountain trail and the sun
was just baking me and the horse was in a
lather. I came under the shade of a big
roclc and thought it would be pleasant to get
off and have a smoke. I sat down on a cool
boulder, cut a pipeful from my plug, filled my
pipe and felt for a match. Well there wasn't
a match anywhere in my pockets.
I searched
and searched, but there was no match. 1 tell
οι I felt worse over that disapointment than
've done since w hen the market has gone
back on me and hit me for a hundred thousand at a
But while I
sat on
clip.
that boulder wrapped in gloom,
what
fell
on?
d'ye suppose my eye suddenly
A match by heaven, lying on the trail not six
feet away from me! I used it—though 1 was
a little afraid to toucli it at first—and had my
smoke So you needn't worry about how this
political fight is going to come out. A man
for whom Providence will go to the trouble
of providing a match for a smoke in the wilds
of the Sierra Nevadas, where a man's foot
scarcely ever treads, isn't likely to get left
when it comes to a commonplace little thing
like being elected to the United States Senate
Ever since that time," continued the Comstocker, "I've never refused a dollar to a
parson, and have generally done my best in
a quiet, unobstrusive way, to make myself
solid with the people who have the pull on
providence."

PITCHER'S

Dr. Archer says;

Dr. Robertson says:

cures

& CO.,

Sour Stomach, Diarrhoea, Eructation,
Gives healthy sleep, and promotes digestion

CASTORIA

Jones of Nevada.

(Washington Letter

Castoria

Children Cry

sick, we gave her Castoria,

When

When

ter which shrinks from any pain and to concentrate attention upon self and its sensations. It sets up falsu grounds for determining whether a person is or is not in the favor of God. It opens the door to every superstition, such as attaching importance to
dreams, signs, opening the Bible at random,
expecting the Lord to make it open so that
they can gather his will from the first passage they see, 'impressions,' 'assurances,'
etc.
Practically it gives great support to
other delusions which claim a supernatural
element. It greatly injures Christianity by
subjecting it to a test which it cannot endure.
It directs attention from the moral and spiritual transformation which Christianity professes to work, a transformation which
wherever made manifests its divinity, so
that none who behold it need any other
proof that it is of God. It destroys the asof reason in the soul, and thus,
cendency
like similar delusions, it is seif-perpetuating;
and its natural, and, in some minds, its irresistible tendency, is to mental derangement.
"Little hope exists of freeing those already
entangled, but it is highly important to prevent others from falling into so plausible
and luxurious a snare, and to show that
Christianity is not to be held responsible for

The New Jersey Prohibitionists angered
at the Republicans because the last Leg-

islature did not give them all they asked
for, have decided to organize a new party
and run a distinct ticket. If this movement
has any substantial result at all, it will be
to throw the State into the hands of the
Democrats, who are avowedly hostile not
only to prohibition, but to every measure
that tends to ieterfere with the saloons or
render their work of turning out drunkards
less profitable. The Legislature ought to
liave passed the local option law which the

Castoria—the Mother's Great Remedy for Children.
When

Will. F. TODD,
GEORGE A. HARMON,
J. A. MERRILL & CO.,
MORRISON & CO.

SUPPORT

IN

I
—

B. A. Atkinson

Warranted.

CARTER BROTHERS,
Α. M. WENTWORTII,
A. WALKER,
C. II. LAMSON,
apr3

EVENING, JUNE 1,'86,

—

OF

1.00
.50
.10

HAUL,

CITY

ANNOUNCEMENT

$1.00

CLEANING WATCHES,

Baby.

PUBLIC MEETING!
TUESDAY

From tliis «laie we, Hie undersigned, ugree
of prices:
upon Hie following seliednle

A Castoria

GRAIMD

SPECIAL

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC.

MAIN SPRINGS,
CASE SPRINGS,
WATCH CRYSTALS,
All WorK

ΛίΤΙΓΜΚίνίΚΝΤβ.

CRAND

WATCHES.

——

faith-healers represent God as interfering
constantly, not by cause and effect in the order of nature, hut affecting the results directly. Their want of superiority to those
who are not Christians, but use either false
pretenses or natural laws, and their inferiority to Christ and the apostles, condemn their
pretensions. Nor does it avail them to say,
'Christ would not come down from the cross
when taunted by unbelievers.' They might
perhaps with propriety refuse a test for the
tent's sake, though Elijah forced one. But in
a close observation of their works the radical difference between them and those who
they say have no divine help should be manifest. Some of them affirm that the Mormons
Newton, and others do their mighty works
by the aid of devils. If so, since casting out

"Faith-cure, technically

Ft'KXITI κι:.

ITHSC'EIîIjAIVEOUS·

millCEliLANKOIIH

Christian Advocate." lias a long and exhaustive article on "Faith-healing," in the June

harmony.
name

Faith-Mealing
Buckley, editor of the

I

%3 i€ k» Ο

when· nil ether rt>inr<1li a ffc'-l. Λ trial rontlneo* the »«··
•keptlral of it* Imnie'Hnti-.tHrrrt an<J nrtcr-tailtmt tftcl.
I'rlre »*»Oe. and if 1.00; of dra«xiiitJi or by mail Trial
"k gcfreo for it.vn;.. Dr. H Sill! ΚΚΑ IS.Sj. Γη.. I, Sinn.

!

apri>

ISAAC C, ATKINSON,
Manager.

may25

dw&3ml4

Instant relief. Final cure in 10
PI
I I^iJ
I J. li
1 j- »·
days, ami never return*. No purge,
no salve, no suppository.
Sufferers will learn of a
simple remedy hree. by addressing ('. J. Mason.
78 Nassau St., Ν. Y.
m«r26«o<i0iu

PRESS.

THE

TUESDAY MORNING, JUNE 1.
THE PRESS.
May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of N.
G. Fessenden, Horse Railroad Station ; Marquis,
76 Exchange St. ; Armstrong, E.& M. C. It. It. De; Hodgson, 96Mi Portland and 559 Congress
ts. ; Costello. 7 Exchange St. ; Gilpatrick, 47Middie St. ; .Jewett, 504 Congress St. ; Peterson, 2 Exchange St. ; Goold, corner Congress and Chestnut
Sts. ; Lanagan, 66 Oxford St. ; Chisholm, 109 Congress St. ; Hopkins, 190 Brackett St. ; Holden, 221
Spring St. ; Sheafe, 243 Congress St. ; Koss, 193
Congress St. ; Dam, 239 Spring St. ; Leighton, 408
Congress St. ; Beards worth, 87 India St. ; and of
Chisholm Bros', agents on all trains running out of
the city.
I ^Auburn, Willard Small & Co.
i (Augusta, J. F. Pierce.
t-Bath, J. O. Shaw.
*
Blddeford. F. M. Burnham.
A. L. Jellerson.
fclQS "
Boston, Mass., American House.

§ot

□Brunswick,

B. G. Dennison.

^Cumberland Mills. 1). P. Horr.
Β Damariscotta, E. W. Dunbar.
A. Mitchell.
StfFreeport, W.
PI Five burg, A. F. Lewis, J. C. Gerry.

^.'FaSrîield,

Ε. H. Evans.
cfiFarmington, 1). H. Knowlton.
^'Gardiner, Palmer & Co.
fitGorham, «Tas. H. Irish & Co.
I iLewiston, Chandler & Estes.
Island, T. M. Glendenning.·
Mechanic Falls. 11. S. Jordan, E. A. Thomas.
Norway. S. L. Crockett. A. O. Noyes.
F Old Orchard, Geo. E. Fogg.
Richmond, G. A. Beale.
□Rockland, O. S. Andrews, Β. H. Burnham.
fjlSaccarappa, D. P. Horr.
riSaco, H. b. Kendrlck & Co., Wm. Stackpole.
\ iSpringvale, C. H. Pierce.
lilSo. Paris, A. M. Gerry.
piiThomaston, S. Delano.
Vrinalhaven, A. B. Vinal.
f Waldoboro. G. Bliss.
[ fWaterville. C. H. Hayes.
tS Yarmouth, II. Humphrey.

filing

PORTLAND POST OFFICE.
OFFICE

HOURS.

General Delivery. (Sunday excepted) 7.30 a. m.
to 7.30 p. m. Sunday, 9 to 10 a. m.
Cashier's Office, (Sunday excepted), 7 a. m.
to 7.30 p. m. ; Money order department, (Sunday
excepted), 8.30 a. m. to 6 p. m. ; Registered letter
department, (Sunday excepted), 8.30 a. in. to 6 p.
m.

Carrier's Deliveries,
(Sunday excepted)—In
business section of the city between High and
India street at 7 and 10 a. in. and 12.30,1.45 and
β p. m. In other sections at 8 a. m. and 1.4* and 5
p. m. Sunday delivery at Carriers' window, 9 to
10 a. m. Collections from street boxes at 7 and

and 4 and 8 p. m. Sunday at 6 p. m.
ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE OF MAILS.
Southern and Western, via Boston and Maine
railroad (Eastern division)—Arrive, 12.20,' 5 and
11 p. m. ; Close 8.15 a. m., 12 m., 5.15 and 9 p. m. ;
Supplementary, 12.30 and 10 p. m.
Boston, intermediate offices and connections,
via Boston & Maine railroad, (Western division)—
Arrive, 12.20 and 8.25 p. m. ; Close 8.15 a. m. and
12 m.
Eastern, via Maine Central Railroad—Arrive,
2 a. m. and 1 p. m. ; Close 12.15 and 9 p. in. ; Supplementary, 12.30 and 10 p. m.
Rockland, intermediate offices and connections,
via Knox and Lincoln railroad—Arrive. 1 and 6 p.
ni. ; Close. 6.45 a. m. and 12.15 p. m. ; Supplementary, 12.30 p. m.
Âwrustd.—Arrive 2 and 9 a. m. and 1 and 6 p.
m. ; Close 12.15, 4.30 and 9 p. m. ; Supplementary,
12.30 and 10 p. m.
Baths—Arrive, 2 and 9 a. m. and 1 and 6 p. m. ;
Close, 6.45 a. in., 12.15, 4.30 and 9 p. m. ; Supplementary, 12.30 and 10 p. m.
Auburn ami Lewiston,—Arrive 2 and 9 a. m.
and 1 p. m.; Close, 6.45 a. m. and 12.15, 4.30 and
9 p. m. ;
12.30 and 10 p. m.
Canada, Intermediate offices and connections,
via Grand Trunk railroad—Arrive, 12.15 p. m.;
Close, 12.45 p. m.
Qorham, Λ. //.. Intermediate offices and connecnous—Arrive, ».at> a. m. ; vjiose, 0.40 a. m.
siranton, Π., and intermediate offices and connections, via Portland and Ogdensburg railroadArrive, 6.10 p. 111. ; Close, 8.00 a. m.
Bartiett, Λ. IL, intermediate offices and connections—Arrive, 10.6&a. m.; Close, 2.15 p. m.
Rocketer, Ν, //,, intermediate offices and connections, via Portland & Rochester railroad—Arrive, 1.35 p. 111. ; Close, 7 a. 111. and 12.30 p. 111.
Eastport, via each steamer—Arrive, C a. m. ;
Close, 4.30 p. 111.
11

a. m.

Supplementary,

WIT AND WISDOM.
There are three kinds of friendships which are
advantageous, and three which are injurious.
Friendship with the upright, friendship with the
sincere, and friendship with the man of much information,—these are advantageous.
Friendship
with the man of specious airs, friendship with the
insinuatingly soft, friendship with the glib-tongued
—these

are

injurious.—Confucius.

I had spells of neuralgia and suffered so that
many times I have wished death would end my
agony. I employed doctors, but could get no benefit from them. Since taking Athlophoros I hate
had only two spells in
Paige, Boltouville, Vt.

over

a

C. N.

Mrs.

year.

this

time ; Take

a

few

now living in Pickens county, Ga., a
during the rebellion, donned his wife's
dress, kept liis face closely *liaved, and wore a big
sunbounet in order to avoid being conscripted
and sent to the front. The officers in search of
recruits frequently visited the house and asked

There is
man who,

his wife where her husband was, and at the very
moment he could be seen working in the field lu
female garb. By the time he had worn out seven
of his wife's dresses he became tired of masquerading, enlisted, and became a good soldier.

Scott's Emulsion of Pure Cod Liver
Oil with Hypophosphites. «« ConsumpDr. W. C. IlAitRi*tion and lVastinu JJlse<ute8.
"I think your Emul<;er, Pittsburg, Pa., says:
sion of Cod Liver Oil is very useful in consumption and wastiug diseases."
"My imported sheep jumped the fence last
as saying,
night," a Tennessee farmer is
"and bit down into the ground the last vestige of
Soon alter that, my
my imported fruit tree.
shepherd dogs went in and killed most of my imported sheep. And then I took down my imported brecch-loadcr, and killed the dogs.
The next
man that talks progressive fanning to me will got
a few buck-shot of the same calibre."

quoted

The action of Carter's Little Liver Pills is pleasant, mild and natural. They gently stimulate the
liver, and regulate the bowels, but do not purge.
They are sure to please.

Mary—'"Etta,

An Easter Echo.
church yesterday.

1

saw

you

at

beautiful?"
Etta—"Yes, it was splendid; but don't you
think a thought more of buds on the left side and
Wasn't it

bird in front would barve been an improvement? Of course you refer to that lady's
bonnet in the third row on the riglit-haud side of
the centre aisle?"
Mary—"I wasn't thinking of anybody's bonnet ;
I referred to tne service."
Etta—·'Really, but I don't think I noticed that."
a

spray

or a

S. B. Durfey, mate of steamer Arizona, lias had
Thomas' Electric oil
his foot badly jammed.
cured it. Nothing equal to it for a quick pain re-

liever.
"I see, father," said Hollo, looking up from the
Eagle, "that two boys in Maine were frozen todeath while going to school."
"Quite likely, my son." replied Hollo's father,
any"quite likely; a thing that is liable to happen
where, even in July. lint you never heard of a
boy freezing to death while coming from school.
Never, my son."
And that gave Iiollo something to think about
all the morning.
Smartweed and Belladonna combined with the
other ingredients used in the best porous plasters
make Carter's S. W. & B. Backache plasters the
best in the market.

Price 25 cents.

Economy is tlie parent.of integrity, of liberty,
and of ease ; and the beauteous sister of temperAnd profusesue a, of cheerfulness and health.
ness is a cruel and crafty demon, that gradually
involves her followers in dependence and debt,
that fetters them with "iron that enters their
souls."—Dr. Samuel Johnson.
The New Precmof Obtaining Health
Without Medicine.
The Nervous system is the seat of animal life and
controls the functions of the body.
The functions
of the body are to take nutritiou and throw off a
amount of old worn out and excreWhile the nerves are strong
mentitial material.
enough to control this function properly, we are
healthy. When its strength has been impaired by
overwork or the abuse of stimulants, it fails to do
so, and we are ill, because the bowels, liver and
other organs cannot- free themselves.
Keep the
and medicine is unnecnervous system
essary, except in inflammation», which often originate from the above cause.
Lately a harmless,
tasteless plant has been discovered in South Ameras a powerful
acts
as
that
as
ica,
grass,
simple
nerve food, produces no stimulation or reaction,
but immediately destroys the effect of stimulants,
and stops nervousness and nervous exhaustion at
once; makes you strong, hungry, regular in the
functions of the body; stops the liquor appetite in
old drunkards, makes them feel better ; and, prois a fine beverage and pays the liperly
It is creating a big
quor dealers a larger profit.
sensation in the large cities, and is being liberally
It is
and constantly used by almost
found on the President's sideboard, and in all the
illustrious
senaand
an
government departments,
tor is noticed as having a mug of it constantly on
over the
Jt has
his desk in the Senate.
Nerve
country like wildfire. They call it the Moxie
Food. The druggists are getting it quite fast, and
It is
enormous.
is
the sale, after a few months,
ρ opular with the ladies. It will go.

corresponding

supported

prepared,

everybody.
spread
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MERCHANTS' EXCHANGE.
Ar at Antwerp May 28, ship Armenia, Carter,
FROM

He.
Dressed hogs, city, 6@@VoC ψ lb; country 5% ;
live hogs 4%@5c.
Butter—Western extra fresh made creamery at
18%c: do extra firsts 17Va@18c; do iirsts I6V2C;
do imitation creamery, extra, 14@15c; do extra
firsts 12@13c ; do fresh factory choice at 13; fair
to good 10@llc; do common lots 8@9c; Vermont
dairy extra 17c; do extra firsts 16@17c.
Cheese—Northern, old, nominal; new, choice, at
8%@9c; lower grades according to quality;Western, job lots Vue higher.
Kggs—Near by 13a 13% c; Eastern extra 13c;
Ν Η and Vt extra I2ya@13c: New York extra at
12V»c ; Western choice at 11%@12%C. Jobbing
price lc higher.
Beans—choice small Ν Y hand picked peal 55@
1 60
ψ bush ; choice New York large hand picked
do 1 40@145 ; small Vermont hand picked pea at
1:75® 1 80.
Apples—No 1 Russets 1 75@2 25 ; fancy at 2 50
@2 75; No 2 apples $1@1 25.
Hay r; Choice prime hay $19@$20; fancy higher;
fair to trood $17@£18 50; choice Eastern tine $15
@$17 ; tail* to good do at §14@$15 ; poor to ordinary $ 12 ft;? 14: East.swale $10@$ll. Rye straw,
choice, 22 00@23 00; oat straw $10@$11ton.
Potatoes—Aroostook rose 65c ; do Hebron 70c ;
Me Central, Hebrons 65c; do Rose 60@63c; Me
Burbank seedlings at 55c; North do 50c; Eastern
prolifics 50@55c ; Vermont Hebrons 55c ; do rose
55c.

Rockport.

I )Ar at Antigua May 4, sell Nellie
more, New York.
Ar at Aux Cayes May 8, sch Lizzie
inson, Wilmington, ΝC.

Ar at Glouces

Portland.

mouth.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 29th. barque Joe Reed,
Allen, Sagua; Hattie Η Barbour, Gilkey, Bangor;
Stephen G Hart, Rivers, Havana.
Ar 30th, barque Mignon, Colcord, Havana; brig
Leonora, Monroe, Matanzas; schs Mattie Β Russell. Larrabee, Sagua ; Levi Hart, Giles, do.
NEW YORK—Ar 29th, barque Jose Ε Moore,
Carlisle, Matanzas; schs F Arthemius, Cole, Shulee, NS; Norman. Smith, Windsor, NS; Lottie,
Creiglitou, St John, NB; Mary Ε Oliver, Hodgdon,
Bangor; J M Kennedy, Whitaker, Ellsworth;
Β ram hall, Hamilton, Portland;
Naney J Day,
Fountain, Round Pond ; Silver Heels, Mullin, do ;
Β L Eaton, Grier, Calais.
Ar 30th, schs Post-Boy, from Yabacoa; Abbie

lots.. 10 00@1 7
do bag... 17 00^18
75 Middlings. 17 00@21
50 do bag lots,18 00 a23
Provision».
00 Pork13 50&14
Packs
Clear ....12 75^13
Cod, ψ (|tl—
11
Mess
Large Shore3 00@3 2 5
7 50@8
Large Bank2 50,α2 75 Mess Beef.
8 50(ttj9
2 25@2 50
Ex Mess.
Small
Pollock
2 25(a3 25i Plate.... 9 50@.lO
1 50fc2 00
Ex Plate. 10 50@11
Haddock
Hake
1 75@2 25 ! Lard—

Leavitt, do for do; Bertha Ε
Rockland.
PERTH AMBOY—Passed by 28th, brig Daisy
South Am boy ;
Boyutou, Murphy, New York for for
Boston.
sell Glenulien, l>àvi3, Woodbridge
Ar 29th, sell Wm Deming, Hodgins, New York.
STON1NGTON— Ar 29th, sell Annie It Lewis,
Lewis, Providence.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 28tli, sell Natnan Easter
brook, Vesper, Norfolk.
MYSTIC, CT—Ar 29th, sch Pavilion, Norwood,

00
25
50
00
00
00
00

...

00®11

PROVIDENCE—Ar 29th, sells Lizzie Raymond,
Lord, Port Johnson; Samuel Lewis, Wood, Ellsworth.
FALL ItlVEE,—Ar
Calais.

6%®7%c

9 Vis@10 c
Mackerel w bbl—
lb
I Hams
Shore 1 s. 19 00@21 001 do coveredlOVa all V2
Oil.
Shore 2s. G 50;a> 7 F>0|
Med. 3s. 4 low 5 75 KeroseneG Va
Small
(a.1
(Port. ltef. Pet
Produce.
; Water White
9Vg
13
Cranberries—
iPratt'sAst'l.fcïbbl.
Maine
3 50@4 50,Devoe's Brilliant
13
10
5
50
Cod...
501
Cape
cyG
Ligonia
9
Pea Beans...1 GO®1 75!Silver White
10
Medium.... 1 GOfëil 75 ICentemiial
Hniviuu.
German mal G5@l 75 j
Yellow Eyes.l 40@1 G5!Muscatel— 2 25(S3 00
Irish Potatoes...50@60 London Lay'r 2 60@3 00
St Potatoes
@4 00 OnduraLay. 12 Va @13
7
Bermu Umons2 25@2 35 Valencia
@10
Turiieys
Sugar.
li&2 2
G Va
Chickens
J δνά,ΐο
&
15 β/16 Ixtra C
G
Fowls
Weeil*.
Ducks
Red
Geese
(g)$2s/e
Top.... §2LA
(<$
Timothy Seed2 15@2 20
Apple*.
11
«.lCc
Snow
Clover
€ln'm.
Tallman Swts
Nol Baldwinsl 50@2 00, Vermont— 9V6@11
ltusscts
2 00&2 25 Ν. Y. factory 9 Va α;11
Butter.
I
Evaporated lb 8@llciCreamery fc> lb. ..20@21
s.rruoM*.
I Gilt Edge Ver
20@21
G OO^G 50 ; Choice
Palermo
1R@19
G δθ α.7 001 Good
Messina
17^18
12al4
3 7C&4 00 8tore
Malagers
—

well, Calais; Alsatian, Stevens, Bath; Panama,
Truudv, Ellsworth; Sarapli, Merrinian, Harpswell; Toronto, Dority, Bluehill; Star of the West,
Davis, Friendship; Alice Dean, Bartlett, Calais ;
D L feturgis, Pusnard. Dresden.
PLYMOUTH—Sid 29th, sch George Albert,
Swctt, Bath.
Ar 29th, sch F Ε Hallock, Bulger, Baltimore.
SALEM—Cld 29th, sch Emma Κ Smalley, Robinson, Shulee, NS, (and sld 30th.)
LYNN—Ar 29th, schs Abby Tliaxter, Kelley,
and St Johns, Gilmore, Elizabethport.
NEWBURYPORT-Ar 29th, sch J C Gregory,
Gregory, Sydney.
Sld 29th, sell Emeline G Sawyer, Rogers, Jonesport.
Sld 30th, sch Mineola, Smith, Ellsworth.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 29th, schs Georgia Berry,
Ginn, Parrsboro; Mary Willey, Williams, Bangor.
Sld 29th, sch James Warren, Falkingham, for
Jonesport; J Ρ Auger, Brown, Thomaston.
C Chester
EAST M ACHIAS, May 27—Ar, sch

Portland Daily Press Stock List.
Corrected by Swan & Barhett, Bankers and
Brokers, 386 Middle street.
STOCKS.
Far Value. Bid.
Asked
Descriptions.
Canal National Bank
loo 168
170
100

149

Cumberland National Bank.. 40
51
loo 148
First National Bank
Merchants'National Bank.. 75 122
100 142
National Traders' Bank
100
80
Ocean Insurance Co
90
Portland Company
00
6a
Gas
Company
Portland
BONDS.
109Va
State of Maine 6s, due 1889
Portland City 6s,Municip'l variouslOO
Portland City Os, Κ. II. aid 1907...123
102
Batli City 6s*. Mun. various
Bath City 6s It. B. aid various.... 100

ιοί
62
150
124
143
90
100
es
110
115
124
106
101

12^13
12
12

Lead.
Urenil.
Sheet
Pilot Sup
7V.j@S
7Vi@8
do sq
5Va«:G
G^@7
Pipe
5 00(5(5 52
4V2 g> 5
Sli'p
l'ig...
l^encher.
Crackers t>lb. .sy^G
New YorkCoal.
Cumberland..4 00»a4 75 Light
21@ 22
Acadia
7 00®7 50 Mid weight. 2£
Chestnut
23(éa
(u5 75 Heavy
8 00 Slaughter... 33(s
Franklin
@5 75 Good d'mgd. 21@
Lehigh
10
Am calf
Coffee.
liiiuiber
Rio lb *>.... 9«@11 Va
18
Γα 21
South pine,30 00@40 00
.lava
Clear pine—
Coopérai gc.
U ppers
Hlihd shooks and lnls$5G;S$65
Select
Mol. citv... 1 50(al 75
$45<&$55
Sinr pitv
1 Aftftl IO
Fine r.nmmonfi35(a£42
$12®:»i4
Sug. s'd slik 70® 75| Spruce
! Hemlock
Pine sugar$ll®$12
Box shooks
@ 451 Clapboards—
I Spruce, X.. $28@S30
Sugar Heading—
Clear
$26@$28
Spruce 35 in 20@ 211
Tine
$22®$25
20© 211 2d clear
No 1
Hard pine
$15(£$18
I'fne
251
$25ii£$50
Moi. heading

Sanborn, Boston.
May 29—Sld, schs Μ Β Oakes, Ingalls; Nellie F,
Huntley, and C V Minot, Hathaway, for Boston;
Magnet, Fletcher, St John, NB.

Foreign Ports.
At Hiogo A pi 29, ships Oregon, Merrinian, from
Philadelphia; Freak Billings, Sherman, from New
York via Yokohama.
Sld fm Hong Kong Apl 1G, shin Merom,
Taiwanfoo, to load for New York;

82(^1

..

New York.
At Calcutta Apl 27, ships Wm J Rotch, Bray,
for New York ; St Mark. Baird, do; barque Isaac
L Skolfield, Skoltield, do.
Passed St Helena pre ν to May 12, barque Jennie Harkness. Amesbury, from Iloilo for Boston;
Willie Reed, Y'ates, Singapore for New York.
At Iquique Apl 6. ship Robert Dixon, Smithwick, for Hampton Roads; barque Grace Deering !
_

Shingles—
3 75@4 00
X cedar
$25
$20@$23 Clear cedar.3 25®3 50
2 15®2 60
ipl0fe§12 X No 1
No 1 cedar. 1 25® t 75
$8
1 45@1 05
.$12@$14 Spruce
§2 LathsSpruce rough
2
00®2 10
Oak mid
Spruce—
Lime-Cement.
staves
#12 50@$14
1 05
Lime
cask..
^
t'oitlfi^'V.
145
n
Amer'n $> ib
; Cement...
Jflutche*.
11
Russia
50
13
Star, ψ gross
Manilla.
39@ 41
Manilla Bolt Rope 14y2iDirigo
I
In.
Meta
9
Sisal
@10
Or nu» nud Dye»».
1Copper—
23
I com
Acid Oxalic
2g)14!
tart...
50@ 521 14x48 plan36
ished
2 20(£,2 301
Alcohol
Ammonia—
i Bolts
18® 20
12
carh
15®20 ι Y M sheath
16
Y M Bolts..
'Ashes, pot.. 6%®
—

liais coabia.. 4Wo.,
Beeswax
33®
Blcli powders
Borax
12@
Brimstone— 2 Via©

Cochineal
Copperas

—

35(®
1 Vz@
40®

Cream tartar.
Ex. logwood.

25
28
25
50
75
50
15
00
17

23(3)

..

English,— 27®

3i
40

Spoken.
April 15, lafc 33 N, Ion 54 W, barque Ella, Reed,
rom Portland for Rosario.
May 2'j. off Nantucket, barque Saml Ε Spring,
Andrews, from Boston for Cardenas.
May 17, Jat, S7 03, Ion 08 50. sch Mary Ε Doug
as, Lewis, from New York for Carupana.
A pi il 18. lat 5 55 S, Ion 30 W, ship Patrician,
[rom New York for Sydney, NSW.
April 3, lat 7 N, Ion 29 W, ship Undaunted,
Hamilton, from Philadelphia for San Francisco.
May 29, lat 39 05, Ion 74 50, brig Teneriffe. fm

24<i25
13

Bottoms

1

351 Ingot
51 Tin—
131 Straits..

Cliar. 1. C .5
Cliar. Ι. X.. 8
6
42 ] Terne
5
17 i Coke
7 51 Antimony
6
251 Zinc

75®6
00®8
25®7
25®5
14®
25@7
16®

31

New York for Cardenas.

12®
50@
Aloes cape.... 15@
27® 291 Solder y»TLVi·
Camphor
Molasse».
50(M 551
Myrrh
3 60@3
Porto Kico... 30@ 40
Opium
Shellac.
27® 29
25@ 30 Barbadoes..
85® 1 00 Cienfuegos.... 25® 26
Indiiro
3 75@4 00 Boiling
iodine
18@18ya
1 25
Κaile·
ipecac
2 40^2 50
Licorice, rf·.· 15% 20iCask
I¥a val Stare·.
Lai ex
34@ 401
3 00(&3 25
2 35@2 601 Tar ^ bbl
Morphine
Oil bergamot.3 00@3 251Pitch (C Tar)3 25®3 50
3 25®3 50
1 50@2 00 Wil. Pitch
Cod liver
3 00@4 00
2 75(2:3 001 Rosin
Lemon
1 25® 1 75 j Τurpt'ne, gall 39®46
Olive
4 50®5 00iOakum..
PcDPt
;· Ql/z@7xrz
Oil.
Winterirreen..2 30®2 451
Gumarabic...

Constipation

..

42@

'otass br'mde

Chlorate

2

Iodide

Quicksilver...

Ouinifte
lit, rhuebarb..
Rt snake

Saltpetre

Senna
Canarvseed..
Cardamons...

21®
75®3

50 Linseed...
25 Boiled
00 Sperm
50. Whale

_

......

75@80 j Bank
75@1 50|Shore
35® 40|Porgie
10® 161 Lard
15® 251 Castor
4®4V2 Neatsfoot
ζα&ζ

Is a universal and most troublesome disorder. It causes Headache, Mental Depression, impairs the Sight and Hearing,
destroys the Appetite, and, when long
continued, causes Enlargement of the
Liver, Inflammation of the Bowels, and
Piles.
Constipation i3 speedily cured
by Ayer's Pills.
For a number of months I was
troubled with Costiveness, in consequence of which I suffered from Loss of
Appetite, Dyspepsia, and a disordered
liver. My eyes also troubled me. I was
over them,
compelled to wear a shade to
bear exand, at times, was unable
posure to the light. I was entirely

42 247
45® 50
115.r/ l 30
65® 75

...

40@
38®
3;>® '±.>
55® 67
1 55® 1 6i>

90®l 00

CURED BY USING
three boxes of Ayer's Pilla. I have

uu

o&w,

«u

Faim».
Soda, bi-carb.3% (& 6% I
3 Pure gro lid Id700{a7 50
Sal
2V2®
lead7 00&7 50
3
Pure
3%
a;
dry
Sulpur
3® 3 Va
Sugar lead... 20^ 22 Eng Ven Red.
60 Red Lead
7@7Va
\V li i Le wax... 5
5
8
Am.
Zinz
00(&7 00
6@
Vitrol, blue..
Vanilla, bean.$ 10@ $12 Rochelle Yellow—2 Us

—

I suffered from Constipation, and, consequently, from Headache, Indigestion,
and Piles, for yeare. Ayer's Pills, which
I took at the suggestion of a friend, have
given me effectual relief. I commenced
taking this remedy two months ago, and
am now free from Constipation, the re-

8li«c.

JDuck.

27
24
17
14
18

6@ 7%
Rice, Φ lb....
G
5Va©
Rangoon

No 3
Naleratu».
No 10
Saleratus
5@ 5 Va
8
«pice*.
10 oz
13@ 15
Ο u ii powder—Whot. Cassia, pure.
»(££ 20
3 50@4 00 Cloves
Blasting
13^ 15
6 25(&6 50 Ginger
Sporting
00
Mace
6
75@
shot—
Drop
55 α 65
7
Nutmegs
Buck
20^ 22
pepper
Nlarckt.
Hay.
8
5©
Pressed
$1417 Laundry
Teas.
12
Straw
$10&$
Irou.
Souchong,.... 18 if 50
25 a 30
Common
2
@2Vs Oolong
do choice.. 35^ 50
Kefined
2*A tefiVa
25(<x 30
4 @4Vaj Japan
Norway
35^ 40
Cast steel
12
(0 le do choice.·
Tobacco.
German steel 5
(&7
Best brands.. 50@ <*»0
3
Shoe steel
40-,ώ 45
Medium
Sheet iron40
30
Common
3%@4V4 Common
Half
<*>
H.C
4V»(«5
Russia
13 Va® 14 Nat'ul leaf— 60@ 70
g ai ν
7my*\

moval of which has caused my other
troubles to disappear, and greatly improved my general health. W. Keeler,
Amherst, Mass.
I suffered from Constipation, which
assumed such an obstinate form that I
feared a stoppage of the bowels. Two
boxes of Ayer's Pills cured me, comft
pletely.—D. Burke, Saco, Me.
—

Ayer's Pills,

Sold

Atuos

Manhattan
Caracas

Saratoga
City of Chicago
Circassia
Heckla
Leerdam
Nordlaud

lû

Elbe

Bohemia
Pavonia

««■*** mm m ν,-a;

(oaa

S'And whereas, after

six months allowed as
the period of redemption in the decree above recited had expired, at the October term of said
court, viz: 011 the fifteenth day of December, A.
D. 1885, it having been found by said court that
none of s;iid sums had been paid either into the
registry of the court or otherwise, a further final
decree of foreclosure of said mortgages was
ordered by said court and was filed and entered
of record in said cause in the tenus following:
"Thereupon this court doth order that said
Portland & Ogdensburg Railroaa Company, and
all persons and corporations claiming
through
or under it, be and are forever barred and foreclosed from redeeming from any of the mortgages
following, to wit: the said mortgage to said
dated the first day of
Spring, Milliken and Emery,
November in the year of our Lord eighteen hundred seventy-one, and tiie said mortgages to
sakl Spring, Milliken and Webb, dated respectively the first day of April in the year of our Lord
e'ighteen hundred eighty-two, the fifteenth day of
hundred
May in the year of our Lord eighteen
eighty-two, and the twenty-fifth (lay of February
in the year of our Lord eighteen hundred eightyfour ; and that said Weston F. Milliken, Nathan
Webb and Horatio N. Jose, as trustees, have become, as such trustees, absolutely the owners of
all the railroad of said Portland & Ocdensburg
Railroad Company, located, and to be located in
Portland, in the State of Maine, and thence to its
termination at the western boundary line of the
otaie οι isew iiampsmrc, ana υι au rigms acquired by lease or contract in any railroads forming
any part of the through line from Portland to Ogdensnurg, and of all lands and tenements ever
taken or held by said Portland & Ogdensburg,
Railroad Company for the purposes of its railroad,
and of all the franchises of sa'd Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad Company to build, maintain,
ami operate said railroad, granted by said States
of Maine and New Hampshire, and of all the
cars, engines, or other movable furniture, machin
and equipments of said railroads, and of all

by,

ery
other

appertaining to, or concustomary use and working of
said railroad and machinery thereof, and of all
the privileges ana appurtenances thereof or belonging thereto, and of all other property, franchises, rights and privileges conveyed or intended
to be conveyed by said four mortgages first hereinbefore described, or any. of them, subject to
said prior mortgage from"said Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad Company, dated the first day of
November, in the year of our Lord, eighteen
hundred and seventy, and to the liens and liabilities which have been or may be created or incurred by Samuel J. Anderson, appointed in this
cause receiver of said railroad and its appur te
nances or by his successor, but free from all
claims and rights of the said Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad Company, or persons or corporations claiming by, through or under it, to redeem
the same or any part thereof, from said Webb,
MilliKen «and Jose, as such trustees, their success
ors, survivors or assigns."
And whereas by said decrees the right of redeeming said mortgages lias been finally barred
and foreclosed, and by force of the Statutes in
such case made and provided and by operation of
law, the bondholders under said mortgages, their
successors and assigns, are constituted a corporation as of the date of the foreclosure for all the
purposes and with all the rights and powers, duties and obligations of said original Portland &
Ogdensbnrg Railroad Company oy its charter, and
with all the franchises, rights, powers, privileges
and obligations conferred upon said bondholders
and upon said new corporation by Chapter 507 of

personal property
nected with the

the Private and Special Laws of the State of Maine
for the year 1885, entitled "An act in relation to
the Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad Company"
and approved March 5,1885, and by a Statute of
entitled "An act in
the State of New
relation to the bondholders of the Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad Company" and approved July
17. 1885:
Now therefore, the undersigned, severally holders of bonds secured by said mortgages, for and
in behalf of said bondholders and said new corporation, in pursuance of the provisions of the
fifty-first chapter of the Revised Statutes of Maine
and of the said Special Act of the Legislature of
Maine relating to the Portland & Ogdensburg
March 5, 1885, do
Railroad Company,
hereby give notice that the first meeting of said
new corporation will be holden in Portland in the
State of Maine at the office of the Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad Compony at ten o'clock in the
rorenoon οι tuj&sjljaï tue eignm uay υι ο une, a.
D. 1886, for the following purposes
(1)—To prepare or cause to be prepared a list
of the bondholders in attendance with the number
of bonds and overdue coupons represented.
(2)—To ascertain and verify all outstanding
bonds and overdue coupons anu provide for exchanging the same for certificates of stock.
(3)—To organize said corporation and choose a
Clerk, Directors and other officers.
adopt a name for the new corporation.
(5)—To adopt a code of by-laws for the government of the new corporation.
(6)—'To adopt measures to obtain a settlement
with the trust es under said mortgages, and suitable and sufficient conveyances from them of all
right, title and interest acquired by them as trustees by virtue of said mortgages and the foreclos-

Hampshire

approved

(4)—To

thereof.
(7)—To transact any

ure

business that may be
necessary to perfect the legal organization of said

and all nervous troubles, as they act directly upon
the nervous system as a nerve food and exciter of
nerve matter. They are invaluable to all nervous
specialpeople, and Dr. Benson's reputation as a at
once
ist in the treatment of nervous diseases
all druggists,
gives them a high standard. Sold bv
or sent to any address on receipt of price—50c a
box, or 6 boxes for $2.50. Office 154 N. Howard

..

..

St., Baltimore.

..

corporation.

City of Portland By

C.J. CHAPMAN.
WHITMAN SAWYER,
JOHN P. HOBBS,
Committee on the reduction of the City debt here
unto duly authorized by order of the City Coun
cil approved March 30, A. D. 1886.
J. S. KICKER.
DANIEL F. EMERY.
WILBUR F. LUNT.

MINIATURE ALMANAC
4.00
Sunrises
water
.7.17 High
....

dlaw5wThtmy24toJune8

ap22

UNITED
STATES
HOTEL.

DR.

Treats complicated Disthose made
eases and

chronic by malpractice.
No cure no pay, only for
medicine.
free
and Examination
Consultation
from 9 a. ui. to H ρ, m.
janlBdtf

TheRoya! Eye Salve!
—

aprSdGmnrmcTh

J

Height....

MAlilNK

10*12
7

EFFECTUAL REMEDY

sale by druggists.

Λ an<1

NEWS. !

1

PORT OF PORTLAND.
MONDAY, May 31.
Arrived.
Steamship Franconia, BeunetJNew York—rndso I
to J Β Coyle.

FOR

—

Gents'

city,
Congress street.

cents to be found
Novelty Store, 534

your corns, bunions

properly
DISCOVERED-That
ingrowing toenails
comfortable during
that you
ted,
be

can

and
and

can

fit-

warm

be

Inquire of BROWN, the Shoe Dealer,
20-1
Congress street.

weather.
421

Shoes.

myl4dlm*
nSTULA treated with

Λ I I f™ &"°ut the use of the knife orfl
■ Β I Η
^ detension from business, also
καί Β ηΙ η
Γ mall other diseases of the Rec-

Β 1 1 Β ltuni. Cure guaranted. WM.
■
η
■ BhIhVkead (M. D. Harvard 1842)
and ROBERT M. READ (M. D. Harvard 1876),
Κταηιι IKoune, IVo. 1T5 Tremont St., Boxton.
References given. Consultation free. Sen i
for pamphlet.
Office hours, 11 A. M. to 4 P. M.
(Sundays and holidays excepted.) febl3eodly

you

our

goat

wine

Tennis shoes for men;

Tennis shoes for women ; Tennis shoes
FOUND-Tennis
Tennis shoes for misses; Tennis shoes

for
for
boys;
and
kinds
colors.
Tenall
shoes,
children; Tennis
M. G.
nis shoes for money at 541 Congress St.
22-1
PALMER.

accounts of Ν. H. Studley are
left in my liands for collection. I shall leave
with my attorney all accounts not paid on or be13-2
fore June 1st. W. C. WEBSTKK.

NOTICE—The
LADIES—You

are

invited to call and examine
boots: also

our §2.00 fine kid box toe button
our $2.00 glove top scallop vamp button.

the Shoe Dealer, 421 Congress

street.

BROWN,
29-1

EET.

TO

BUSINESS CHANCES.

EET—A pleasant up stairs rent of 5
rooms, in rear house 139 Brackett St., (first
without chilhouse from Spring,) to a small family
or
dren. Apply at house between 1 and 2 p. m.,
31-1
St.
to IRA F. CLAKK, 482 Congress

PERSONS wishing to sell their hotels,
boarding and lodging houses, drug, clothing,
furnishing stores,
dry goods, millinery, gents rooms
and variety
groceries, markets,, dining

EET—Large modern store in Robinson
Block, 5o feet from Congress St., also large
and
salesroom and offices 478Va Congress St.,
third floor suitable for studio, dress maker, etc.
28-2
&
DOUGLAS.
ELDER
of
Enquire

—The place to buy cheap Stoves,
for the Islands
Spring Beds and Mattresses,
25-1
374 Congress St., S. WAKREN.

FOUND
ALL

stores or business of any kind, we make busialso, we have the best
ness chances a
of them and make no charges
means of
wishunless we sell. Our têrms are easy.
not having sufficient means will be aiding to
if wished. Call or write MAINE
ed

specialty
disposing

People

buy

financially
EEAL ESTATE

Exchange

BUSINESS AGENCY,

45
31-1

&

St.

FOR SALE at a summer resort, will sell for one-half actual value,
most healthy locality in this State, $1800, only
good barn,
part cash, extra bargain, fine place,
&C. MAINE REAL ESTATE & BUSINESS
31-1
AGENCY, 45 Exchange St.
HOTEL

SMALL·

INTEREST in good light manufacowner is doing
the busi-

HALF
turing business, the present
but wishes to increase
good business,
A good temperate reliable
KEAL

a
ness.
more

needed
ESTATE &
than money. MAINE
31-1
BUSINESS AGENCY, 45 Exchange St.
man

Fruit

and Variety
store, central location, fine clean stock, nice
fixtures, doing a good paying business, best of
reasons for selling, will sell at inventory of the
stock and fixtures.» MAINE REAL ESTATE &
31-1
BUSINESS AGENCY, 45 Exchange St.

CONFECTIONERV,

LODGING and boarding house, best
location in the city, first class furniture, tap
exestry earpets, pays large income outside of selpenses ; sell low, owner leaving city ; chance
dom offered. MAINE REAL ESTATE & BUSI31-1
NESS AGENCY, 45 Exchange St.

Ι,ιΐNE

OR SALE—Farm of 100 acres, (extra soil,)
fine orchard, good house, barn and buildings
complete ; all farming tools, horses, wagons, hogs,
hens. &c. ; sell low; small amount down, balance
easy terms ; bargain. MAINE REAL ESTATE
& BUSINESS AGENCY, 45 Exchange St. 31-1

F

TO

F
—

iVl Λ

X,

Ui

IVi'>dU

ouui.

31-1

CY, 45 Exchange St.
entire

and good
canning eslow; brand

one

well introduced ; the best possible location for
For full
putting up fish as well as other goods.
P. O.
particulars address Box 796, Portland, Me., 29-1
8ALF—A first-class, safe and permanent business on Washington street, Boston;
any, active enterprising man can learn the business in three days ; light expenses and no risk ;
price only $500, and no further capital required ;
this is an unusual chance to step into an established business that is paying over $100 per
POND & BR1TTAN, 339
mouth net profit.
28-1
Washington street, Boston.

FOR

SAL·Ε—Fruit and cigar store, selling ice

confectionery, light drinks, etc.
FORof thesoda,
in Boston
best
good
:

cream,
on one

thoroughfares
stock and fixtures; big Sunday trade; investigate this and you will say it is a bargain for $350.
Particulars of JACOBS, 297 Tremont St., suite 5,
;

26-1

Boston, Mass.

29-1

R Ε Hi Τ—Near City Hall two rents for
small families a rare opputunity. Call at
28-1
113 PEARL ST.
KENT—2-story brick house and stable
1
has
twelve
house
rooms
No. 1<> Elm street;
with bath room; distance about 150 feet from
a
desirable
location
for
it
Congress street, making
BENJAMIN
a
lodging or boarding house.
27-1
St.
Exchange
SHAW, 481/2

ΙΓΙΟΚ

EE T—House and barn corner Danforth
and TateSt., now occupied by Mrs. C. T. Vaill.
Possession will be given July 1st. BEN J. SHAW,
27-1
48 V-2 Exchange St.

TO

Ε ET—One down stair rent 127 Emery St.,
7 rooms, price $18 per month ; one up stairs
rent rear 75 Danforth St., 4 rooms, $8 per month ;
one nice cottage rear 75 Danforth St., G rooms,
§14 per month. Above are nearly new with modern improvements.
Enquire of F. A. SMITH &
26-1
CO., 130 Commercial St.. or 130 Pine St.

TO

EET—First

class

TOCLARKconveniences
ST.,

tenement at No. 154
and bath room;
; pleasant and desirable.

seven rooms

modern

all

wife,

giving location, etc.,

and
Ad-

Z., Press Office.

Χ. Y.

28-1

ΙΟ LET—A sunny rent of eight

rooms

NELSON'S New Novelty
new Decorated
Tea
$4.00 Seconds in Yel$2.98,
low Nappies at 5 and 10 cents, worth 10 and 20
cents. TLarge lot of White Granite Plates, Soup,
Breakfast and Dinner, only 60 cents per dozen.
SAIjE—At

31-1

FOR SAEE —New Cottage at
Woodfords, 10 rooms; all new paint and
outside in modern style, Sebago in,
paper,
near school, stores, post office and horse cars,
and
street
neighbors price low as the owner
good
has left the State. W. H. WALDRON, 180 Mid31-1
dle street.

House

painted

NAEE-At

NELSON'S New Novelty

FOR
Store, 534 Congress St., the best White Shirt
worth 75 cents. Also
for 49

in Portland
cents,
Gents' Linen Collars and Cuffs,
derwear in great variety.

Hosiery and Un31-1

large job lot of men's low
shoes, varying in price from $2.00 to $3.00.
These are to be sold at half price. IRVING J.
29-1
BROWN, 421 Congress street.
SALE—A

FOR

SAEE—Cheap; new center-board wherry, 13 feet long, 4 feet wide, 16 inches deep.
Inquire of R. V. MERRILL, rear 43 Commercial
28-1
St., City.
SAIjE-A paii· of Chestnut colored
Mares, five years old, warranted sound and
kind, well broken to double or single harness,
will road eight to ten miles an hour with perfect
ease and without urging, have great courage and
endurance, and will suit any gentleman in want
of a stylish pair of prompt, cheerful drivers ; will
be shown by the owner Friday and Saturday, May
28th and 29tli, at SAWYER'S stable, comer of
27-1
Market and Federal streets.

FOR

μ

λ

.■£—Van ht

23 feet, loner.

"Rprt.Via"

boat

be

can

27-1

seen.

Λ fine
RESIDENCE
modern built mansion, on the best street at
Woodfords, full view of the city, excellent stable,
one acre of land with fruit, building jn perfect re
pair, on horse car line, the most attractive place
in Deering, is now for the first time offered for
sale, cost $11,000. Price $6,500. W. H. WAL20-1
DRON, 180 Middle St.
—

SURRURRAN

OR SALE—Linen and Cotton Horse Covers,
from 50 cents to $4.00 : Fancy Cotton, Fancy
jjinen, real Russia Linen, Butchers' Linen, &c.,
much below regular price, and a large assortment
HORSE AND CARRIAGE
to select from.
2C-1
MART, Plum street.

F

CHEAP—One first class top
buggy, new. will sell or exchange for secondhand carriage. Call 011 E. MERRILL, cor. Preble
25-1
and Cumberland St.
BALE

FOR

SAIL. E—Maine Prison

Harness, the best

harness in the world for the money, full hard
FOR
hand
best oak stock,

entirely

trimming,
made, $25.00. HORSE & CARRIAGE MART,
26-1
Plum St.
rubber

SALE—Great reduction of prcies on
104VL· Exput
prices down to
change St.,
the very lowest figures the first of the season.
Bedding out plants a specialty. Finest stock in
25-1
the city. Come early and avoid the rush.

FOR
plants: WM. MORTON. Florist,
his
has decided to

Phaetons, very

SALE-Standing

Top
FOR
light, stylish and elegant, nigh spring backs,
at lowest possithree different
two

&c.,
ble prices.

or

styles,

HORSE & CARRIAGE MART. Plum
26-1

street.

SALE—Piano and household goods.
One Checkering Piano ,six octave, to be sold
for sixty-five dollars ; also Richmond Range, six
dining-room chairs and baby carriage. These articles may be seen at 284 CONGRESS STREET,
25-1
until Friday, May 28tli.

FOR

OR SALE—Momie Lap Dusters, plain, 50
to 75 cents ; embroidered, 75 cents to $2.50 ;
50 patterns, all newest designs, at about half regular prices. HORSE AND CARRIAGE MART,

F

26-1

Plum street.

tarle

for

sale-a

4x8 Carom Table, H. W. Oollender,
Billiard
but little used, will be sold low. Apply
DAN FORTH

STREET.

maker,
at 339
24-1

SALE—Second-hand Phaetons and Top
Buggies taken in exchange for new carriages
for sale very low, as we must have the room they
HORSE AND CARRIAGE MART,
occunv.

FOR

pium oireei.

farm

7Va

miles

from
GO
of

Portland, in Westbrook; contains about
J^ORSALE-$1200;
700 cords wood and timber; fair set
acres.

buildings, half mile from Kendall & Whitney's
wood ware manufactory, XA mile from school and
N. S. GARDINER, No.
church ; a good bargain.
22-1
40 Exchange St.
OK SALE-Jas. It. Hill & Co., celebrated
Concord harness, the best in the world. Sole
Agents, HOUSE & CARRIAGE MART, Plum St.

F

20-1

very desirable lot at Camp
Comfort, Old Orchard, is offered at a bargain.
Enquire of or address, fRANIt A. BRYANT,
22-4
Saco, Me.

FOR

SAIiE-A

SALE—2d-hand single harness; 2d-hand
light double harness; 2d-hand single or
double oeach wagon ; 2d-haud phaeton ; 2a-hand

Γ

ΟΚ

light Concord

wagon.

22-1

M. G. PALMER.

N ALL'-A seven octave piano in good
order ; price $110 ; also an old fashioned high
22-1
cash. 09 Franklin St.
Terms
clock.

Î,M»R

good Jersey
DR. YOUNG, Ferry Village, Me.
Î^OR
SALE—A

OCEAN

STREET,

cow.

Enquire of
22-1

DEER1N»

Convenient cottage house, with two
ΟIVland
trees. Horse
and

acres of
cars pass

apple
; pear
For sale on easy terms, or exchanged
the door.
Call forenoons.
for good rentable house in city.
19-2
T. L. HASKELL.
good

OR SALE—The homestead of the late Abel
M. Baker, at Morrill's Corner, in Deering,
Me., consisting of a cottage house, stable and garden with fruit trees, containing more than a half
acre of land. Apply for terms to AUGUSTUS B.
18-2
BROWN, at Rines feros., Portland, Me.

engines and boilers, large
Inquiries bj mail
R. W. PRATT,
prompt
No. 11 Travers St., Boston, Mass.
may3-4
SALE—Steam

SALE.—One mile from the

line

city,
acres Land;2 story House
of horse cars,
FOR
11 rooms; AVood House, Carriage House and
other out buldings.

Address Box

on

143, Woodfords.
10-4

SALE OR to LET—House No. 259
Brackett St., Cor. Carlton. Inquire of JOHN
1-tf
P. HOBBS, 30 Market St.

part of the estate of the late Lemuel
Dyer situated on Commercial, near India
street, containing about 10,000 feet of land and
the buildings thereon ; location desirable for stores
Also lots on Turor a manufacturing business.
ner, Emerson and Cumberland Sts., and the Eastern Promenade.
For particulars and terms of
AUG. P. FU LLER,
sale enquire of
432 Fore Street.
apr24d2m

À

HEALTHY PLACE.

Collage Lots for sale on
I'licbcaguc Island.
inar6

Great
dCmos

t&iBTli

and

ffiocJc) fob

21-2

Me.

TO

20-1

at 114
17 3

To Let.
mHREE tenements; Nos. 23, 25 and 27 Park
JL street ; all in first-class order : rent §14 per
month. Inquire at office of ROLLINS & ADAMS,
No. 22 Exchange street.
aprlOdtf

—

TO AGENTS.-Address at
C2IAAA SALARY
SlVVVunce, DR. SCOTT'S ELECTRIC GOODS,

The Only Genuine.

eod3m
in

this State with from

Boston
WANTED—Agents
$50 to $500, to represent
of
salesmen and
be

manu-

a

men
push,
good
facturer, must
with good references and the above amount of
M.
DUNto
C.
those
need
apply
Only
money.
25-1
BAR, Room 91, Preble House.

WANTED.
in exchange for boots and
stock is the largest, our assort-

WANTED—Money

shoes ; our
ment the most extensive, our goods the finest, our
bargains the best and our prices the lowest; our
$1.50 ladies kid button boot surprises every body.
31-1
M. G. PALMER.
."4.1 ΓΥιησΓΑκβ St..
D—Ladies to call at the free exhibition of Colored Glass Ware and examine
the new Berry Sets, Water Sets, Lemonade Sets
and other novelties, at NELSON'S new store, 534
31-1
Congress street.

WANTE

gentlemen lodgers;
WANTED—Two
centrally located, commanding fine
Inquire at
or

a

inhabitants of

31-1

514

WMIHSJT, Portland.

good
looking
viceable boots and shoes to call at No. 553
WANTED—Every
St., and look at stock. Misses glove too
for

one

ser-

Congress

STEAMERS.

WANT

WE

TO DO YOUR

PRINTING
ΛΥΕ WILL DO IT

WE WILL DO

CO.,

PRACTICAL PRINTERS,
Portland, Me.
Exchange St.,

97 i-2
may8

HAWKES BROTHERS
DKAI.EItS

IN

—

Oraulte for Building, Cemetery,
unit Monumental 1'urposes,

Office and Works foot of Wilmot St, PORTLAND, ME.
Geo. E. llAwoi,
Special Attention

decl8

Milvin J. DiWKEB.
given to Cemetery Work.

LOCKE & LOCKE,
have removed to

STREET,

Three door* west of foiuaer office.
Ira S. Locke.
Joseph A. Locke.
dtf
feb27

HOTEL DIRECTORY.
Embracing the leading Hotels at whicn the Daily
Press may always be found.

AlTBlRN.

BATH.

SHANNON'S HOTEL—Jerry Shannon, Proprie

boots for 31.00, and lots of ether bargains. J. W.
29-1
TURNER.
public to know that MRS.
C. H. F. SNOW, the well known Clairvoyant Physician, life-reading, test and business
medium, lias taken parlors at Eagle Hotel, India
St., corner Middle, where she is prepared to reOffice hours from 9 to 12
ceive her manty friends.
a.

QUINCY HOUSE—J.

m., 2 to 5 and 7 to 10 p.

27-1

m.

assistant bookkeeper, for
about three months ; must be quick, competent, and furnish satisfactory reference. Address,
27-1
J„ Box 1177.

HOTEL—C. M. Plummer, Proprietor.
BETHEL.

BETHEL

prietors.

HOUSE—W. F. Lovejoy & Son, Pro-

HANCOCK

BOLSTER'S HULLS.

HOUSE—M. Hancock. Proprietor.
BOSTON.
W. Johnson

& Co., Proprie

tor.

WANTED—An

AMERICAN HOUSE, Hanover St.—L.
Son, Proprietors.

general
capable
27-1
work. Apply at 357 SPRING ST.
WANTED—A

BRUNSWICK.
P. & K. DINING ROOMS—W. R. Field, Proprietor.
CANTON.
CANTON HOUSE—N. L. MANDS, Proprietor.

house-

girl for

ΤΪ7ΆΝ Τ Ε D—A capable girl for housework.
27-1
TT
Apply at 79 STATE ST.

Rice

clerk wanted —one
who understands the business, can cut
meats, and have an eye for the interest of his employer. Best of references required. Address,
26-1
GROCER, this oflice.

COBNISH.
DAVIS HOTEL—M. B. Davis, Proprietor.

efficient and capable girl to

do general housework
WANTED—An
STREET.

at

164

NEAL
26-1

COBNISH TILLAGE.
LINCOLN HOUSE—C. E. Woodbury, Proprietor.

Sch.

for

Ïublic

land aitnated. cm-the norfch-rrcatcorner of Pine and Chadwick, (formerly
as T. street) streets, in said Portland, and
bounded as follows: That is to say, beginning at
the northwesterly corner of said streets ; thence
westerly by said Pine street one hundred and fortv.fniir and nnn half il44^1 fetît. to land for-

Λ pertain lot of

erly

meriy of Henry Intrian ; thence southerly by
Ionian land, and land now or formerly of one
Chase, two hundred (200) feet to a stake ; thence
easterly on a line parallel with said Pine street
one hundred forty-lour and one half (144y2) feet,
to said Chadwick street; thence .southerly on
said Chadwick street two hundred (200) feet
to tirst bound ; being the same premises;conveyed
to said Edmund Phinney by John B. Brown and
others, by their deed of warranty, dated November 28tli, 18G5, and recorded in the Registry of
Deeds for said County of Cumberland, in book
330, page 231, with the buildings thereon now
situated, the same being subject to a mortgage to
the Maine Savings Bank for twelve thousand (12,000) dollars, dated September 11th, 1873, and
recorded in said Registry, in book 390, page 305.
Also, at three (3) o'clock in the afternoon, on
the 19th day of June, A. D. 1880, 1 shall sell at
auction, on the premises, pursuant to the
icense aforesaid, a certain lot or parcel of land
situated in Deerinir, in said County of Climberland, together with the buildings thereon, containing sixty-three square rods, and bounded as

f>ublic

CALAIS.

Both of said lots will be sold subject to all unpaid taxes thereon, and also subject to the right
of dower therein of Jane H. Phinney, widow of
said Edmund Phinney.
Dated at Portland, in said County of Cumberland. this 14th day of May, in the year of our
Lord one thousand; eight hundred and eighty
JANE H. PHINNEY.

six.

Administratrix.
O. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.
dlaw3wTu
raayl8
yVOJJHfdOtid 3HI 'S-\'C!iVl!i>V/ SPOIDIN
F.

|g

Ε AST PORT.

PASSAMAQUODDY HOUSE-T. H. Bucknam,
Proprietor.
C5RAIT.

GRAY HOTEL.—C. E. Wliidden, Proprietor
LEWISTON.

DeWITT HOUSE—Quinby & Murch, Proprietors.

WANTED—A

■

το

WANTED—A

1*5
a
gottk

Wl^ah

22-1

in

any
ANTED—Parties having
kind of freight to move to any part of the
T.
CAPT.
St.
Commercial
at
G3
call
bay, please
11-4
G0uJ)Y.
or

Also 25
men who are capable of taking charge of
as foremen.
Highest wages paid. Apply to
OTIS E. COUSINS,
11 Federal St., Room 1, Boston.
dlw

WANTED;
work

300 masons in

SMARTING

LET—Good

rooms

with board if desired

27-1
TOat No. <>0 FREE ST.
Suite of furnished front
TO LET
Gray
ROOM*
rooms, up
flight. 86 STATE,
24-1

minutes the

ing pain of

stop'

to

COUGHING
CHOKING
WHEEZING

Abundance

five

burns

one

corner

LET—Two furnished rooms for gentlemen
24-1
only. Inquire at 40 SOUTH STREET.

TO

LET—A part of one of the best first floor
offices on Exchange St., heated by steam,
For paruse of Telephone and sole uso of safe.
lltf
ticulars, address BOX 1396.

TO

Soses.

UDOLPHO WOLFE'S SON & CO.,

to

cure

dly
I

Μ Ρ Ο Κ Τ Ε D

soon as

a

score

of colds and the coughing
that often leads the way to
Consumption. It will rositively ease a Cough in 15
minutes.
y
More than enough to save
dozen children Choking with
Croup. One minute after the
first dose the hardest attack
of Croup will be relieved.
a

relieve the oppres
sion and wheezing of the most
severe case of Asthma.
The
direct cures of Asthma by
this medicine are proofs that
Dr. Thomas' Eclectric Oil.has
no equal as an Asthma cure.

Plenty

STREET,

YORK.

marlO

scalds.

or

pain as

to

—

street.

As a general beverage and necessary
corrective of water rendered impnre by
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper, &c.,
the Aromatic Schnapps is superior to
every other preparation for these pur·
A public trial of over 30 years
iiration in every section of our conntry
of Udolpho Wolfe's Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by tne medical
faculty and a sale unequalled by any
other distillation have insured for it the
repatation of salubrity claimed for it.
For sale by all Druggists and Grocers.

smarting, sting-

xoo

applied.

ROOM* TO LET.

ΓΙΊΟ LET—Good large pleasant rooms, furJL nished or unfurnished, with excellent bath
For
room accommodation, with board if desired.
further particulars, inquire at 10G PARK ST.,
29-4
(Park St. Block.)

Sufficient

It will stop the

my2e

BY

SCHNAPPS.

NEW
in

In the above cases Dr. Thomas' Eclectric Oil can
be relied upon. It has given relief to thousands.
Keep it in your house. There is hardly a week of

the year it will not he useful.
be found on Ole at Oea
JTTTTC T> Λ T>T^T> may
AxlLOx -Λ.Χ ϋ iv l·. Rowel 1 & Co'e Nev/spaper
Advertising Bureau (10 8pruce Street), where udvertla»
be
for
Η
made
IN
Uuj contracts ·ν.·ν
YORK·

Exchange St., and Deoot Foot

35

of India Street.

RATE
TICKETS SOLD AT REDUCED
TO
Tlilvrauk
Detroit, Chicn*·.
SagiCincinnati, Ni. I.oiiîm, Oinnha,
l^ake
City,
Mall
Ht.
|>aul,
nuw,
Franci»c·,
Denver. Wan
and all points Id the
—

t'aunda.

Northwest, West and Southwest.
Manage
J08EPH HICKSON, General
P. Α.,
WM. BDGAB. G.
j. STEPHENSON. Supt.

BBÏÔGT0N & SÀC0 RIVER rTr.
Commencing Majr24, 188β.
835
Portland (P. & o. R. R.)
10.03
Bridgton Junction
11.03
Bridgton, arrive
7.56
Leave Bridgton
10.4O
1 ortland, arrive
A. BENNETT, Supt. & 1'ass.
J.
oi
my24
Leave
"

_

3.00
4 4»
5.45
3.20
8.05

Agt
da

MAL\E CEKTRAL RAILROAD
On and after MONDAY. May lOth,
1S8«, Passenger Trains Eeave

Portland as follows:
llanjgor, Clloworlb, Bar Harbor,
Vanceboi-o, Ml. John, Halifax, and In·
Frt?inc««, Ml. Mlepnen and Are<»«lo··

For

[I, III., Vlii «irrr imvu«
for
and
via
Augunta;
p. in.,
R..
R.
A
Pincataqui*
BnnKor
ill.Id p. m., for Nkowheunu, Relfaut nu.l
8)» *U r, 1.20, 1.25, ill.15 p. m. ; Walerville,
7.10 a. m., 1.20, 1.25, ill.lo p. in.; and on yalSin I
tirdays only at 5.15 p. in. ; for Augusta,7.lO a.
lowell, Ciardiner and Hi umtwick,
7.10 a. m
in., 1.25, 5.15, ill.15 p. in. ; Rath,
at 11.16
1.25, 5.15 p. m., and on Saturdays onlyLincoln
p. ill. ; Rockland ;ind Knox and
and
Aidurn
η».
1.25
;
a.
R. R., 7. 10
p.
m.,
wLewinton at 8.20 a. m., 1.20, 5.00 p. m. ; L*
ÏMton via Rrunnwick, 7.10 a. m., ill.15 p.
t ouiiiy, l.«U

x,«v

ill.15

in.; Farniington, rioniuouih, wiulhropy
Oakland and North Annon, 1.20 p. m. ;
a. m.
Farmiugtou via Brunswick, 7.10
and 1.25 p. m.

AT CONGRESS ST. STATION

All trains excepting night Pullman trains will stop
for passengers.
with
iThe 11.15 p. in. train Is the night express Suesleeping car attached and runs every night
to
not
but
Harbor
days included, through to Bar
Skowhegan on Monday mornings or to Belfast
to
Bar
excepting
Bangor,
and Dexter or

beyond

on

Sunday mowiings.

Trains ar« due in Portland as follows : The morna. m.;
ing trains from Augusta and Bath 8.45
LeWiston, 8.50 a. m. : the day trains from Banconnectaud
and all intermediate stations
afterthe
lg roads at 12.45 and 12.40 p. in. ;
Augusta, Bath.
noon trains from Waterville,
Itockland and Lewistou at 5.45 p. in. ; the night
Pullman Express train at 1. 50 a. m.
Limited Ticket*, lirai aud iiccond «'lake, for
all point* in the Province* on mI« at reduced ratCM.

eor

PORTLAND. BANGOR, MT. .DESERT & MACHIAS
STEAMBOAT CO.
Resumption of Service.
Steamer CITY OF RICHMOND will reservice on the route between Portland and
Machiasport on Friday, March 12th, leaving Portland at 11 p. m., aud leaving Machiasport every
week unMonday at 4 a. m., making one trip per
til April 2d, when two trips per week will b·
and
Friday*,
from
Portland, Tuesdays
inade;
and from Machiasport, Mondays and Thursdays.
PAYSON TUCKER, General Manager.
F. Ε. BOOTHBY, Gen'l Pass, and Ticket Agt.
niy5dtf
Portland. May 8,1880.
sume

BOSTON AND MAINE R. R.
PANMENGEB TRAIN (SERVICE,
Monday, October 11, 1883.

in effect

WESTERN DIVISION.
TRAINS LEAVE PORTLAND
For Ronton at 6.15,»8.40 a. m.,*12.30,3.30 p. m.
Ronton for Portland 8.3A a. in., 1.00,3.30 p. m.
Hcarboro and Pine Point 6.15, 8.40 a. m.,
3.30, 5.45 p. m. Old Orchard, Maco, Diddei'ord and Kennebuuk 0.15, 8.40 a. m.. 12.30
m.,
8.30, 5.45 p. m. Well» Reach 0.15, 8.40 %.Do3.30 p. in, North Rerwick, Great Fall·,
and
Lawrence
Haverhill,
ver, Exeter,
Lowell, 6.15, 8.40 a. m., 12.30, 3.30 p. m.
fSochmtcr,
Farmiugton and Alton Raj
8.40 a. in., 12.30. 3.30 p. m., Dlancheater and
Concord via Nwwmarket Junction) 6.15 a.m.,
1 in

η

m

via I.jiwroiii'P

H 4.il

Λ.

In.

•The 8.40 a. m. and 12.30 p. m. connects with
Kail Lines to points West ami Soutb; the 12.30
with Bound Lines for New York.

Parlor Can on.trains leaving Portland 8,45 a.
a. m. and

and 12.30 p. ui.t and Boston at 8.30
1.00 p. m.
HVMDAV TRAIN*
for II on ton 1.00, 4.15 p. in. ; arrive
m.

5.30,8.45^»/*

EASTERN DIVISION.
For If niton at 2.00 and tD.OO a. in., tl.00 anu
$6.00 p. in. Returning Lrare Bomou at 7.30
and 0.00 a.m. and 12.30 and 7.00 p. m. For
Kiddeford at 2.00 and 9.00 a. m., 1.00 and 6.00
For I'ortatnouth and Nfwbaryport at
ni.
9.00 a. in., 1.00 and 6.00 p.m. For
Anarftbairy 9.00a. m.and 6.00 p.m. ForMaleua
and Lyuu at 2.00 and 9.00 a. in., 1.00 and 6.00
p. m. PU til'VIAN C'A RW on above trains.
tTlie 9.00 a. in. and 1.00 p. ui. trains conntct
with Rail Lines to Soutb and west.
tThe 6.00 p. m. train connects with night train
for New York.
Through Tickets to all points South and West
for sale at Portland Depot Ticket Office·,
and at l'nion Ticket Office, 40 Exchange
Street·
D. J. FLANDERS, Gen. P. & T. A.
JAS. T. FURBER, Gen'l Manager.
dfcf
jan5

§. ου and

PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINE.
Portland & Rochester R. R.

arrangement"of
CΖ^
*

m

traiiis.

On and after Monday, April 19,
1
Passenger Trains will f .en ve

"'-P.rtlnmd:

For Worcemtr, Clinton, Ayer Junction,
lïuNhiia, Windhnui and Eppinj at 7.30
n. in. and 1.03 p. m.
For Manchester, Concord, and points North
at I.03 p. iu.
For Roebe*ter, Hpringeale, Alfred, Wnto»·
boro and ëaro Rirer, 7.JO a. in., 1.05
p. iu. and (mixed) at β.JO p. ψ.
For tiiorhain at 7.30 n. m., 1.0.5, 6.20 and
-■*+
(mixed) at O.JO p. ui.
For Nacearappa, Cumberland ,TIiIU, WeM·
brook Juuetion and Woodïord'n at 7.JO
aiul IO.OO a. ni., 1.05, (mixed) J.OO, O.vtO
and (mixed) ♦O.JO p. m.
For Forent Avenue (Deering) ΙΟ OO a. m.
(mixed) J:OOand tf.io p. m.
The 1.05 p. m. train from Portland connects at
Ayer Juut-t. with Hoonac Tunnel Route for
the West, and at l'nion Depot, Worcester, for
New York via Norvrieh Lino and ail rail,
via Springfield, also with Ν. Ύ. A- N. F. R. R.
("Steamer Maryland Route") for Philadelphia.
Baltimore, Wanhington. and the Noiub, an J
with lloxtou A Albany K. R. for the Went.
Close connection made at \Ve*t brook Junction witn through trains of Maine Central R.R. and
at Grand Trunk Transfer. Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk Railway.
Through Tickets to all points West and South
may be had of S. H. HKLLEN.Ticket Agent, Portlaud & Rochester Depot at foot of Preble Street.
•Does not stop at Woodford's.
an! Oritf
J. W. PETERS. Sunt.

TO DISTINGUISH AT

SCHIEDAM AROMATIC

18 BEATER

Boston.

Girls Wanted.
PORTLAND STAR MATCH CO., West
Commercial St.
my22dtf

TmbEë CUNSV^tHS

WOLFE'S

WANTED—The
WANTED-OId

8.23 a. ir„
From LewMton and Anburn,
12.06, 3.16 and 5.60 p. in.
πι. and 7.00 p. dl.
From Uorhnm, 9.40 a.
mixed.
12.06 p. m.
Front Chicago and Montreal,
From Quebec, 12.05 p. Hi.
train aa
on
night
Pullman Palace Sleeping cars
Portland an
Parlor cars on day train between
Montreal.
TICKET OFFICE

Maine Central R. R.

1V1ACHIAS.

EASTER HOTEL—Ε. E. Stoddard, Proprietor
MECHANIC FALLS.
1 COBB'S HOTEL—P. R. Cobb, Proprietor.
cook, also a table girl, "can receive good situNORRIDtiEWOCH.
ations. Apply at once ; references required. ST.
25-1
ϋΛίίΓυιιιη χιυυοϋ—
JULIAN HOTEL.
PORTLAND.
good capable girl, for general
CITY HOTEL, Corner of Congress and Green Sts.
house-work. Apply at once, 157 DAN25-1
J. W. Robinson, Proprietor.
FORTH STREET, City.
FALMOUTH HOTEL, Comer of Middle and Union Sts.—J. K. Martin, Proprietor.
people of Portland and BidPERRY'S HOTEL, 117 Federal St.—J. G. Perry,
deford to know that Madame Johnson, the
celebrated medical and business clairvoyant, of
Proprietor.
PREBLE HOUSE, Congress St.—M. S. Gibson,
Boston, is still at 50 Free street, excepting FriProprietor.
days and Saturdays, when she may be found at
25-1
U. S. HOTEL, Junction of Congress and Federal
Meed's Hotel, Biddeford, Me.
Sts.—MfcDonald & Newbegin, Proprietors.
on
letUnited States stamps
ΚΛΙΊΤΙΟΝΡ VILLACE.
ters dated from 1847 to 1870; examine
with
CENTRAL HOUSE-Wm. H. Smith, Proprietor.
your old correspondence and communicate
MACCA RAPPA.
the undersigned ; many of the stamps bring high
prices. F. L. FERRY, 114Vj Exchange22-1St. PRESUMPSCOT HOUSE-W. S. Pl-U, PropriePortland, Maine.
tor.
NKOWUE»AN.
small family—adults—desire to
COBURN HOUSE-Robert WHaines, Proprietor
liiae a furnished house for the summer
months in a pleasaut healthy location in the western portion of the city. BKNJ. SHAW 48Ya Ex22-1
change St.
ANTED—Second hand clothing—men and
V» bovs; especially pants; liipliest prices paid
FETEH NOLLET, 445 Forest.
1
for theBlatter.

MASONS.

the north-

ELLSWORTH.

WANTED—Rent

W1

on

HANCOCK HOUSE—George Gould, Proprietor

for man and wife: no children ; within ten minutes walk of City Hotel.
26-1
Address Rent, 58 Oxford St., City.

lumber

That is to say, commencing

tor.

now

YY

:

erly side line of the County road leading from
Allen's Corner, (so called,) to Morrill's Corner,
(so called,) at the most southerly corner of said
lot, at a stake set in the ground ; thence running
north, twenty-five degrees west (N. 25° W.) nine
(9) rods to a stone set in the ground; thence
north sixty-six degrees and fifty minutes east. (N.
66° 60' E.) nine (9) rods to the county road leading to Gray, to a stone set in the ground; thence
southerly by the last named road five (5) rods to
the angle of said roads, and to the most easterly
corner of said lot ; thence southwesterly by the
first mentioned road to the place of beginning, being the same property conveyed to said Edmund
Pliinney by Harmon E. Phinney and lialph B.
King, by tlielr deed, dated October 20th, 1879,
and recorded in said Registry, m book 464, page

AMERICAN HOUSE—M. D.Gardiner, Proprie-

_

Philadelphia;
Walter Plummer,
WANTED—Freight
loading at Plaster
26-1
Mill Wharf. L. C. CUMM1NGS & CO.

&

khram;
HOUSE—Freemam Pugsley,Propri-

Mt. CUTLER
etor.

Grocery

to a license from the Honorable
Peabody, Judge of Probate, in
County of Cumberland, I shall sell at
auction, on the 18th day of June, A. i>.
886, at three (3) o'clock in the afternoon, on the
premises, all the right, title and interest which
Edmond Phinney, late of Portland, in the said
deceased, had in and to
County of Cumberland,
the following described real estate, viz:—

and

44.

customers.
Keeping 21
cows, I am prepared to furnish pure milk
to my patrons ; one cow's milk for infants and invalids a specialty; milk delivered at Peak's Island during summer months without extra charge.
J. P. HALL, Falmouth, Me. P. O. Address, East
apr27-8
Peering, Me.

WANTED-Milk

Manager.

PURSUANT
Henry C.
for flie

follows

HOUSE, Court St.—W. S. & A. Young, Pro-

prietors.

usual.
.J. B. COYLE, Jb..

said

Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,

ELM

as

ocltf

known

ιΐβΐ'^

ISO MIDDLE

Freight taken

Notice of Sale.

dtf

—

alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF,
Portland, at 7 o'clock p.m., and INDIA WHARF
Boston, at 7 o'clock p. m. (Sundays excepted.)
Passengers by this line secure a comfortable
night's rest, and avoid the expense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late at night..
Through Tickets to New York, via the various
Railroad and Sound Lines for sale.
will

WELL.

IT

FARE $1.00
THE FIRST-CLASS STEAMERS

TREMONT and FOREST CITY

QUICKLY.

E. THURSTON &

tor.
BATH

WANTED—The

BOSTON

guarantee finest ol work, both in Plain and
Colored Photographs, at most reasonable rates.
Gall and see our mammoth show of Large Plain
febl7dtf
Photographs.

Portland and

Τ EN NE Y

General Agent

sept21-dtf

m.

ARRIVA1>!«.

Harbor,

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at 0 p. m. Returning, leave Tier
3S, East River, New York, on Wednesdays and
J. B. COYLE, Jr.
Saturdays at 4 p. m.

We

WANTED—The
vicinity will please take notice—J. C. ΡΟΚ
for my
is
authorized

agent
TER, 75 Elm*St.,
my
J. L.
Magic Glycerine and Witch Hazle Soaps. 20-1

Rouud Trip 8>1S.
included.
passage apply to
Κ. B. HAJIPMOIV, Agent,
70 Long Wharf, Ronton.

For NEW YORK.

Photographer,

Quebec, 1.30 p.

or

HAINE STEAMSHIP COMPANY

three

rooms

view of the harbor; price moderate.
40 SOUTH ST Κ Ε ET.

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3
111.
From Pine Street WHarf,
Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.

Meals and Room

gjQQX^

AGENTS WANTED.
«ENEBAL AGENTS
§25 a
week and expenses, or 50 cents on the dolNo
A
rare
chance.
to
wholesale
lar,
my goods.
competition. Quick sales. Address F. M. WEA\r31-4
ER, with stamp, Beuningtou, Vt.

iiitti

cmmuroirm

Plumage $10.00.

ΛΥΕ WILL DO IT CHEAPLY.

aprl7

Boston Philadelphia

mission.

4tf

Now York.

Steamer of 10th does not connect for San Francisco. Steamers sail from San Francisco regularChina and Sandwich Islands, New
ly for Japan, Australia.
Great reduction in rates
Zealand and
to San Francisco, Cabin $50$ Steerage $25.
For Freight, Passage, sailing Lists ana further
information, apply to or address the General
Eastern Agents.
F. Λ. ADAITIN & CO.,
115 State Street, Cor. If road St., ES o* ton.
dtf
feb8

Sldtf

TO

street.

Broadway,

ports.

For freight

LET—Joiner's shop with three good benchInes, mortise machine and circular saw.
quire of A. K. P. LEIGHTON, 288 Commercial

842

Steamers sail from New York for Aspinwall on
the 1st, 10th and 20th of each month, carrying
passengers and freight for all the above named

Insurance one-half the rate of
vessel.

No. 87 Plum Street.

"VTOTICE—Cottage lots to lease in Willard,
1.1 near the^vater, Cape Elizabeth. For further particulars inquire of B. J. WILLARD, 43
Commercial St.
may7-2m

WANT

Sandwich Islands. New Zealand and Australia.

sailing

LET—House in Saccarappa; the westerly

double house opposite Lewis WarTOside of thewater.
of F. H. GIRARD,

room

California,
Japan, China,

Freights for the West by the Penn. R. R., and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of com-

(qwuL ffiwUcl,

1)1.

For

oc!2dtf

p.

BERRY,

PARTIR

PACIFIC MAIL S. S. CO.

From BOSTON ever} WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
From PHILADELPHIA every TUESDAY and FRIDAY

STEPHEN

I ΗΝ/Ι

KM.
DE
7.05 a. m., l.ie
for Auburn and LawliMii
anil 6.20 p. ui.
and 4. 00p. π).,mixed.
For «.orhum. 7.20 a.m.
and t'hica||s,1.8U
For l.orbauii Montreal

p.

Ocean Ticket» and Coal.
First Cabin, Second Cabin. Intermediate and
Steerage tickets by fast and best steamers: the
Cunaru, White Star, Gnion. Anchor, National, Iuman, State, Red Star, North German Lloyd. Hamburg American, Amsterdam, and Italian lines to
England and Continent, at lowest rates. Sterling
and Scandinavian exchange.
CO AI*—Georges Creek Cumberland, and Gas
Coal, Nova Scotia, Coarse and Culm, Patent Fuel,
all for immediate shipment, for sale by J. L.
ap24tf
Exchange Ml.
FAK.HER,

*-3

Ap-

FOR

DESIRABLE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE.

CARDS.

26-3

convenient furnished
OXFORD ST.

SPRING ANO SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

The new Steamers of this Line will leave Kailroad Wharf, foot of State street, every MONDAY,
WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY at 5.0υ r. M., for
EASTPORT and ST. JOHN, with above connections.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked to
destination. jgyFreiglit received up to 4.00 p. m.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other information at Company's Office, Railroad Wharf, foot
J. B. COYLE. JR.,
of State street.
Gen'l Manager.
nov20dtf

ïiTïunnm

LET—A pleasant rent of 5 rooms in rear
house 139 Brackett St., (1st house from
Spring.) to a small family without children.
F.
ply at house between 1 and 2 p. in., or to IRA
24-1
CLARK, 482 Congress St.

F

and small, at low prices.
FOR
attention.
will receive

ON

cottage, pleasantly and conveniently located on Long Iscall at
low.
For
rent
Casco
particulars,
Bay
;
land,
399 CONGRESS STREET, Deariug's Bakery-.

FOR

a
IOV2 feet wide, cat-rig, white oak, copper
fastened, and well fonnd. For further particulars
call on W. E. CAliTER, 4 Portland Pier, where

and after MONDAY, May 31st, and until
further notice, the steamer Isis will run as
follows
Leave Burnham's Wharf at 6, 7 and 10 a. m.,
2, 5 and 6.15 p. m.
Leave Casco Wharf, Diamond Island at 6.30;
7.45 and 10.30 a. m. and 2 30,5.30 and 6.45 p. m.
The 10 a. in. and 2 p. m. trips will run to Diamond Cove if desired.
niy29d2w

summer

IIO

—

ALL

CHANGE OF TIME.
On. 14,
JIOJIDAV,
a» fellow·

PARTS OF
New KruuMvt ti-k, IMora Mcotin, Prince JEilwardn lalaud. anil Cape Kreton.
AND

—

0ΚΛΛΡ TRIM RAILWAY OF mm.
On unit after
train» will run

—

EASTPORT, CALAIS, ST. JOHN Ν. B., HALIFAX, N. S.

at 108

south-west corner
rooms, gas and water. For rent, apply to T. E.
THOMPSON, Corner of Preble and Oxford Sts.
25-1

Τ

FOR
Store, 534 Congress street,
worth
Sets at

FOR DIAMOND ISLAND.

IliëINKHS

FOB

To

Franklin Wharf (daily) for Peaks'and
Cushing's Islands at 6.00, 9.00,10.30 a. in., 2.00,
3.15, 4.3Θ, C.10, 7.30 p. m.
Leave Peaks' 6.35, 9.20,10.45 a. m., 2.20, 3.45,
5.05, 6.30, 9.00 p. in.
Leave Cushing's at 6.20,11.00 a. m., 2.30, 4.45.
6.40 p. m. (Sundays excepted).
J. IS. COY LE, JR., Manager.
my28dtf

seven

TO

—

will leave

25-1
Τ BRACKETΤ ST.. $21 per month.
LET—A pleasant, down stairs rent, in
at No. 116 Portland St.,
TO thorough repair,Portland
and Green,

new

STEAMSHIP CO.,

CADET

mo LET—Small tenement. 4» ueaar street.
A Inquire of F. & C. B. NASH, 386 & 390 Fore
25-1
street.

IO LET—A

FOR HALE.

Monday, May

tlie Ele8ant Steam Yacht

rpo

ΠΠΟ LET—Au upper tenement of live rooms to
JB_ a small family. Enquire at 86 CLARK ST.

dress

^Wumfn(

25-1

BOARD.

board by gentleman
\XTANTED—Country
¥ Τ
within ten miles from Portland.

I*

EET—A nice new cottage of nine rooms,
X at Peaks' Island, all furnished. Address No.
20-2
114 OXFORD STREET.

LET-A nice

landings

all

6REENW00D 6AR0EN LINE.

FOUR

LET—An upper tenement containing five
rooms: Pearl St., Woodfords.
Inquire of
21-1
MRS. THOMES, South St.

;

Long Island, touching

STAR LINE STEAMBOAT CO

June 1st. 188G. Enquire of
for occupancy
ELIAS THOMAS & CO., No. 120 Commercial St.
28-1

JOHN W. S. RAYMOND, 277 Washington St.,
27-1
Boston.

man

ko to

m.

p.

EET—Upper rent of six rooms No, 19
ΊΙΟQuincySt. Has modern improvements. Ready

ren's; Sebago
Inquire
Saccarappa, or MRS. S. F. PARTRIDGE, Bath,

right

Until Further Notice leave Portland for
all Landings on Peaks' and
Diamond Islands.

LET-Desirable rents on State and New
ApHigh Sts., with modern conveniences.
29-1
ply to A. G. DEWEY, 30 Exchange St.
ΓΙΙΟ liET—At 413 Cumberland street, a pleas
JL ant up stairs rent, small family preferred.
Inquire on the PREMISES, from 4 to 6 p. m.

old established shoe

in

WANTED—Partner
manufacturing business ; good chance for
must have from $3000 to $7000.

TABLE.

TIME

each way.
SUN DAYS—9.00, 10.30 a.m., 2.15, 4.30 p.m.;
the 10.30 a. m. and 2.15 p. m. go to Long Island, touching all· landings each way.
On Saturday evenings ail extra boat will be run
leaving this city at 9.30, and touching at all landings on Teaks' and Diamond Islands.
B. J. WILLARD, Pres.
myl2dtf

tools

fixtures,
of the best fitted up
IilORSAEE-The
will of
tablishments in New England; rent

FOREST CITY STEAMBOAT CO.

WEEK DAYS—5.45, 6.30, 7.00, 9.00,10.30 a. in.,
2.15, 4.30, 6.10 p. m. ; the 7.00 a. 111. and 2.15

TO

International

STEAMER CORDON
will leave Custom House Wliarf, Portland, dally,
.Sundays excepted, 011 and after April 1. I880,
at 3 P. M., for Long, Little and Great Cliebeague
Islands, Harpswell and Orr's Islaud, Returning,
leave Orr's Island for Portland and intermediate
landings at 6.3ο A. M. Arrive at Portland at 0.00
A. M. For freight or passage apply 011 board to
CAPT. S. L. LONG.
mh29dtf

TO

—

OR SALE—Farm of 75 acres excellent land,
BVs miles from Portland, new 2 story house
with ell, large apple and pear orchard, 2 barns
cuts CO tons hay._Sell_ low with easy terms.

STEAMBOAT CO.

HARPSWELL

29-1

Congress street.

31.1

THAT

PRICE 50 CENT·.
For

m

AN

INFLAMED EYES AMI EYELIDS.

HAIR DYE
BATCHELOS'S CELEBRATED
ESTABLISHED J 831.

JUNE 1.

WILSON,

SPECIALIST,

..

Sun sets
Length of day ....15.18
3.40
Moon rises

other

^^is

f£en«!n<*h«, IVervoiiw Kfeudnche, IVr»NervoiiMRewN, NlecpIcMHiieee,
S'h rat yule, Mi. Vitus' Daiu-r,

ftnrintr

the

...

Nick

V

it,

TT&Sly

usmt

Homnel

by

W. BENSON, of Baltimore. Md., has dis
DR.
covered that the Extract of Celery Seed and the
Extract of Ceimaii Chamomile Flowers combined
in the form of Tills, is the most wonderful nervine
in the world and invariably cures

....

Westphalia
Santiago
Gallia
Aurania

I

NEURALGIA!

FOR

.J ue
New York. .LUerpcol.
.J lie
Ν ew York.. Havre
New York..Bremen... .J lie
Boston
Liverpool .J ne
Jne
New York. .Hayti
New York. .Hav&VCruz, Jne
New York.. Miragoane .Jne
.jne
Ν ew \ ork.. Havana
.Jne
..New York..Liverpool
New York..Glasgow.... .Jne
New York. .Copenhagen .Jne
New York.. Rotterdam.. .Jne
New York.. Antwerp... .Jne
New York..Bremen
.Jne
Ν e w Y ork.. Liverpool... .Jne
New York..Hamburg
.Jne
New York..Cienfuegos .Jne
Boston
Liverpool.. .Jne
New York..Liverpool
.Jne
New York..Bremen
.Jne
New York. .Hamburg
.Jne
Boston
Liverpool .Jne
...

Cephalonia

by all Druggists and Dealers in Medicine.

febl

SAILINC DAYS OF STEAWISH IP6.
FROM

|

Prepared by Dr. J. C. Ayer & Co., Lowell, Mass.

—

Arizona
Canada
Werra

no

hesitation in pronouncing this medicine
to be the best cathartic ever made.
James Eccles, Poland, Ohio.

...

No 1

_

Cld at Pedro Cayes May 20, sell Lucy A Davis,
Ross. New York.
Sid fm Gonaives May 17, sell Wm Jones, Collins. Boston.
Ar at St lvitts May 7th, sell Cyrus McKown,
Farnham, New York, and sld 14tli for Maracaibo.
At Port Spain May 12, barque Boylstou, Small,
for La Brea, to load for North of Hatteras.
At Bermuda May 27, brig Mary Ε Dana, Mitchell. from Ponce for Norwich, reloading.
Ar at Hillsboro, NB, 27th, sell Ada Barker,
liogers, Salem, (and cld 28th for Newark.)
Arat St John, NB, 29th, sch Sebago, Flynn,
Parrsboro for New York.
Cld 28th, schs Jessie Hart, Wall, Newark; Mary Β Rogers, Hinckley, Boston.

Hoops—

New 14 It
Old
Short do 8 ft
7 ft
Pop'r staves

Glover,

Sld fin Manila Apl 8, barque Meudota, Nash,

221

Adriatic

.MAYAGUEZ.PR. Sclir Martha J Brady-422
lihds 82 tes sugar to (ieo S Hunt &Co.

I'lgg*.

■..

Duren, Cook,

Rockland for New York.
HYANN1S—Ar 30th, sch Clytie, Smith, Provineetown.
BOSTON—Ar SOth, schs Β C French, Conary,
Baltimore; M L Wood, Spaulding, Baltimore; Lizzie Dewey, Bartlett, Philadelphia; J L Newton,
Stover, Arnboy ; Smith Tuttle, Feltis, Damariscotta ; J 1' Wallace, Bryant, do ; Peerless, Thompson, and Antelope, Banks, Rockport; Emma W
Dav, Deerow, Penobscot; Helen McLeod. Coggs-

franulatert

Orno^i*.

sell Wm

DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—Ar 36tli, sch Sandy Point, Grant, Bangor for New York.
*ln port, sch R F Hart, Wyman, from Bowdoinham for Philadelphia.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 28th, sch Forest
Belle, Collins, Bangor for New York, (lost part of
deck load lumber.)
Sid 29th, sch Sarah & Ellen.
EDGARTOWN—Ar 28th, sells Silgs McLoon,
Morrill, Hobokonfor Saco; Moses Eddy, Hart,

6Va@G4fcc

Florida
Eastern extras
to)
9 00^10 00 Can & Western..
Valencia
Messina and PaI Island
lermo ^ bx.5 50 a.G 001 Limed

29th,

tn

Weston F. Milliken and Nathan Webb, dated the
first day of April, in the year of our Lord eighteen
hundred and eighty-two, and to Samuel E. Spring,
Weston F. Milliken and Nathan Webb, dated the
fifteenth day of May in the year of ourLord eighteen
hundred and eighty-two, and to Samuel E. Spring,
Nathan Webb and Weston F. Milliken, dated the
twenty-fifth day of February, in the year of our
Lord eighteen hundred and eighty-four: and that
thereupon said Weston F. Milliken. Nathan Webb
and Horatio N. Jose, as trustees, saiu Jose being
the successor under said mortgages of Samuel E.
Spring, deceased, tneir survivors, successors and
assigns shall and do become as such trustees absolutely the owners of all the railroad of said
loPortland & Ogdensburg Railroad
cated and to be located in Portland, in the State
of Maine, and thence to its termination at the
western boundary line of the State of New Hampshire, and of all the stations and fixtures appurtenant thereto, and of all the rights acquired by
lease or contract in any railroads forming any
part of the through line from Portland to Ogdensburg, and of all lands and tenements ever taken
or held by said Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad
Company for the purposes of its railroad, and of
all the franchises of said Portland & Ogdensburg
Railroad Company to build, maintain and operate
said railroad, granted by said States of Maine or
New Hampshire, and of all the cars, engines or
other movable furniture, machinery and equipments of said railroad, and of all other personal
property appertaining to or connected with the
customary use and working of said railroad and
machinery thereof, and of all the privileges and
appurtenances thereof or belonging thereto, and
ot all other property, franchises, rights and privileges conveyed or intended to be conveyed by
said mortgages or. any of
them, subject to the
prior mortgage from said Portland & Ogdensburg
Railroad Company, dated the first day of November, in the year of our Lord eighteen hundred and
seventy, and to the liens and liabilities which
have been or mav be created or incurred by Samuel J. Anderson, appointed in this cause receiver
his
of said railroad and its appurtenances, or
successor ; but free from all claims and rights of
the said Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad Company, or persons or corporations claiming by,
to redeem the same or any
through or under
part thereof from said Webb, Milliken and Jose
as such trustees, their successors, survivors or as-

Company,

Calais.

Tubs$> $*..6Va@6%c

I

TSJVm-lr

C<i|lO

onrl

ilrml nml omiontn^tna

for Boston ; Clara
Glover, Amboy for

00
00
00
00

car

;

Bursley, Rockport; May. Rockland; Nightingale,
Bangor; Nautilus, Rockland; Anna S Mure h,
Boston : Agnes, do ; A Ρ Emerson, St John, Ν Β ;
Challenge, do: Nulalo. Macliias; William Rice,
and Congress, from Rockland.
Cld 2ytli, sliiD Henry Β Hyde, Pendleton, San
Francisco; scfis Lucy Wentworth, Hanna, South
West Harbor; Clara Jaue. Allen, Eastport; Jerusha Baker, Chase, Boston.
Sid 30th, ship Henry, for San Francisco.
u»noo<l «lit» (I'lto

it is thereupon further ordered, adjudged and
decreed by the court, that said Portland and
Ogdensburg Railroad Company, or persons or corporations claiming by, through or under it, may
within six months hereafter pay into the registry
of this court said sum of one million five hundred ninety thousand, seven hundred
as
dollars, being the amount overdue and
aforesaid, to be distributed by this court to the
to
the
same, and
entitled
receive
persons
may
likewise pay into the registry of said court all
other sums coming due and payable within said
six mouths aforesaid, said latter sums to be likewise distributed by said court to the persons entitled to receive the same : and that in default of
such payments by said Portland & Ogdensburg
Railroad Company, or persons or corporations
claiming by, through or under it, whether of said
sum of one million five hundred ninety thousand,
seven hundred forty-four dollars already due and
payable as hereinbefore set out, or of said other
six
sums coining due and payable within said
months, said Portland and Ogdensburg Railroad
Company and all persons and corporations claiming by, tnrough or uuder it, shall be and are forever barred and foreclosed from redeeming from
any of the mortgages following, to wit : The mortgages from said Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad
Company to Samuel E. Spring, Weston F. Milliken and George F. Emery, dated the first day of
November in the year of our Lord eighteen hun-

forty-four
payable

(and sailed.)
Sid 28th, barque Lizzie Carter, Carter, Ports-

50j

Pails

gages,

Ar30th, sch Victor Puig, Harris, Charleston ;
W Abrahams, Snow, Providence.
Cld 29th, sch Georgie Clark, Bartlett, Boston,

—

Tierces—

Fishermen.
29tli, scli Ethel & Addie, from

er

Fairhaven.

PORTLAND, May 31,1886.

by,

f>any

BALTIMORE—CUl 28tli, sch Leml Hall, Tripp,

PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.

Scaled $> bx..lG@20c;
No 1
13@16c I

Shaw, Dins-

May, Hutch-

York.

The following are to-day's closing quotations of
Flour. Grain, Provisions. &c.:
«rniu.
Flour.
Superfine and
! High Mixed Corn.49@50
low grades. 3 25@3 50 ! Corn, bag lots.... 52/B53
X Spring and
iMeal, bag lots. ..51@52
XX Spring. .5 00@5 25 ί Oats, car lots
44@45
Patent Spring
jOats, bag lots—45@46
Wheats
6 00516 25 Cotton Seed.
Mich, straight
I car lots..23 00^24 00
roller
5 25^5
do bag... 24 00&25 00

Herring—

Brown,
Raynes

—

By Telegraph.]
CHICAGO, May 31, 1886-Cattle—Receipts 6,000; shipments 3000; strong; shipping steers at
4 20^5 60;st0ckers and feeders 3 ΟΟΦ4 00; cows,
bulls and mixed 1 70@4 10; through Texans 3 00
@4 85.
Hogs—Receipts 35,000; shipments 600: the
market is lower; routrn and mixed at 3 65@4 05;
packing and shipping 3 90@410; light at 3 70^;
4 12% ? skips at 2 60@3 50.
Sheep—Receipts 2000; shipments 0000:steady:
natives 2 00 «4 50; Western 3 00{«4 00; Texas at
2 00^3 25.

00

Briggs,

Domestic Pores.
Sid 25th, sch Alice Archer,
GALVESTON
Fletcher, Pensacola.
PENSACOLA—Cld 29th, scli Clias R Campbell,
McParland, Aspinwall.
CHARLESTON-Ar 30tli, sch Nellie Τ Morse,
Baker, Bath.
WILMINGTON, NC—Ar 28tli, sch Etta M Barter. Barter, Port Spain.
RICHMOND—Ar 29th, sili Freddie L Porter,
Chase, Kennebec.
Sid 29th, sch Warner Moore, Crockett, for New

Chicago Cattle Market.

Stone ground.4 75^5
8t Louis st'gt
roller
5 50@5
clear do—5 25 «5
Winter Wheat
Patents
5 75(^6
FiMh.

of record in said cause, to wit:
"Upon consideration of the premises, it is ordered. adjudged and decreed, that there has become due ana payable upon the bonds given by
said Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad Company
and secured by the mortgage from said company,
dated the first day of November in the year of our
Lord eighteen hundred and seventy-one. and by
the other mortgages hereinafter set out, the said
sum of one million five hundred ninety thousand,
seven hundred forty-four dollars, and the same is
still owing by said Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad Company, and is secured by said mortgages
and each of them, and that the failure to pay the
sum heretofore due as aforesaid is a breach of the
conditions of the mortgage aforesaid and of those
hereinafter more particularly set out; so that unless said Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad Comor persons or corporations claiming
hrough or under it, shall within the time herein
fixed, pay said sum of one million five hundred
ninety thousand seven hundred forty-four dollars
as aforesaid, and such other sums as may meanwhile come due upon the bonds aforesaid, said
Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad Company, aud
all other persons or corporations claiming by,
through or under it, ought to be foreclosed and
forever barred from redeeming from said mort-

—

San Francisco,
Ar at Liverpool May 28, ship John A
Potter, from 2s ew Orleans.
Ar at Port Spain May 27, brig Tarifa.
New York.
Ar at Port au Prince May 10, sch Dione,

in

Whereas in a proceeding in equity to foreclose
certain mortgages upon the Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad in the Circuit Court of the United
States for the District of New Hampshire, having
urisdiction of said suit and of all the parties in
nterest thereto, at the May term thereof, A. D.
1885, to wit on the twelfth day of May, 1885, in
which proceeding the Mercantile Trust Company
et als., were complainants and the Portland &
Ogdensburg Railroad Company et als., were defendants, the following final decree of foreclosure
was entered by said c»urt and filed and entered

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.
WISCASSET, May 2G Ar, sch Kate Lilly,
Lewis, Boston, (and sailed for Bangor.)
May 28—Ar, sch Ο Β Kimball. Kimball, Portland.
May 29—Ar, schs Coquette, Orne, Boston.

examined

Ladies',
best value
and kid Oxford ties? The finest assortment
NOTICE—Have
and Children's Hosiery, at 10,12% and 25
FOUND—The
at NELSON'S New
ill the city, at Sign of Gold Boot, BROWN'S. 421
in the

NOTICE,

Cleared.
Scli Mary Elizabeth, Dunton, for Boothbay—I)
Choate.
SAILED—Schs Norena, W C Wickham.

ill

.109

Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON. May 31.1886.—The following are today's quotations of Provisions, &c. :
Pork—Long eut 12 75@13 00; short cuts IS 00
13 25;baeks 13 25 a 13 50 ; light backs 12 50;lean
ends 12 75@13 00; pork tongues at 12 50ά:$13;
prime mess at §12 50@13 00; extra prime at 9 75
@$10 00 ; mess, old, at 10 00 ; do new at 11 00@
$11 50.
Lard—choice at 6Va@63.ic ψ lb in tierces ; 7@
714c in lo-ih pails; 7*>4(a7V2C in 5-tb pails; 7%@
7%c in 3-ib pails.
Hams 10Vfe@liy2c
according to size and
cure: smoked shoulders 7to@8c; pressed liams at

Fulda

Imports.

Casco Nat. Bank

"

—

"Dot brudder of mine in Chicago vhas no good,"
»aid Moses, as he dusted a pair of second-hand
pants at the door. "He closo his shtore der odder
day and puts on a sign dot his wife was deadt,
und he doan' keep open for two days."
"Wasn't that right?"
"It vlias all right to shut oop; but why doan' he
say on der sign—-On dis account I liai to dispose
of dis mammoth shtock, und all goods shall he
sold at ten per cent, below cost?' Vlien a peesness
mail's wife dies it vlias a chanco to ad>ertise dot
doan' come once in twenty years."
The thing to do about
bottles of Vegetine.

And. & Ken. It. R. 6s, various —106
Portland & Ken. K. It. 6s, 1895.. 112
112
Leeds & Farming't η, It. R. 6s
Maine Central It. It. 1st mtg 7s. .121
125)
Maine Central K. it. Consol 7s
Maine Central It. It. Skg Fund 6s. 106
103
Portland Water Co. 1st mtg 6s

RAILROADS.

ΝΤΕΑηΚΙΙ».

ISLAND iTEAMFBS.

ITII8€ELLANEOIJ§.

FOUND.

LOST AN»

MISCELLANEOUS.

Steamer State of Maine, Hilyard, Boston for
Eastport and St John. NB.
Scli Grace Davis, Dyer, Philadelphia—coal to
Randall & McAllister.
Sch Jos Wilde, Reed, Perth Amboy—coal.
Sen Adam Bowlby, Bowden, Ron'dout—cement
to'L C Cnmmings & Co.
Sch L Snow, Jr. Griffin, Rockport, Mass—dry
fish to order.
Sch Josie May, Mclntyre, Gloucester.

116
124
106
108
114
113
123
131
108

Bangor City Os, long R. R. aid—113
122
Bangor City Cs, longMun
105
Belfast City 6s, It. Ife aid

WINES and LIQUORS
OF

ALL KINDS,

IN THE ORIGINAL PACKAGES,
FOR HALS BT

CONGRESS STREET STATION.
m HE public are reminded that all of the day
1
passenger trains on this road stop at Conpress Street Station, and that through tickets and
baggage checks may be obtained there for all important points East and West.
Horse cars make
connections to and from
points on Congress and Middle Streets, passing all
of the hotels and wholesale and retail dry goods
stores, and after June 1st instead of running to
and starting from the Tost Office, such cars ns
connect with trains will start from and run to
Custom house aud Franklin wharf for the convenience of Island and other steamboat travel.
Hacks as well as horse cars will be found In
waiting on arrival of each train.
The Bar Harbor fast express will be put on
June 28th, and must be taken at this station.
FAYSON TUCKER,
Geueral Manager.
may2fdlw
May 25φ, 1886.

Romford Falls and lluckfield Railroad
Winter Arrangement, In Effect Oot. 12,1885.
Connection· Tin Grnnd Trunk Railway.
Mixed train leaves Mechanic Falls Junction
10.45 a. m., arrives at Buckfleld at 11.46 a. m.
and Canton at 1.10 p. m.
Fassenger train leaves Mechanic Falls Junction
3.10 p. m., arrives iu Buckfleld at 3.50 and Canion at 4.25 p. m.
Ketumlug trains leave Canton at 4.15 and o.lo
a. m., connecting for Lewiston, Portland and Boston.
Stage connections daily with passenger train at
West Mi not for Hebron Academy; at Buekleld for
SVest Sumner. Chase's Mills and Turner ; at Canton for Feru, Pixfleld. Mexico and Rumford Falls;
also for Bretton*.η Mills.
L. L. LINCOLN. Supt.
octOdtf

R. STANLEY & SON, Importers, Portland and Ogdensburg R, R.
PORTLAND, HE.
NO. 410 FORE
ST.,

A-lso

General Managers for New England (or tfie
Celebrated

SUMMIT MINERAL SPR1S0 WATER,
FKOIU

HA RBI HOW.

DK.

ΙΤΙΑ I MIT.

MA¥0'§

VEGETABLE VAPOR

A pleasant and perfectly harmless
the painless extraction of teeth.

DR. C. M.

anaesthetic for

TALBOT,

•Iinaction of Free nuil ITliddle
land. Me.
marll

tttreetsi, l*ortcl3m

SPRING

ARRANGEMENT,

Commencing Monday, Ma; 24,1886,
uutil further notice Fassenger Trains will
as follows:
S.33 n. in. fn,
Fabynun, Bethlehem, I.ittleton, l^anea*.
tor, Woodirille, ;?Ioiitp< lier, Kt. Johnt*
bury. Newport, Burlington, «wanton
.Montreal, Ogdeunburg, and all points "u
n.î

l.eave Portland

eonuectim lines.
».<>0 p. u·., for
stations.

Bartlett

and

Intermediate

ARRIVALH.
IO. IO a. αι.. from Bartlett and
way station·*
N.03 p.m., from Mwanton, Burlington τιηη
treaI
d all points on through line

Mar 91, IMS.

''

MEMORIAL

THE PRESS.

DAY.

Portland and Vi-

ADVEItTIME-TIICNTM TO-DAY.
AMUSEMENTS.
Club Hall.
Social Biilertalnmeiit—Reform
New England League Games.
Portland Trotting Association—June Meeting.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

pills. Tliey first
Always avoid liarsli purgative
constipated.

make you sick and then leave you
the bowels and
Carter's Little Liver Pills regulate
make you well. Dose, one pill.
d&wlw

inay31

o'clock,
O. Bailey & Co. will sell today,
real estate No. 14 Melby auction, the desirable
The
Clark.
Jothatn
late
len street, residence of the
and thorhouse is (finely located, substantially
built and lias all modern improvements.
at 3

F.

oughly

BRIEF

JOTTINCS.

Flags were generally at
throughout the city.

half-staff yesterday

The island steamers did

a

thriving business

the islands.
yesterday, large numbers visiting Band of
The performances of the Boys
caused
Brunsw ick in the procession yesterday
much favorable comment.
the contract for
liandall & McAllister got

tho 330 tons of coal for the Lighthouse Deton.
partment at $5.15 per
Owing to the Gladstone meeting there will
bo no meeting of the Grattan Literary So-

ciety this evening.

Cruelty Agent Sawyer yesterday notified
several drivers of teams that were nut numbered, according to ordinance, to appear before Judge Gould today.
A vista has been cut through the trees in
the rear of the Ottawa hotel, giving a view
of the ocean. A foot path is planned to extend around Cushing's Island on the seashore.
On an apple tree owned by Mr. Charles
Mitchell on Chapel street are a number of
full blown white roses in the place of the
regulation apple blossom. It is thought that
in some way rose germs have become mixed
with the apple blossoms. The curiosity attracts many visitors.
A crib has been sunk in the cove by Cape
Cottage and the ballast is now going in. A
wharf will be built, making this favorite reThis will be a
sort accessible by water.
great

convemeiicc

jiut

vinj

Cottage but to owners of
the vicinity.

w

™

ν·οΗ«4»

private cottage# in

PERSONAL.
Misses

The

Berry,

of

daughters

Mr.

Berry, have gone to Annapolis to attend the graduating exercises of
their brother Naval Cadet John Berry.
Bishop Healey and his brother, Father
Patrick Healey, were to sail Saturday, May
29th, from Havre for New York, and will
probably arrive at Portland, June 11th.
Mr. M. McQuade of St. Dominic's Conferelected to represent that
ence, has been
Conference at the convention that meets in
Washington on the 8th, 9th and 10th of
Stephen

June.
Capt. C. A. Abbey, formerly on this station, in command of the revenue steamer
Woodbury, and lately commanding the
Grant at New York, has been ordered to the
Corwin at San Francisco and has just arrived at that station.
Captain Healey, late in command of the
United States revenue steamer Corwin, and
a brother of Bishop Healey of this city, vyill
be kept on the Alaska station, where lie has
done such distinguished service, and command the steamer Bear, formerly of the
Greely relief expedition.
S.C.Davis, Baltimore; J. S. Kichmond,
Woodstock, Vt·; S. Putnam, Mont poller,
Vt. ; Hon. I. B. Horsford, Haverhill; A. H.
Terrell, Springfield ; J. B. Cotton, Lewiston ;
Mrs. W. Benson, Omaha, Neb. ; C. H. Gilbert, Canton ; B. F. Rollins, Plymouth; J.
Creelman, New York; C. H. Wise, B. R.
Linard, Boston, were among those registered at the Falmouth last night.
Portland's Musical Record.
To lljf· Editor of the Press:
Among the many causes forcongratulation
upon the progress of Portland, and one by
no means to be overlooked in the centennial
celebration, is its musical rtcord. Although
our city has no opera house, and does not
offer sufficient inducement to wandering
great musical st^rs to make us more than a

^

passing visit, Portland possesses something
of more permanent value,—a steady and increasing musical interest and attainment.
Tint t,n malri" here more, than a uassine allusion to the many soloists, vocal and instrumental, who do credit to themselves and to
tlieir teachers, the general standard of musical appreciation is good; and our city has
great reason to be proud of the Ilaydn
chorus, which is unsurpassed in its preintelligence and efficiency. This
cision, owes
its worth, its very existence, to
chorus
the careful and inspiring leadership of Sir.
Kotzschmar; and, looking backward over
the musical history of Portland, it appears
that its steady progress has, in an eminent
degree, been due to the influence of this
artist, as indefatigable as inspired.
Hermann Kotzschmar may justly be considered the founder of musical culture in our
*ili*TW1<J should receive, upon this occasion,
the honors due to his important and well fulfilled mission. In arranging the programme
of the centennial, it would setm especially
suitable that Mr. Kotzschmar be urgently invited to include some compo-itioii of his
own, representative of his genius, and sung
-Tinder his baton, by the chorus which he lias
trained. Leet his own delicacy it sentiment
should too much withhold him from placing
one of his own works upon tne programme,
the request should be made so unanimously
and so warmly that he will not hesitate to
comply with it, and to add suitability, dignity and beauty to the exercises by assaming
the place which is his of right, as the repre***
sentative musician of Portlauil.

Abstracts of the Principal Addresses.

Lucky Numbers.

following numbers

The
son

and names are the

registered for presents at Morri& Co.'s new jewelry store for last

lucky

ones

month :
7084, diamond ring, Win. O. Hill, Wells, Me.;
7526, ladies' watch, Mrs. Lizzie A. l'luimner,
White Kock, Me.; 7913, cake basket, Alice I.
1
Carle; 8009, pickle Jar, E. Josle Rich, 190 rack
rît street; 8085, sliver-plated castor, E. C. Weill),
97 Elm street ; 7941, set tea spoons, Eliza Brown,
35 Alder street ; 7G17, set table knives, Everet 15.
Norton, Farmington, Me.; 7884, set forks, Eva
Sterling, Peak's Island; 7C47, collar stud. Ada
■Scott, 00 Hampshire street; 7442,1,iee pin, Miss
Sadie Edwards. 128 Emery street ; 8045. napkin
ring, Alice L. Phifbrook, 15 Lewi» street; 8115,
butter knife, N. 11. Mclntire, 74 Spring street;
7377, sugar shell, Mrs. N. P. Noble, 05 Spruce
street; 7473, tea bell. Mollie Johnson, 599 ConM. bold,
gress street; T849, salt shaker, Mrs.
30 Tyng street; 80^1, toothpick holder, Anuie
Lou
knife,
7483,
Pine
119
street;
pen
Klrlin,
Decelle, 55 High street; 797C, watch charm,
Lottie M. Hodgson, 123 Portland street; 7740,
357
magic pencil, Miss Julia E. Farnswortli,
Spring street ; 7749, bottle perfumery, Miss Mat204
Franklin
8185,
gentleman's
tie Flagg,
street;
scarf pm, George Fickett, Congress street; 7040,
;
pair ear-drops, Mary McC'afferty, 90 Grove street
8074, sleeve buttons, A. G. Youn^'. Augusta. Me. ;
ου*υ.

II.III

vniuiuvm,

auvu

iek street ; 70-46, silver
148 Park street.

u..Uv..»v.·.,

—

thimble, Maiy Hollywood,

1st twenty-five more presents will be
given to customers who register their names

July

this month.
The Cladstone Meeting.
No meeting held in Maim; for years has
attracted so much attention or caused such

which
widespread comment as the meeting
Governor Iiobie and Mr. Blaine will address
in City Hall this evening. To be convinced
of this one has only to read the lioston, Chileading
cago and New York papers. The
at
papers of the country will be represented
the meeting. The hall will be thrown open
8
to the public at 7 o'clock. From 7.30 to
o'clock Chandler's Military Band will give a
concert. The meeting will commence prompt-

ly

at 8 o'clock.
Gentlemen who have received invitations
to take seats upon the platform are requested
to meet in the Mayor's office before entering

the hall.
Semi-Annual Dividends.
The following dividends are payable June
1st. Interest on Ilallowell is payable June
1st at Suffolk bank, Boston ;
Amt.
Name.
Capital. Div.
3.000
3
Calais Os, 'ill
100,000
3
1,500
Lewiston City es.'88
50,000
Maine Central Coll Tr.5s,

44,000
„1Bg3
6s, J'e,'89,
2,330,000
5Je. S.and
6s,".to,K.K., 100,000
City
Jort
Portland city 6s, 'a».
325,000
vSffSft?
10ΓΚ Mills
par 750
900,000

2'/,

3
3

3
3

Memorial Day weather is usually charming, and that of yesterday proved no exception to the general rule. In the early morning the skies clouded and there were some
fears of rain, but no showers fell during the
day to interfere with the beautiful devices of
the Grand Army. Perhaps never before has
there been such an universal recognition of
the day in this city, the wholesale and retail
dealers closing generally in the morning instead of waiting for the afternoon for that
purpose. At an early hour the blue garbed
veterans began to put in an appearance on
our streets, and both Bosworth and Thatcher
Post halls were filled with the ladies of the
two relief corps busily engaged in turning
with the wreaths of evergreens the beautiful
flowers contributed by patriotic hands, with
which to decorate the graves of our country's
defenders.
At the Cemeteries.
At 9 o'clock a detail of 2S members cf Boswortli Post, undercommand of Comrade John
Gooding, Jr., left for Calvary cemetery with
•he following escort.
Chandler's Band, 25 pieces.
Montgomery (iuards, Captain J. A. Gallagher
commanding, 38 men.
Portland Light Infantry, Corporal Mctiuire, 10
men.

Veterans, Edward Austin, 8 men.
This detail anil its escort took the 9.15 train
on the lioston & Maine railroad, reaching
Calvary cemetery a few minutes later. At
the chapel mass was celebrated by Father
McDonongh, who also made a brief address,
and the wreaths for the soldiers' graves were
laid upon the altar and blessed. Fine singing was furnished by the Cathedral choir.
The graves of 1(X) veterans wre deecor ed at
this cemetery.
Comrade John Evans had command of the
detail of :s;t members of Bosworth Post (including a number of Sons of Veterans under
A. I). Foye), that marched to Forest City
cemetery and decorated 80 graves. A prayer
and an address were made by Itev. F. A.
Smith. A chorus of Sunday school children
furnished the singing.
A detail of 20 members of Bosworth Post,
under the command of Comrade Charles F.
Dam marched to the Western cemetery and
placed memorial wreaths upon the graves of
85 soldiers. A prayer and a short address
were made by Rev. F. Southworth.
Thatcher Post. G. A. P.. under command
of Vice Commander Prindall, 53 comrades,
left their hall at Ο a. m., headed by the Boys'
Band of Brunswick, and marched to the Lincoln tree, standing in the front yard of the
High School building. This tree was adorned with two flags and a beautiful wreath.
At the foot of the tree was placed a fine bust
of the martyred Lincoln.
The exercises
here consisted of a dirge by the band, prayer
and address by Rev. C. II. Daniels, and singing by a chorus of High School girls. Leaving the Lincoln tree, Thatcher Post marched
to the Eastern Cemetery, where a large gathering liai assembled to witness the exercises.
After a prayer and an address by Kev. Dr.
A. K. P. Small, floral wreaths were placed
upon 44 graves. Singing was furnished by a
choir from the Church of the Messiah.
From the Eastern Cemetery Thatcher Post
marched to the Garfield tree, which stands
in front of the Sliailer school building on
North street, decorating it with flags and a
large, handsome wreath. A prayer and appropriate remarks were made by Kev. Α. II.
Wright, witli singing by a chorus of the girls
of the Similar school.
Sous of

EVEBGIÎEEN CEMETEBY.

Prior to the formation of the procession
for Evergreen the streets over which the parade was to be made were filled with patient
waiters.
The apothecary stores did a lively
business in soda and cigars, and the man
with the wreath on a pole filled witlf gaily
painted wlurligigs, had his stock thoroughly
depleted by the children. The avenues leading to the cemetery were filled with carriages
belonging to those who wished to be on hand
early.
Shortly before 2 o'clock, the procession,
having partially formed at Market Square,
marched to Centre street, then up Free to
Congress street, thence down Congress street
to Grand Army Ilall, where Bosworth Post,
Thatcher Post, and Sbepley Camp, Sons of
Veterans, were taken into line, thence to
City Ilall, where the members of the City
Government and other invited guests were
The procession then marched
received.
down Congress to Pearl, down Pearl to Lincoln, to the Portland & Rochester railroad
station, where cars were taken for EverFollowing was the ordei
green Cemetery.
of the procession :
Platoon of Police—1". X. Merrill, commanding.
Chief Marshal—R. K.

.nus—V/iiaiica

υ.

υι
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Samuel Shorev, of Thatcher l'ost.
Chandler's ]iauil—25 pieces.
Portland Light Infantry—35 men, Capt. B. A.
Norton.
Portland Cadets—30 men, Capt. Eastman.
Memorial detail from the Mechanic Blues—8 men,
Sergt. F. 11. Bean, commanding.
Boswortli Post, No. 2, G. A.H.—125 comrades—
F. A. Motley, commanding.
City Government, represented by Aldermen Wilson and Kicker, and Councilmen Hobbs, Trefethen, Brown, Cushing and Murphy, and Assessors York, Marsh and Fox.
Other Invited
guests, were Capt. Barr, of the cutter Dallas
and his officers, and Surgeon Gassoway of the
Marine Hospital.
Boys'Band of Brunswick—15 pieces—J. II. Hul>
bard, leader.
Thatcher Post, No. Ill, G. A. E.—55 Comrades—
J. 1 >. Williams, commanding.
Shepley Camp, Sous of Veterans—30 in number—
Ε. E. Pliilbrook, commanding.
Disabled Comrades in Carriages.

The ladies of the Relief Corps were taken
to the cemetery in barges.
The attendance at the cemetery was imIt is calculated that at least 5,OCX
mense.
people were in and about the grounds. Tin
Portland and Rochester special train con
tained sixteen cars, filled to overflowing. Th<
floral offerings were very beautiful and pro
fuse. The "specials," as they are called
were never so numerous. It would require
more space than at our command to enum
erate them all. We will, however, allude t(
the elegant wreath to the memory of Winsoi
13. Smith, composed of smilax, roses ani
other choice flowers, and bearing in tin

centre, in yellow immortelles, a large "V,'
the emblem being the gift of the "Vets."
After prayer, Comrade George F. Frencl
read the roll of honor, and was followed bi
an address by Rev. Dr. Bnshford, of whicl
the following is an abstract:
SB. BASHFOBD'S ADDRESS.
Three principles were involved in the ac
tion of the soldiers of the republic during
the late war. 1—You fought for the Union
Let it never be forgotten that the soldiers o:
the North fought for the nation as a whole
while the Southern soldiers fought for disunion. It is all the more important to state

this principle over the graves of our fallei
heroes because the South as well as the
North is is infinitely better off through the
triumph of the principle for which yot

fought.

2—The next principle which this conflict
was
the principle of Freedon
against Slavery. While you am not start
out in a crusade against a domestic institn
tion of the South : yet it was felt in oui
thoughtful hearts that God's blessing woult
not permanently attend our arms while th<
nation tolerated this gigantic crime. At las
the great leader of the Union hosts voicec
this rising sentiment in the emancipatior
But the chains were no
proclamation.
broken from three million slaves by
mere paper proclamation.
No, ; the slave:
would be toiling today under the master';
lasli had you not made good on a hundrec
of battlefields this proclamation of freedom
In regard to this principle, too, you Hot onli
won, out. better still, you deserved to win
Your victories have been a greater blessini
to the South herself than her own triumph!
could have been.
anether principle
3.—You represented
higher and broader than the unity of tin
of the slaves—th<
or
the
freedom
nation
principle of sacrifice, of heroism. God is forit
ever trying to incorporate this principle
ii
society. The only command Christ gavewi
regard to our earthly relations is that Goc
should love our neighbors as ourselves.
puts us into homes, into neighborhoods, int<
states, into nations for this very purpose
and these names simply represent the grow
ing circles of service to others and sacrific<
of self. The national altar calls out this spiri
in its broadest form, for upon this alta;
soldiers joft'ered their lives, not simply foi
their own homes or neighborhoods, but foi
States they had never visited and forai
The church in lier missionar;
alien race.
go forth into dis
aspect summoning us tofor
heathen race:
and die
taut nations
υ
furnishes the only broader application
rpiirnsented

11,100
09,900
3,000
9,750
27,000

Sociable Entertainment.
There will be a sociable entertainment in
1
"a" BPXt Thursday evening,
.Clulj
Th
be reatlinB5 and singing, and Leiraifu?s B°ys'
Band of twenty pieces will furnish excellent music.
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To Let—Room.
Wanted at Once—10001.adies.
Farm to Exchange.
For Sale—Two Story House.
M. C. M. Association.
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soldier of this now 1
So long asfthese threi
lie beneath the sod.
and self-sacri
principles of union, freedom
the services ο
(ice survive, so long will
who offered you
those who died and of you
commemorated
lives fur others lie fittingly
hand upon the lieadiani
it, comrades hand in
higlits of Maine—
that neve
The State that never lost a flag,
charged in vain—
What se
lines?
Western
What see you on the
you at the South,

vale

and lo
It is the land of Liberty we fashioned years ago.
Oh Nation great, State linked to State, in bonds
that none ean break,
From ocean unto ocean, from gulf to northern

lake,

mart
State linked to State, fate linked to fate, 111
and mint and mine.
In rolling plain of golden grain in tossing plumes
of pine;
and when
Tlii» is tlie sight that crowns our years

heads

on

are low.
011 Ο Union

Float out, tloat
ago.

flag of twenty years

At the conclusion of the address Chandler's
Band played a dirge, the benediction was
pronounced, and the home route was taken
for the city.

In the Evening.
City Hail filled rapidly in the evening, and
when shortly before 8 o'clock Bosworth and
Thatcher Posts entered and took the seats
reserved for them in the body of the house,
the large auditorium was crowded, every
seat being occupied, while many stood in the
aisles. Chandler's Band occupied the end of
the west gallery next the platform, and on
the left of the platform were seated the
members of the Weber Club, whose selec-

tions, rendered with taste and feeling during
the programme, added much to the impressiveness of the services.
Mr. Ε. E. Eastman, chairman of the reception committee, presided, and near him on
the platform were seated Hon. C. F. Libby,
Commander Barr of the cutter Dallas, Η. Γ.

Ingalls, Commander Motley of Bosworth
Post, Commander Williams of Thatcher
Post, Alderman IÎicker, Dr. S. C. Gordon,
Kev. Messrs. Crosley, Tinker, Bayley, Bashford, and others.
After an appropriate selection delightfully
rendered by the band, the meeting was
opened by Mr. Eastman, who spoke as
follows

:

EASTMAN'S liEMAIiKS.
Comrades,—We have again been called to
perform the sad duties of this, to us, most
sacred day. It has been a day of mourning,
not as we mourn the loss of one friend alone,
but we mourn the loss of a piighty host, a
great army of friends—friends who have
stood beside us in the deadly strife of battle,
in the tedious line of march, on the lone and
lonely picket guard,—friends whose hearts
were knit with ours in one united bond of
love. We mourn their loss ; we honor and
revere their memory; we are justly proud of
their record ; and we come here tonight, comrades, together with you, ladies and gentlemen, to supplement a day of sorrow, and to
receive from these, our friends, words of
cheer, of comfort and consolation.
\ et wline we are sad and sorrowful, in the
memory of our lost ones, there is a ray of
joy for every heart when we remember the
glorious result of their labors and ours.
Comrades, in this way we may rejoice. And
we are sure that this occasion will be another
golden link in the chaiu, binding us more
and more st rongly, more and more lovingly
together as friends and comrades in the
glorious old Grand Army of the Republic.
The Weber Club sang the beautiful song,
"We deck their graves alike today," after
which Kev. Frank T. Bayley offered prayer,
the members of the two Grand Army posts
standing during its continuance. The Weber
Club then rendered "Hushed o'er the sacred
mounds," and Dr. S. C. Gordon was introMB.

duced as the first speaker.
Dli. GORDON'S ADDRESS.
Dr. Gordon referred to the reluctance felt
by soldiers to talk of their experience in
war, and said it seemed to the soldier almost
like eulogizing himself at his own funeral.
The speaker, however, said that he had consented to assist in the evening's programme.
The peculiarity of the American soldier is
seen when he lapses into citizenship, and engages in ordinary avocations, after serving
In the capacity
as a soldier in the ranks.
for this action lies the secret of American
success.
Our soldiers are not the make of
the soldiers of Europe. In 1801 Von Moltke
said that the army of the United States was
an armed mob, but we showed him that the
American citizen, with an individuality of
his own, and a part ruler in this Republic,
can make a better soldier than the soldier of
the standing armies of Europe. Lincoln's
praise of the Southern soldiers who made
the daring charge at Little Round Top, only
added testimony to the bravery of the men
The Blue and the Gray
who defended it.
were bone of the same bone and flesh of the
same flesh.
The address closed with a few eloquent
words upon the necessity of keeping alive
among the young men of today the spirit
which actuated their fathers in the great

struggle.
REV.

MI!.

CBOS LEY'S ADDRESS.

Rev. Mr. Crosley followed Dr. Gordon and
delivered an interesting address of which the
following is a brief abstract:
On the 12th day of April, 18G1, 25 years ago,
The
the first gun of the rebellion was fired.
day that the flag was fired upon was one of
the
South
enthusiasm
general
throughout
and proved to be a day of thorough uprising
in the North. Party lines sank out of sight,
words of conciliation were forgotten and the
sword was drawn. Hundreds of thousands
of lives were given for the good of the
country and by the sacrifice the nation was
saveu,

Mr. Crosley spoke of his intimate knowledge of the stern realities of the war and
for what the veterans deserve credit He
spoke of the duty to conscience still required
of them which sometimes needs a greater
courage than that Which faces the cannon's
mouth. The speaker referred to the standing armies of Europe and said that during
had often
his residence in England he
answered the remark, "You have 110 standing army in the United States," by telling of
the Grand Army of Veterans and the army
of citizens which were ready at any time to
respond to their country's call.
After singing by the Weber Club, Hon. C.
F. Libbr delivered an address, of which the

following is

an

abstract

HON. C. F.

:

1

Union.

The appropriate and eloquent words of
those who have addressed you this evening
have greatly simplified the part allotted to
me, and render it altogether unneeessary for
me to detain you at any considerable length.
I speak to you tonight from the ranks and
as a common soldier, who, in the hour of his
country's peril, not waiting for the demands
of law, but stirred by his love for right and
native land, with gun in hand leaped into
the arena to bear his share of the sweat and
the toil, and the sacrifice, to maintain the solidity and integrity of the Union. At times
like this my mind instinctively goes back to
the soil of Old Virginia, to the Army of the
Potomac, and to the scenes of yore. I see
the boys in blue ; braver men never lived,
truer men never marched to a battlefield.
There are the sturdy sons of New England
with the blood of their revolutionary fathers
coursing through their veins ; there are the
dauntless and brilliant sons of Patrick's
isle, who have won a large place in the
îearts of the American people ; and there
are the invincible men from the lowlands of
Germany, who, with measured tread, march
certain victory; and there are men
on to
from almost every clime beneath the sun, actuated by the same motives, prompted by the
same spirit of patriotism, ready to do, to
dare, and to die, that this broad land of ours
may remain an undivided land, and this nation a united and free people ; and those inestimable blessings, the inheritance of every
American citizen. There is McClellan, and
Pope, and Meade, and Hooker, and liurnside,
and Griffin, and Chamberlain, and Hancock,
and Sheridan, and Grant, the greatest of
them all ; the hero of Donelson, of Vicksburg, and of Appomattox. Great in war, but
greater in peace.
In concluding his remarks, Mr. Tinker
paid a glowing tribute to the splendid qualities and noble characteristics of Gen. Grant.

Î;reen

All the speakers were liberally applauded.
The thanks of the Grand Army were extended by the chairman to all who had assisted in
the observance of the day, and the meeting
dispersed after the singing of "America" by
the audience.
BASE BALL.
The Now Fneland

LIBBY'S ATXDKESS.

*

l,flnn

lished in this land whose corner stone was
slavery, can you tell me what the future of
free government in this country would have
been, or what political birthright you would
have handed down to your children ?
That the results were different, that the
mighty issues of the war were decided in
our favor, is due to the fact that those who»e
graves have been decorated today were
willing to risk their lives in defense of their
country. All that a man hath will he give
for his life, and yet these willingly yielded
up theirs upon the altar. How great was
that sacrifice, in blood, in suffering, in hardship, can be realized only by those who witnessed it on the field of battle, in the hospital and in the prison. Iiow many sorrowing
hearts were left behind, the tears of widows
and orphans throughout our land can testify.
We live in a generation that saw the conflict, and know by personal experience the
sad metnories that it has left in its train.
The survivors of the Grand Army of the He
public still are with us. Year by year their
number is becoming smaller. Each month
sees some hero gathered to his rest. Each
Memorial Day adds to the number of graves
to be decorated. Since the last note of the
conflict ceased sons have been born who have
now grown to manhood, and a new generation has sprung up, which must soon learn
the lesson of patriotism and duty from the
lips of others than those who bore aloft the
standard of the Republic in the thickest of
the fight. Shall the lesson not be taught to
coming generations? Shall the story of these
sacrifices be forgotten? Not while human
gratitude remains and history records the
will
heroic
men,
these
deeds
of
tile memory of those who died that the nation might live be blotted out of the affections of the American people, in the lanour
guage of that grand old hymn sung by
Puritan fathers :
"Let children hear the mighty deeds
Which God performed of old ;
Which in our younger years we saw,
And which our fathers told.

"Our lips shall tell them to our sous,
And they again to theirs,
That generations yet unborn
May teach them to their heirs."

League.

PORTLANDS 14 ; BOSTON BLUES 4.
The Portlands won a finely played game on
the home grounds yesterday forenoon, their
Upopponents being the Boston Blues.
Healey,
wards of 1200 witnessed the game.
the Portland's new pitcher, made his first
appearance and won much favorable comment, the Blues getting only seven base hits
with a total of seven, while the Portlands
won by their heavy batting,
supplemented
by sharp fielding and excellent base running.
The score is as follows :
PORTLANDS.
E.
A.
ΛΒ. R. IB. TB. PO.
ο
2
l
l
ο
4
l
0
4
10
4
13
1
1
1
3
2
3
5
0
1
ο
5
3
4
3
10
5
1112
6
0
2
2
0
5
1
1
1
2
4
1
1 12
2
4
4
2
2
3
2
3
4
0
9
2
3
2

Kearns, ss
Wlieelock, rf
Hatfield, 3b

Sheffler,

cf

O'Rourke, If
Reilly, c
Cavauagli, lb
Spence, 2b
Healy, ρ

39

Totals

BOSTON

4
4
2
4
4
4
4
4
4

McLaughlin,
Ryan, If
Burns, cf
Hartnett, lb
AV. Sullivan,rf
J. Sullivan, 3b
Shaw, 2b
Fitzgerald, ρ
Murphy, c

ss

34

Totals

14

JO 22 2G* 21

7

BLUES.
0
1
0
0
4
0
ο
1
Ο
2
2
1
3
0
0
0
1
0
1
2
1
1 12
0
0
2
0
1
1
0
11110
0
0
4
114
1
4
4
Ο
Ο
Ο
Ο
1
4
1113
4

7

7

24

18

10

NEW

Off for Washi ngton.
Mr. Ο. B. Whitten, of Lewis, Chase &
Whittcn, will go to Washington today and
in reappear before the Senate committee
gard to the bill establishing a close time for
mackerel. The bill passed the House by a
very handsome majority and since then the
New York and New Jersey fishermen have
made opposition to the bill, so that Mr.
Whitten goes on to explain the case to
the Senate committee.
Mr. Whitten thinks the government made
a mistake in employing counsel the fight the
Adams and Doughty cases in the admiralty
court of Canada, instead of dealing directly
Ile thinks the
with the home government.
whole fishery questions resolves itself into the
question, "What are our rights in Canadian
ports and waters, or have we none ? If we

haven't any then the Canadian fishermen
should have none in our ports or waters."
SUBURBAN NEWS.

Dolls, Children's
Ladies' Gaps, $1 to*$4 a doz. paid.
All material furnished.
Steady work the year
round.
Send 15 cts. for samples and particulars.

—14
1 4 1 0 2 4 2
ο
0000101 2 0—4
Boston Blues
Two base hits—
Earned runs—Portlands 1.
Wheeloek, Slieffler. Three base hits—Hatfield,
Healey. First base on errors—Portland 6, Boston
Blues 5. First base on balls—Portlands 3. Bases
stolen—Keans, Wheelock 2, Sheffler 2, Reilly,
Struck
Spence 2, Healey, W. Sullivan, Shaw.
out—Portlands 1, Blues 4. Wild
ald 2, Healey 1. Passed balls—Murphy 2, Reilly
Umpire
Time of game—2 hours, 10 minutes.
2.
—Bowman. Double plays—Portlands 3, Blues 1.
♦Hit

by batted bull.

4; BOSTON BLUES 1.
About the largest crowd of the season
thronged the Portlands' grounds yesterday
PORTLANDS

afternoon and witnessed the home team's
second victory. McKinley pitched an admirable game and the fielding of the team was
sharper even than in the morning game. The
features of the game were the batting of
Sheffler and a brilliant catch of a foul ily bv
Murphy, who caught the ball with his left
The
hand after chasing it into the crowd,
score follows :
PORTLANDS.
AB.
It. IB.

jvearns,

ss

Wheelock, rf
Hatfield, 3b
Sheffler, cf
O'Kourke, c
Ileilly, If

TB. PO. A.

ι>

υ

υ

υ

3

0
1
4
υ
1
12
1
0
ο
ο
0
0

0
1
6
1
2
2
ο
ο

4

Cavanaugli, lb
Spence, 2b
McKiuley, ρ

4
4
4
3
4
3

Totals

34

1
1
1

4

9

12

j.

ο

u

3
0
8
0
9
G
ο

0
2
0
1
0
0
ο
9

0
1
0
0
0
0
ο
2

27

17

3

υ

BOSTON BLUES.
AB.
It
IB. TB. PO.
1
1
0
5
0
ss
McLaughlin,
0
0
0
0
5
Burns, ρ
4
2
2 10
0
Hartnett, lb
4
0
2
Ο
2
J. Sullivan, 31)
1
1
1
4
0
W. Sullivan, 2b
4
1110
Ryan, If
1
1
3
2
0
Shaw, cf
4
1
1
9
0
Murphy, c
0
0
0
4
0
Fitzgerald, rf
36
1
0

Portlands
Boston Blues

1

9

E.

jeldSw

9 *23

0011010
0 0 1 0 0 0 0

A.

E.

1
9
0
1
0
0
0
3
0

0
4
0
0
2
0
0
0
0

6
x— 4
0— 1

14

Earned runs—Portlands 2. Struck out—By McKinley 7 ; by Burns 7. Two base hits—Sheffler 2,
First base
Cavanagh. Wild pitches—Burns 1.
Passed
on errors—Portlands 5 : Boston Blues 3.
1. First base on balls—Portlands
balls—Murphy
1 ; Boston Blues 1. Time of game—2 hours, 5
minutes. Bases stolen—Hatfield, Kearns, Wheelock, Sheffler 2, Spence, Mclaughlin, Shaw,
Murphy. Umpire—Bowman. Double play—Murphy and VV. Sullivan.
♦Spence hit by batted ball.
5; HAVEBMLLL8 3.
The Lawrences defeated the Haverhills
5 to 3 at » Haverhill yesterday forenoon by
the following score :
LAWRENCES

0000 1 2 00 2— 5
Lawrences
3 0000000 0—3
Haverhill»
Errors
Base hits—Lawrences 7; Haverhills 5.
—Lawrences 10; Haverhills 3.

NEWBUBYPOBTS 5, BROCKTONS 2.
home
At Newbury port yesterday, the
team defeated the Brocktons to the tune of
5 to 2. The score follows :
# 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 1— 5
Newbury ports
2 0000000 0-2
Brocktons
ErBase hits—Newburvports C ; Brocktons 4.
rors—Ne wburyports 2; Brocktons 5.
IIAVEBHILLS 3; LAWBENCE8 2.
The Haverhills played at Lawrence yesterday afternoon and offset the Lawrence's victory in the morning by beating them 3 to 2.
The scoae :
1 01001 00 x— 3
Haverhills
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
Lawrences
Base hits—Lawrences Γ», Haverhills G.
—Haverhills 5, Lawrences 5.

Ave.,

New

York*

ITI. €· ifl. Association.
STATED MEETING of the Maine Charitable
Mechanic Association will be held in the Libary room, Mechanics' Building, on Thui-xday
Ε veil in u;. June 3d, at 7.30 o'clock.
lî. B. SWIFT, Sec.
jeld3t

A

TO EXCHANGE for Portland
property, 50 acres under a high state of cultivation, and adjacent to one of the most thriving
villages in Maine ; farm buildings are first class
and located on the best site in village, with extenW. H. WALDKON, Real Estate
sive views.
1-1
180 Middle St.

FARJM

OTHEB GAMES.

Base
At Boston—St. Louis 4 ; Bostons 1.
hits—St. Louis 9, Bostons 6. Errors—St.
Lsuis 10, Bostons 5.
Base
At Boston—Bostons 10, St. Louis 1.
hits—Bostons 12, St. Louis 5. Errors—Bostons 2, St. Louis 17.
At New Ilaven—Yales 10, Williams 3.
At. Philadelphia—Chicaeoes 4, Philadel-

pliias 3.
At Exeter, Ν. H.—Beacons 10, Phillips of
Exeter 2.
At Brooklyn—Morning game, Brooklyns
8, Cincinnatias G. Afternoon game, Brook
lyn 9, Louisvilles 6.
At New York—Morning game, Détroits 4,
New Yorks 6. Base hits—Détroits 5, New
Yorks 13. Errors—Détroits 7, New Yorks
4. Afteanoon game, Détroits 4, New Yorks
Base hits—Détroits 12, New Yorks 7.
1.
Errors—Détroits 4, New Yorks 4.
At Cambridge—Ilarvards 7, Princetons 0.
NOTES.

The Portlands will play their first game in
this city with the Brocktons tomorrow and
have a second trial with them on the next

day. Biddeford

man was removed from the
A
Portlands' grounds yesterday for offering

bets.
The Our Boys and Danforths played a
game on the Ligonia grounds yesterday
which resulted 16 to 5 in favor of Our Boys.
The Sunday Question.
To the Editor of the Preta:
The opinion of physicians whom I consulted regarding closing drug stores on Sunday was this: That "there should be at
every hour of Sunday, some one drug store
open at each end of the city. In this way a
person could obtain medicine without a serious loss of time, and the clerks in every
store would be allowed the greater part of
the day for rest and recreation. Such an adjustment of Sunday work would seem to be
practicable." I quote from Dr. Gerrish.
With this opinion the views of other physicians coincide, with the suggestion that during "closed hours," even a prescription clerk
accessible by bell call might answer every
purpose. May I add that if the people are
willing to endure even a very little inconvenience, it seems quite practicable to devise
a plan by which druggists can be relieved of
the arduous task of seven days' toil. The
committee will doubtless endeavor to bring
about satisfactory results in this direction.
L. H. H., for the Association.
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CASCO CLOTHING CO.

HEADQUARTERS

Several fine large freshly cut sticks of timber, probably from some boom on the Kennebec, washed ashore on the end of the Cape
recently.
Many small fishing vessels visit Richmond
Island harbor ai»ust,daily in quest of bait
for the shore cod fishing.
A dozen or rnoie large seiners, vessels of
the Southern mackerel fleet arrived off the
M.
Cape, Sunday, homeward hound.

their

KENNEBEC COUNTV.

FOR

—

MARRIAGES.

at very moderate

OUT SACKS AND 4-BUTT0IÏ FROCKS.
We have

very fine

a

Brown Imported Worsted

Suit,

frock, that
closing at

cut 4-button
we are

$15 PER SUIT,

from No. 40 Stone street.
In Scarboro, May 30, Abbie i.eavitt, wife of
O. F. Milliken.
In Hollis, May 29, Rev. Jacob McLaried, aged
84 years 9 months.
[Funeral service this Tuesday aftenoon at 2 o'clk
at the Methodist Church, in Hollis.
In East Dixfield, May 12, Levi Goodwin, aged
61 years.
Iu Hiram, May 20, Henry Wadsworth, aged 81
years 7 months.
In Dixfield, May 18, Jonathan Holman, aged

■

Surrendered policies,
Dividends,
Λ

5,647,970.22
4,268,862.35

■

TOTAL,
of nearly

to

PAYMENT

SIIOWI.X;
Policy-holders
million
lars, equal to
Twenty-two

Some «very
styles of

desirable

BOYS'
at

price from

TO

$25.00.

L0NG~~PANT

THEREFORE A HI'RPLCM of

it all to the
Hon.

INCO ΝΤESTA BLE
ITS
After three years for any cause except fraud.

Cobh,

of

use

Brown's

ΤΙΙΚ

POLICIES

ΑΙΐνΑΝΊΆΙιίΙΙΒ

ou

Sarsaparilla.
er

οι inin

v^uiiiuituy

mc

AGE, EXPERIENCE. STRONG FINANCIAL CONDITION, LARGE SURPLUS. EQUITABLE and ATTRACTIVE FLANS, and conservative management.
Call or send to any Agency
of its plans.

Office for

a

circular

JOHN K. DeWITT, President.
HENRY D. SMITH, Secretary,
ARTHUR L. BATES, Ass't Secretary.
THOMAS A. FOSTER, M. D., Medical Director.
JOSIAH H. DRUMMOND, Counsel.

He says it

Complaint that

ever

freely recommends
"I

of

SOUS

BOYS'BLOUSE SUITS
upwards.

Boys' Flannel Blouse Waists

&>·.. &c., &<·., from T. Croenewegen, Boskoop.
This will
Holland. Catalogues ready on Friday.
my28d5t
be the last sale of the season.
F. O. KAIMiY A

notice, and

liis

to

friends.

it to his

all out of fix this Spring," said Mr. L. O.

was

"I

read

of

some

testimonials, bought some of Brown's Sarsap-

arilla, took

bottle, and

one

have been for years.

to-day better than

am

recommend Brown's

I

Sarsaparilla above all medicines

I have

as

I.know

good."

it to be

SATURDAY, .June r>, at 10Va a. m., at Mart,
we shall sell a large assortment
family carriages, consisting of
Hne, light
Phaetons. Top Buggies ou End and Brewster aud
Carryalls,
Timpkin Spring, Surrys. Extension Top
ami Corning
Open Beach Wagons, Open Piano
we
As
are
&c.
obliged
Buggies, Express Wagons,
to relinquish one of our outside store houses,

ONPlum St.,and

of

obliged to reduce our stock and shall select 30 to 40 carriages and sell without reserve.
of the season to purThis will be the
my24d2w
chase carriages cheap.

we are

opportunity

F. 0. BAILEY & CO., AUCTIONEERS.

READER!—If you have any trouble with your
kidneys you

can

And

a

certain relief for it by

us-

Administrator's Auction Sale.
auction,

SARASPARILLA
it

aoes

not

<10

ai

claimed.
Brown's Sarsaparilla is sold by all Drugglsts|for

$1.00;

bottles for $5.00.

6

Proprietor, Bangor,
my27

Expresses the condition of thousands of people at
this season. The depressing effects of the warm
weather and that tired feeling are quickley overIt gives
come by the use of Hood's Sarsaparilla.
strength in place of weakness, gives tone to every
and
blood.
an
the
creats
purifies
appetite,
organ,
Give it a trial now.
"Two months ago I

Sarsaparilla as

ΛΚΛ WAKREN,

Me.

eodly-lstor-tthpeF

on

Road" so called, in said Gape Elizabeth ; thence
running on said road southwesterly one hundred
and eighty-seven (187) feet;thence southeasterly,
at right angles with said road, fifteen rods to said.
Hawes'land ; thence on the line of said Hawes'
land northeasterly about one hundred and eightyseven (187) feet to the comer; thence northwesterly on line of said Hawes' laud fifteen rods to the
place of beginning.
The above is known as the old Dr. Buzzell place.
It has a new house and stable, and is one of the
most beautiful and desirable summer residences in
the whole region around Portland. It will be sold
subject to a mortgage of $750 and accrued interENOCH KNIGHT, Administrator.
est.
dlw

my29

F. O. BAILEY & CO.

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
Salesroom 18 Exchange Street,

an

Boys' Shirt Waists
at 25c and

upwards.

ALL GENUINE BARGAINS.

OASCO CLOTHING CO.
my 2 2

OPPOSITE FALMOUTH HOTEL.

SPECIAL SALES

Turner Bros.'
Closing out of Ladies' Wraps
and Children's Garments at reduced prices.
Fancy Colored Silk Plushes, 24
inches wide, $1.50; usual price
23 inches
former price

;

DRjJj^^OWIRJ

Blood Purifier !
No physician In America to-day lias such a national reputation as Dr. R. C. FLOWER for radiand
cally curing Cancers, Tumor*, Scrofula,
«ill tnose deep seated and terrible blood disorders
world
regarded a J
that for centuries the medical
well-nigh incurable. I)r. Flower's JBlood Purito
contributed
has
else,
fier, more than anything
his uuparalleled reputation by its splendid results
from
all
germs
eliminating
in speedily
poisonous
the Dody, and quickly supplying an abundance of
the pure rich blood so essential to perfect health.
no
cheap medicine nantie
This preparation is

Hell; on the contrary.it is a scientific combination of the finest and most costly blood remedies.
to

One Bottle is equal to eiglit of any
other blood medicine in the market.
In Dr. Flower's hands It has cured thousands ol
cases of

Silk Remnants at half price.
Cream Cashmere 50 cents; worth
62 1-2 cents.
Largo line of Gloves, Hosiery,
and Underwear at low prices.
Large job lot of Ladies' and
Hanta' T.iii«Ί1 Handkerchiefs, subject to manufacturers' imperfections.
Agents for MME. DEMOREST'S

PATTERNS.

Orders received for the

I

had

no

CANCERS,
ti>rrihÏP hlooil

by
V "««OU «*l!KIFIERM » . witli no rival ov equal in eradfrom the blood
disease
of
all
germs
icating
cleaiuiug and nofiening the >hia and
m

♦·

If you do

and

built

Try it and you will find it so immeasurably superior to other preparations that you will never
accept any other blood remedy. It is purely vegetable, ancf is beyond all question the most

St.
Congress
my29

AND

Food was given before and after the operations.

With what we have been and are doinu
fthall be able, in onr new Free Hoapital
lhat we are now building eorner ot Huntington Arenue and I'auiden Mtreet, to perform iu the Mursical half of the Iloftpital,

500

AT

OUR

Near Centre.

Portland, Maine.

known to be a durable,
well made, perfect fitting
Corset. Every pair warranted
not to break over the hip, by
are

L A. GOULD,

Positively Cured by
Little Fills.

50Î*

WE HI.

PRIIVTERN' EXCHANCE,

Exchange St., Portland,

Me.

fine job printing a specialty.
All orders by mail or telephone promptly at
novlleodtf

tended to.

ALONZO S. DAVIS,
PHOTOGRAPHER,

ISO

Middle
near corner

jeB|ST OF WORK AT

-

Wliite Lead,
Colors, dry, in Oil,
And in Japan,
Varnishes, Oils,
Brushes, Alabasline,
Calsom Finish,
Tube Colors,
Bronze Powders, 4c.

—

Job Printer
97 1-2

eod3m

For all purposes
And in any quantity.
Finest quality oï Mixed
House Faints,

MARKS,

AND

ST.

PAINTS

-

Book, Card
—

CONGRESS

my22

CARTER MEDICINE CO., V\-op'rs, New York·

Street,

of Exchange St.

REASONABLE

PRICfS^

Remember that with feeble infants who do not
thrive on their mother's milk or the best prepared
foods in the market.WE REQUEST NO CHANGE
OF FOOD, but add δ or more drops four times
daily of Murdock's Liquid Food, and you will And
that*their lost or needed vitality will oe restored
to them in less than thirty days.
Not a ease of Cholera Infantum known where
Murdock's Liquid Food has been used, nor a death
from Cholera Infantum where it has been prescribed by a physician.

YELLOW

BANANAS!
Direct shipment of 750 hunches
Jamaica Bananas from 3 to 5 feet
in length.
FOR SALE BY

—

—

LONDON PERCALES J. W. LIBBY,

eodtf

Sold by all Dru,—

BABIES.

fcodtf

.lll.QT RECEIVED.

Const^j
Veg-

St.,

lstoréthpeodtf

—

I1IV8

They also relieve Distress from Dyspepsia,
In digestion and Too
Hearty Eating. Λ perfect remedy for Dizziness, Nausea, DrowsiIness, Bad Taste in the
IMoutJ), Coated Tongue,
H»ain in the Side, &Cj
fThev regulate the BowJ
!,-1r and prevent
nation and Piles. The Bmallestana easiest to take.
Only one pill a dose. 40inavinl, Purely
etable. Price 25 cents, 6 vin Is by mail for $1.00.

Washington

aprlG

E.T.BURROWES&CO.

d&wlynrm

these

FLOWER MEDICINE COMPANY,

—

Factory, Spring St.,

flew

100 Doses One Dollar.

aprl4

RECORD.

GOOD

For tue year ending April ι, ueiweeu uuo Hundred and two hundred surgical operations bave
been performed at the Free Hospital for Women
supported by the Murdock Liquid Food Co., Boston, without the loss of a single patient-, and all restored to usefulness.

iltf

—

Hood's Sarsaparilla

Call and examine our new style
Crayon and Coloreil Portraits beAim to
fore sitting? elsewhere.
please. Priees moderate.

LIQUID FOOD,

(and it is tlic natural flavor of tlic
articles of which it is made,) you
can alter it every time you lake it.
Remember also it must have a
flavor different from everything
known, as it is the only Kaw Condensed Food free from insoluble
matter, in the world, therefore
cannot taste or smell like common
It
food, rooked food or extracts.
cannot be so reducetl but that it
will still be superior to common
food, cooked food or extracts, enabling the pntients to fake any
strength they desire, with beucflt.

BOXTOiV. MAS*.

FOR SALE AT RETAIL

Sold by all druggists. §1 ; six tor $5. Prepared only
by C. ί. HOOD & CO., Apothecaries, Lowel, Mass

OPPOSITE EALMOUTH HOTEL.

like the flavor of

ever made. A GIFT.—Remember we will mail
you a copy of our valuable Family Formula Book,
containing home treatment of common ailments
with simple remedies, and a great number of valuable formulas and receipts. Give name of this
paper when you send. Address

1763

description and price. Onr Patent Sliding Window Screens are the best screens made.
They are used in the very best houses in nearly
every large city and town in the United States.

up.

Photographer,

dtf

we

488 and 490

of every

pleasure that I recommend Hood's
Sarsaparilla." Ben M. Mirrielees, Supt. Cincinnati & Louisville Mail Line Co., Cincinnati.
"I have been troubled for many years with
violent headaches. Hood's Sarsaparilla did me
I
so much good that I feel like a new being.
earnestly recommend Hood's Sarsaparilla to all
who suffer with headaches." Mrs. L·. Satchell,
Gates Avenue, Brooklyn, Ν. Y.

aprl

not

MURDOCH

Liquid

SCREEN DOORS!

"My daughter had been ailing some time with
general debility, and Hood's Sarsaparilla was
recommended to us. After she had taken three
cured

in workmanship to any $55
machine in the market. One of
the machines on exhibition in our
store.

Equal

—

Cured and Built Up

completely

W.

Remember this Fact.

A

trotlbles that had been pronounced absolutely Incurathe most eminent physicians. It Is unble
nrl nthwr

Wire Screens!

appe-

or

bottles she was
It is with great

at SI9.50.

σ

eod2\v

commenced taking Hood's

experiment, as

c.

marl4

Operittionn annually·

strength, and felt tired all the time. I
attributed my condition to scrofulous humor. 1
had tried several different kinds of medicine,
without receiving any benefit. But as soon as I
had taken half a bottle of Hood's Sarsaparila, my
appetite was restored, and my stomach felt better.
I have taken three bottles, and I never felt better."
Mrs. J. F. DoLBEAKE^Pascoag.R. I.

tite

a.

June

on

the premises at Cape Elizabeth, the homostead of the late Maria B. Dyer, deceased, bounded as follows:
Recriniiing at the northwest corner of land of C.
Κ. Hawes υη the Buzzeii roaa, or ".Barren «m

m.,

money reiunaea ιι

Probate Court

to license from the

of Cumberland County I shall sell at public
PURSUANT
5th next, at 10
SATURDAY,

BROWN'S

(y Your

sals:

—

μ. o. KAiLKV.

at 75c ana upwaras.

years.
In Wells, May 19, Mrs. Sarah, widow of the late
William A. Hobbs, aged 85 years.

Tired Languid Dull

OF

CARRIAGES.

voara

In Gardiner, May 23, Samuel Blanchard, aged
87 years 6 months.
In Newcastle, May 20, Warren S. Jones, aged
66 years.
In Newcastle, May 17, Herbert H. Dodge, aged
30 years.
In Saco, May 24, Miss Dora Turpin, aged 33

CO., AUCTION EE KM.

L.ARGÏT

Brown's

eodtf

wide, 37 1-2 cents

upwards.

WEDNESDAY, June 2d, at 10 a. m. and
2Ya p. m.,at salesroom 18 Exchange street,
5,000 Hoses, Clematis, Auzalias, Hyaraugias.
Rhododendrons, Syringis, Currants, lioosberries,

or

SINKINSON,

JAMES

Imported Roses, Currants,

is the best tiling for Liv-

came

—

ON

mer-

consulted good phy-

Oaks, merchant at Garland, Me.

approved

all

prominent

use

OF

—

CLAIMS, WITHOUT
DISCOUNT, immediately as soon as the
and
satisfactory, and without
proofs are complete
waiting 60, 90, or any number of days.
ISSUES

—

Clematis, &c.

Co.,

enobscot

assistance until he began the

PAYS DEATH

ITplans.

CREAT AUCTION SALE

Β. Β. Thomas,

of the most

one

Mr. Cobb lias

years.

June 1st, at 3 o'clock p. ni. ; con
brick house with ten finhall aud bath rooms, large hall 111
third story, lias all modem Improvements; cemented cellar with vegetable rooms and furnace ;
ami lot about 50x120 feet with fruit and ornamental trees. This house was built for a home in
the most thorough manner, its locatlou is in a
part of the city where real estate is rapid I ν advancing in value. A deposit of §1U00 will be required at sale and balance in thirty days when
possession will be given. For further particulars
my2Udtd
enquire of auctioneers.

ON Tuesday.
2Yj story

that

sicians, taken various remedies, but got little

I

BOYS' ALL WOOL MEE PANT SUITS $1.00.

at $1.50 and

for two

ΓΙ1ΗΕ UNION MUTUAL, recognizing its muis the most liberal company in its
_L
dealings with its policy-holders.

standard,
York standard.

$2.50.
wonderfully low prices.
1 lot of Foulard Silks,

at $2.00 and

so

MAÎiAGEK FOK CITY AGENCY.

SPRIG OVERSACKS
in

of Brown's Sarsa-

liver and bowels

chants of Bangor, lias suffered from liver trouble

the

IT

Residence of the late Jotliaw Clark.

good as ever. My general health

as

I owe

good.

Μκ. E.

according to the MassaITNearly $400,000
and of over #700,000 by

—AT—

ranging

now

no

of dol-

mar2G

DEATHS
city. May 31, John S. Clieever, aged 59
davs.
[Funeral on Wednesday afternoon at 3 o'clock,

$8,361,920.47
3,374,402.90

■

Have
former price $25.
but a few of them left.
Sizes 34 tô 38.

In

In this
years 25

Death losses paid,
Endowments paid,

ITS

prices.

action is

my

Treas.

POLICY CONTRACT is plain and
definite in all its terms and no cnance for
misconception.

Business and Dress

regulated

Sarsaparilla.

POLICIES ARE

$5.00

Paris, May 15. Edward E. Allen and Etta F.
Gowell.
In Paris. May 20, Frank H. Hill of Paris and
Emma J. Packard oi Greenwood.
in Kuinford Centre, May 19, Horace F. Woods
of Kumford and Mary F. Silver of Washburn.
In Waterville, May 22, Alden M. Moore and
Miss Annie E. Goodwin.
In Gardiner, May 2β, A. N. J. Jovejoy of Augusta and Miss Josie C. Hill oi Woodfords.
Iu Windsor, May 22, Eugene O. Moody of Windsor and Miss Clara E. Moody of Pittston.
In Ellsworth, May 22.Millard F. Foss and Kose
L. Blckferd, both of Hancock.

COMPANY,

tuality,

ernor

It

Bangor, Me.

HAM

—

Complaint with

tired, uncomforta-

a

bought one bottle

KECOUD IS

chusetts
the New

session of the Gov-

There will be a special
and Council at Augusta, on Wednesday
next, following which the board will make
an official visit to the State Prison.
Τ Lie question of introducing the electric
lights is agitated in Augusta. A. F. Jerrald
of Fairfield was in the city in the interest of
It was
an electric light company last week.
said that the licrhts would cost three cents
each.
A good base ball game is appreciated in
Waterville. On the occasion of the last game
between Colby and Bates the schools were
closed for half a day to allow the scholars
toisee the game. When the Colby nine aifl
rived home from their brilliant game with
the Bowdoins at Lewiston on Saturday, they
were met at the station with cheers from
students and inhabitants who had assembled
The Lockwood
there to welcome them.
band had been engaged for the occasion. The
members of the nine were seized and borne
on their shoulders to a large wagon in waiting and then drawn through the principle
streets for about an hour and a half. Nearly
the band
a hundred students held the rope,
leading the way. Cheers were heartily
raised before the houses of each of the professors and the prominent resident alumni,
most of whom had illuminated. Ladies Hali
with Chidecked
was
very tastily
and transparencies, and
lanterns
nese
several large bonfires burned on the :campus
all night ; and during the earlier part of tho
evening fireworks were displayed. At 10
o'clock the nine and the band went to the
depot to cheer the Bates, who passed
through on their road home from their victory at Orono.
John Hvsom of Windsor, attempted suicide on Wednesday and probably succeeded.
He cut his throat from ear to ear and at last
accounts was just alive. He had recently received pension arrears amounting to «over
This
$3000 and the sum of $30 monthly.
overcame him and his mind became affected.

is

ITS

SUITS

THE STATE.

Jaundice, and I had

which has liad thirty-six years' experience.

JTS

Liver

day and poor the next, my eyes showed evi-

parilla.
IS A

HOME

severe case of

feeling ; I

ble

SIX

Fine line of

a

dence of

HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLABM, paid policy-holders for each year of
the company's existence.
ANSETN ARE $«,119,547.15, while
its Liabilities are only $5,41 :i,410.74.

CLOTHING.

had

"I

IS4S,

IN

No. 14 Mellen Street.

sists of
ished rooms,

habitual constipation ; my appetite would be good

MAINE.

«JANINE»

OR

all indications of Liver

are

Complaint.

one

OF

DESIRABLE REAL ESTATE,

Sallow Complexion, Constipation and all the ills

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,

SALE—Two story house at Ferry Village: one of the finest in the village. Enquire
of G. W. DOUGHTY, High St., Ferry Village.

1— 2

Errors

Union Mutua

Broker,

important

of the most

one

organs of the human system. Jaundice, IndigesVariable Appetite,
tion, Dyspepsia, Foul Stomach,

EMPIRE KNITTINC CO.,

BOWEBY BEACH.

«Q

Secretes the bile and is

THE

^

DEEBING.
At the Deering town meeting held Saturday afternoon A. J. Chase was chosen
moderator and T. J. Kiggs secretary.
The motion to refer the Seal suit to a
special committee was voted down.
A committee of citizens considering the
condition of Capisic Tond injurious to health
requested the State Board of Health to visit
the spot and make a report. The Board repond exceedingly
ported .the water of the
filthy and conducive to disease while the air
so
is
polluted with emanations from putrifying animal matter as to be offensive to smell
and injurious to health.

Portlands

pitches—Fitzger-

ana

1565 Sixth

F. 0. BAILEY & CO., AUCTIONEERS.

YOUR LU eft

WANTED AT ONCE.
ll/UU

AUCTION (tAI.K*.

ΙΗΙ*<ΈΙ.Ι.ΛΙ*.

iniSCELLANKOVe.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

-ι AAA LADIES to Crochet

123456789

Totals

During the four years of the v. ;;r Portland
furnished nearly five thousii.id men as her
quota to the Union armies. Of that number
about five hundred fell on the field of battle
or died from wounds received in the service.
Many more came home crippled and maimed,
or with constitutions impaired by exposure
and disease, and year by year we have seen
them dropping by the wayside, until now,
twenty-one years after the clos« of the war,
not one-half of their number remain to respond to the roll call.
The cemeteries of our city are dotted today with Hags which mark the last resting
places of more than five hundred soldiers of
the late war—a whole battalion that has
passed over the river, leaving us the legacy
of their heroic deeds and the duty of keeping green their memories. To-day the hands
of affection lmve decorated their graves with
the flowers of spring and as we meet tocan honor their memories
gether to-night we
in no better way than in recalling the issues
for which thoy staked their lives.
The lessons of the war have been so often
told that we are apt to forget their real import. The supremacy of the Union has become so firmly established that it is difficult
to remember that it was once in serious
peril. The scourge of slavery has so long
disappeared that it is hard to recall the time
when it hung like a pall over the land, tainting with its withering blight our institutions
and! our government. And yet these were
the issues for which our brothers fought,—
free institutions and a united country. They
fought that we, and those who come after
us, might live in a land whose government is
founded on the broadest possible basis of
freedom, a land of free speech, of free interWhat that
course and of free institutions.
can
survive we
who
to
us
means
the poswe consider
better realize if
in
that
bound
were
that
sibilities
up
great contest, which for four years was
waged with varying success by the armed
forces of the Republic· If the right had not
triumphed, if the stone which the builders
rejected had not b«come the head of the
corner, if the armies of the North had been
J·

At tlic conclusion of Mr. Libby'» remarks,
the Weber Club sang "Kest, Soldier, Rest."
The closing address was delivered by Rev.
Mr. Tinker. The following is an abstract :
BEV. MR. TINKER'S ADDRESS.
Mr. Chairman, Fellow Citizens and Members
of the Grand Army of the Republic:
I deem it fortunate that my first public appearance among you is on an occasion of
such universal, deep and tender interest. Of
all this large assembly there is not one
whose heart does not bleed in tenderest sympathy with the beautiful floral and memorial
services of the day, in memory of the dead
heroes, who gave themselves without stint
for land, and home, and freedom, and the

All goods are of the Onest quality,
aud will he sold at lowest
market prices.

H. H. HAY & SON,
Junction Middle and Free Streets,
anrl

Oue case of Loudon Percales for Shirtings and Ladies' and Children's Dresses;
full yard wide, choice styles and very line;
usual price 20 cts; ire shall sell them for

dlw

tains 24 to 28

J.M.Dyer&Co.
511 CONGRESS STREET.

eodti

pounds.

SHOWING HOW EASY IT IS RENEWED
HOW NECESSAKY WHEN DISEASED.

AND

We make

a

MIRDOCK MOUID FOOD CO.,
my22

specialty ol

WATCHES
American and Foreign manufacture.

METCALF

In the most thorough manner'atlreasona
ble prices, by first-class workmen.

repaired

J. A. MERRILL & C0., JEWELERS.
J. Α. M
pi 3

krκ ill.

bfrry Nhrub,

syrups.
All

I.fading Grocer* »ell

uNo, Wholfnalr nntl Retail Druggi·!·.

THEODORE METCALF k CO.,
—

SOLD BY-

GEO. C. SHAW & CO., and A. L. MRLETT & CO.,
Ι'ΟΚΤΙ.ΑΛ

Shirts! BLASTING
Niglrt
KNIVES, SPOONS, FORKS, &C.
mv31

Rogers and Bros/ΑΙ Table Ware.

Powder, (Blasting

POWDER^
Sporting)

and

known

"OUR OWN"

Two new lines of

Fancy

Night Shirts in all saleable
sizes, just opened at

Als a full line of "my own" manufacture, which
for sly.·', quality and fluish has few equals and 110
supe. 1 in the world.

Watches, Clocks, Jewelry, Ac.,
Cleansed, Repaired and
Warranted,
at the

newly established prices.

A. M.

WENTWORTH,

509 CONGRESS ST.
ap!5

codtf

WHITE MOUNTAIN

lee Cream Freezers.
2 quart, $2.00 each.
»

Members

:i
4
G

mj28

44
44

2.50
3.00
4.00

··

14
44

ke\dallaTwhit\e\
d2\v

eod2m

p!

agent in this vicinity, for Du Font's Black

Sole

I «am offering special inducements in Rogers &
Bros.' A 1 Table Ware, as every one will be convinced by giving me a call, that my prices are the
lowest.

BOSTOJI.

39 TRE.1IOJIT NTREET,

Kf.ith.

eodly

EnE^SST·"-·

FRUIT

'J39 Ml DDL Κ STREET.
A.

Thr

Boston.
SM&Wtf

For Yachting, Camping
nntl Picnic Pnriiea.

λΓ(ν<
^

Latest and most Tasty Designs.

FINE MAINE TOURMALINES AND OTHER GEMS
Watches, Clocks and Jewelry
MILITARY and SOCIETY GOO»S

Attention.

THE

A tablespoonful four times a day will make 10
pounus new dhhiu mummy, auu uie system cuh-

* ore sireei.

DIAMONDS

of

They cannot be bought elsewhere, as we
hare the exclusiYC sale in the city.

my8

22.02 to 00.50 per cent.
preparations from of
ash. which is indigestible
It contains 0.42
matter. The others contain from 3.30 to 23.74
cent.
per
In alcoholie extract* 1.07. The other preparations are all TONICS. as they contain from
20.13 to 56.13 percent.
These facts snoft why Murdock's Liquid Food
excels all other foods and preparations in making
new blood and cleansing the system of disease.

JBWEJLRY

12 1-2 CENTS.

rOUTLAND, MAINE.
eodThS&Tu2m

association
Past and Honorary
of the Portland Light Infantry, will hold a
on
Tuesday
the
Armory,
Evening,
meeting at
June 1st, at 8 o'clock. All past and honorary
members of the P. L. I.'s are invited to be present.
There will be a meeting of the joint committees
011 the anniversary the same evening.
C. P. MATTOCKS, President.
Per order.
my29det
GEO. E. ALLEN, Secretary.

4VJ
my29

The question often asked—how does Murdock's
Liquid Food compare with other Foods and Tonics? We refer to the State Inspector of Foods for
Massachusetts in his annual report for 1886.
Murdock's Liquid Food contains 14.10 percent,
of albumen ; all the other foods do not contain
any. Common food does not contain over one per
cent, that is available.
It contains less organic matter than common
food, and common food contains 1G.85; the other

and

the

"ATLAS POWDER,"

the best high explosive on the market. Furnished
in any quantity, and at bottom prices.
Alno

f

mi*

mid

Fiebing Taekle.

!>S1 Middle Street.

«INES BROTHERS.
my3l

HASKELLTIES,
-MANUFACTI'BKR» OF-

Fir*t

Quality

Custom and Keady
Made

eodtf

aprL'fi

ARTIFICIA L

Τ Ε ET Η

Best Gum Teeth,
Best Plalf "

_d2t

_

well

$10
7

δ

"

Besetting

per set.
"

"

"

"

Filling at moderate priees. (ias tree of charge
or more teeth.
Work warranted.

for two

Ε. B. & F. W. LOCK WOOD,
api*28

54M3

<V.uyr«>>. Mt>«

cor.

Ilrowa. eodStlt

Bl'Y THK

CLOTHING. NEW MODEL RANGE,
BEST MATERIALS AND WORKMANSHIP
WITII

and fair
m») bp depended upon

prices jjliaraiiteed.

Lancaster
my22

liiiiltliiig,

■

470 Congress St.
dtf

PATE5VÎ V

ITS

BOLD ONLY

TENNEY
12 EXCHANGE ST.,
dec 14

—

REFLEX
&.

CRATE.

11 V

DUNHAM,
ME.
PORTLAND,
eouOin

